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Muitiregion annular geometry is a basic feature of energy removal

systems ranging from advanced heat exchangers to fission reactor fuel

rods. For the symmetric cases, the heat conduction through annular re-

gions is well defined. However, for a shift of an annular region, analy-

sis of the system must be made in two dimensions. The purpose of this

study is to characterize the steady state heat conduction through ec-

centric annuli through a theoretical, numerical, and experimental inves-

tigation.

In the theoretical study, the analytical solutions are sought for

the governing heat conduction equations. Separate polar coordinate sys-

tems are used to describe the points in the inner tube, the annular re-

gion, and the outer tube. Particular attention is given to the inter-

face conditions by explicitly retaining continuity of the components of

the heat flux vector. Within the context of the specified assumptions,

the resulting solutions are general, valid for any size annular regions

and any degree of eccentricity. The boundary condition on the outer tube

surface can be specified by either a prescribed temperature function of

angle or a convective boundary condition. A computer program is developed

to perform the calculations of the two-dimensional temperature profiles

within the eccentric system. This program can be verified mathematically



for the concentric condition. The experimental study is designed to

verify the program for eccentric situations.

The experiment is a straightforward determination of the two-dimen-

sional temperature field within the eccentric annuli. An electrical

heater rod is used in the experiment. A PVC pipe is chosen as the outer

tube. For the intermediate annular region, standard hard lead shot is

utilized. The thermal conductivity of the packed bed of lead shot is

relatively insensitive over the temperature range of interest, and the

thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe is constant over the temperature

range used. The study of the results between the analytical solutions

and the measurements indicate that the temperature profiles within the

system can be accurately predicted if an appropriate boundary condition

is used.

In addition to the theoretical and experimental phases, numerical

aspects of the problem are also studied. Four general approaches have

been used to treat the problem. The first is to approximate the heater

rod surface by a ratchet. This results in an increase in the number of

radial node regions required and a subsequent loss of economy. The

second approach utilizes concentric regions and defines a variable con-

ductivity within the annulus region to account for the eccentric con-

dition. This reduces the number of radial node regions and results in

saving in both computation time and core space. To eliminate the common

limitation in both approaches that the eccentric displacement must be

smaller than the radius of heater rod, a third approach is developed.

This approach utilizes a two-dimensional, cylindrical model in which the

origin of the coordinate system is located at the center of the heater

rod. However, if an existing general purpose finite difference code is



used, an additional effort is required to translate the temperature pro-

files to a new coordinate system with the origin located at the center

of outer tube. An existing finite element computer code is utilized as

the fourth numerical approach. A relatively coarser grid system can be

used in this code and less computer running time is required.
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HEAT CONDUCTION IN ECCENTRIC ANNULI

I. INTRODUCTION

I.1 General Background

To date, eccentricity effects have been assumed to occur as a

perturbation of the concentric situation. These have been studied for

reactor fuel pins and double-walled heat exchangers. However, a more

complete understanding of the eccentricity problem may also be neces-

sary for applications in advanced energy systems. For example, it may

be possible to utilize the eccentric condition to optimize the perfor-

mance of an energy removal system such as a fusion device. The pre-

sence of high fluxes of energetic 14 MeV neutrons will induce signifi-

cant radiation damage in the walls of fusion reactors. In addition,

the coolant in some proposed plant designs is lithium, an active

corrosive liquid metal. In the heat removal system, a double-walled

arrangement might be used in which the outer tube would consist of a

material which is incompatible with the coolant but could sustain the

radiation damage. In contrast, the material of the inner tube could be

selected based on corrosion compatability with the coolant. The degree

of eccentricity could be specified to optimize the overall performance

of the system based on thermalhydraulics and radiation damage consid-

erations.

The problem of heat transfer through eccentric annuli has not been

examined in general
(1)-t7)

. As discussed below, the studied undertaken

to date have been for various special cases of the eccentricity problem

lying in the area of nuclear reactor fuel performance and safety.
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To assure the integrity of the fuel pin cladding, it is necessary

to have a thorough understanding of the induced stresses within the

fuel pin. One source of such stress is the thermal stress set up in

the fuel due to the temperature gradient. In addition, the design

limitations that are of most significance from a thermal and hydraulic

point of view are restrictions upon the maximum fuel and cladding tem-

peratures. The maximum fuel temperature is restricted to less than

melting point under any operation condition. The cladding temperature

is restricted to temperature slightly above the boiling temperature of

the coolant by requiring that departure from the nucleate boiling does

not occur.

The determination of the maximum fuel temperature is complicated

by several effects. An important factor is due to the displacement of

fuel pellet axis from the central axis of the cladding. This displace-

ment arises due to eccentric loading of the pellet within the cladding

during fuel pin fabrication, fuel pellet densification during power

reactor operation, and pellet motion within the cladding due to random

vibrations by coolant flow. It has been shown that(2) for a typical

example in which the maximum displacement is 0.0075 cm for a fuel

pellet radius is 0.2465 cm, the change in maximum fuel temperature was

115 K. It is particularly important for those cases in which the ex-

pected maximum temperature is near the fuel melting point.

1.2 Research Objectives and Activities

The purpose of this research is to determine the complete theo-

retical solutions to the general problem of heat conduction through
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eccentric annuli, to verify the solutions with an appropriate confir-

matory experimental investigation, and to devise suitable numerical

algorithms to effectively and accurately calculate the temperature

distribution throughout the system. The analytical solution developed

in this project could then serve as a calculational benchmark against

which numerical approximations currently used to treat eccentricity

problems can be evaluated.

Chapter II contains the theoretical study of heat conduction in

eccentric annuli, the explicit procedures to solve the problem, and

the analytical solutions for the temperatures throughout the system.

New mathematical approaches for the general problem are developed and

specific cases are treated.

Chapter III contains the development of algorithms for the

numerical study of the heat conduction in eccentric annuli. Four

computer programs, RAT1, Mal, HEAT and COYOTE are employed to

determine the temperature profiles in the system. Comparisons with

the analytical results are made to judge the suitability of numerical

approaches.

To assess the validity of the theoretical treatment, an experi-

mental confirmation phase of the project is also done. Chapter IV

reports the experimental study in which particular attention is given

to devising an experimental arrangement that is consistent with the

basic assumptions in the analysis.

Chapter V contains the conclusions for the current research work

and its applications.
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II. THEORETICAL STUDY

II.1 Introduction

The eccentricity problem is shown in Figure 1. The system consists

of an inner tube, an intermediate annular region, and an outer tube.

In the center of the inner tube it is assumed that a heat source or

sink exists. In the most straightforward formulation of the problem,

some appropriate boundary condition can then be assigned to the inner

surface of the inner tube. Likewise, a fluid surrounds the outer tube

and again a boundary condition, usually a Dirichlet or mixed condition,

can be imposed on the outer surface. It is within the context of the

two tubes and particularly the intermediate annulus that the problem is

to be studied.

For the case in which the tubes are concentric, Figure la, the

heat conduction problem is one-dimensional in the radial direction

and has elementary solutions. If angular dependence is introduced

through heat sources or boundary conditions, solutions may be obtained

with modal expansions or finite Fourier transform techniques.

A variation of the problem occurs for the case in which the inner

tube has no central hole but is a solid cylinder. This cylinder

would usually have some distributed heat source. In either form, the

single rod arrangement in Figure 1 occurs routinely in bundles in

energy transport systems such as specialized heat exchangers, steam

generators, and condensers and in energy generation systems such as

reactor cores. A question of fundamental interest arises when the

solid cylinder with heat source is displaced from the concentric
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intermediate
annular region

Fig. la. Concentric annuli.

outer tube

intermediate
annular region

Fig. lb. Eccentric annuli.
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position, Figure lb. Between the cylinder and the outer tube is an

intermediate annular region. In the special case of reactor appli-

cations the intermediate region is the gas gap and is small compared

to the diameter of the pellet. The solid cylinder is a fuel pellet

with a distributed fission heat source. The outer tube is the cladding,

either stainless steel or zircaloy. Surrounding the cladding is

coolant. The fuel pin is located with a regular array of similar

pins.

Most codes used in reactor analysis assume that fuel and cladding

are concentric not only at fabrication but also during the complete

irradiation. In reality, eccentric geometry occurs routinely. In the

following study, the width of the intermediate annular region is not

restricted. Analytical solutions are found to determine the tempera-

ture profiles for all degrees of eccentricity within the system. The

analytical solutions developed could then serve as a calculational

benchmark against which current numerical approximations can be eval-

uated.

11.2 General Considerations and General Solutions

When the inner tube or heater rod is displaced from the centerline,

the analysis must be made in two dimensions. It can be seen from

Figure 2 that the system can be conveniently described by two coordinate

systems; cip4) for the outer tube region and (r,9) for the heater rod

region and the intermediate annular region under the following assump-

tions:

(1) Thermal conductivity is a constant in each region.
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(2) The volumetric heat generation rate is uniform across the

heater rod and no heat is generated in the intermediate

annular and outer tube regions.

(3) The properties of the heater rod are uniform across the

heater rod region and there are no cracks nor other

nonuniformities in the structure of the system.

(4) There is no void at the center of the heater rod.

(5) Axial effects are negligible.

(6) Steady state condition is assumed.

(7) The boundary condition on the outer tube surface is specified.

(8) The eccentric displacement is known.

In defining the general eccentricity problem, as shown in Figures

la and lb, the striking characteristic is the mixing of coordinate

systems. This is true even if bipolar coordinate systems are used.

For the asymmetric case, it is recognized that the polar coordinate

system, (r,8), describing the heater rod region is distinct from the

system, OP,4)), for the outer tube, as shown in Figure 2. The origins

for the two systems are separated by the distance d. Points in the

intermediate annular region may be described by either coordinate

system. This choice is arbitrary since the choice is incorporated into

the constants arising in the temperature solutions. When the inter-

mediate annular region is taken to be a narrow gas gap, the distinction

between the two coordinate systems becomes small and may be ignored.(3)

However, for the general case, the two systems must be retained.
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ep,

Fig. 2. Polar coordinate system for various regions.



The governing equation in each region then takes the form:

In the heater rod region, (r , 6) coordinate system;

where

[

1 -a 7)2Tf
M

=
r 'ar Br ) r2

8
2(r,(4) + K

f

T
f
(r , 9) = temperature profile in heater rod region, K,

K
f

= heater rod thermal conductivity, W/m-K,

qui = volumetric heat source, W/m3.

In the intermediate annular region, (r , 8) coordinate system;

2T

12 = 0,

r "ae
g1 -a 2(r,e1+ 2
2r ars

r

where

T (r , 8) = temperature profile in intermediate annular

region, K.

In the outer tube region, (P, op) coordinate system;

1 a {a., -a

B
-r

pc\,

, 1 z2T

f I'l°1+ 2 c(r43') = 0,acp2

where

Tc(f),t) = temperature profile in outer tube region, K.

Solutions can be obtained for each region in a straightforward way

by means of separation of variables. Again from Fig. 2, the temperature

profile in the heater rod region is the solution of Poisson's equation.

For bounded temperature these are
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(1)
- _2121 + c)±7). C. rn. cos(n8) (II.4)Tf(r , 8) =

4K
f n=1

Assuming no heat source, the solution for intermediate annular region

temperature profile from Laplace's equation is:

T (r 8) = Co + Co x
() (3).A

nr +
(c(2). rn

+
(3)

r-n)cos(n8). (II.5),

n=1

Likewise, in the outer tube region, the solution is:

cc

Tc(f,t) = C,!4) + C,!5).ftnf)+ (Cf,14 + Cr(15) )cos(n+). (II.6)
n =1 t

where C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4), and C (5) (n >0) are arbitrary constants
n n n n n

which must be determined through application of boundary conditions.

They are considered in the next section, 11.3.

11.3 Analytical Solutions

11.3.1 Boundary Conditions

In order to obtain the complete solutions of the temperature

profiles in each region, the following boundary conditions are employed:

(1) At the interface between the intermediate annular region

and the outer tube region, 1)= R2, Fig.2, it is required

that the component of heat flux vectors normal to the in-

terface be continuous. This is written as:

A
n.q (r , 8)

A ---ao
n'Clc(f)31))

f=R2 r=R2

Cri ,71
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where n
A

is the unit vector normal to the interface, f= R
2'

q (r , 8) is the heat flux vector at any point in the in-

termediate annular region and is given by

q (r , 8) = -K
"bi

,9). e
A

+
1 jlia(r A

'ar r r 38 8

where Kg is the conductivity in the intermediate annular

region. qc(f,(P) is the heat flux vector in the outer tube

region, and is given by

71-1'c(f cP) Kc

&Mb

jc
1:),CP) e

1 aTc
r (r,t)ell

where K
c

is the thermal conductivity of the outer tube.

It is seen from Fig. 3 that this unit vector is 11 = et, .

When this is inserted into Equation (II.7) with the defini-

tions of the heat flux vectors in each region, the result for

constant conductivities is

Kg

= -Kc

A A i)T
r,8) e + ie`

P r r e.

- A A .

zo ( er. ef + tr. ifrpclAm 1e' .

"

am/

r=R
2

P =R
2

To facilitate the dot product calculation, the unit vectors

describing the two coordinate systems are translated into a



interface of the intermediate annulusouter tube
p= R2

or r= 2[R2-1-
-11/2

2 2R2d cos]

12

A=ep
unit vector normal
to the boundary

Fig. 3. Description of the intermediate annulus - outer tube

boundary in both coordinate systems:



common (x , y) system as given by

A A A
= cose e

x
+ sin+ ey ,

e+ = cos+ e - s i n+ e
n

x
,

A A
e
r

= cos8 e
x

+ sine e
y

,

A A
e
8

= cos9 e - sine e
x

.

Thus,

A A
e
f

1 ,

A
ef. et, = 0 ,

e0 er = cos(f - 8) ,

A
er ea = sin(17 - 8) .

13

In addition, the f) = R2 boundary must be expressed in terms

of the (r , 9) coordinate system and the eccentricity, d.

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that at the interface between

the intermediate annular region and the outer tube region

given by f) = R2, the following relationships hold:

1
2

r = (R2 d
2

- 2 R2 d cost )

8 = tan
-1 sink

cost - d/R2

When Equations (II.15) through (II.20) are inserted into



Equation (11.10), then we obtain

Kg cos(_0)___2
BT

4r,e) sin4-8) 1)Tcl

r r

DT
= -K --C-(e.c))

c

e=R2

r,8)

14

2

r=(R22+d2-2R2dcos4))

8=tanl i.
cosn-d/R21

(II.21)

(2) At the interface between the intermediate annular region

and the outer tube region, e= R2, it is required that the

temperature be continuous. This is written as

T (r , 8) Tc(f),t)
f=R2 C=R

2

(3) At the interface between the heater rod region and the

intermediate annular region, r = R1, Fig. 2, it is

required that the heat flux in the direction of 14: be

continuous. This is written as

A
er. q

f
(r 9)

r.--R
1

A
= e

r
cig(r , 9)

r=R
1

(11.22)

(11.23)

where qf(r , 8) is the heat flux vector at any point in

the heater rod region and is given by

[

al-f

qf(r , 8) = -Kf 7,57aif(r,8)eA + a8
(r,8)e

A

a
(11.24)

A A

r

A
It is noted that e .e = 1 and e

r
-e
A

8
= 0. Inserting the

r

dot products and Equation (11.24) into Equation (11.23)

yields



T

f-Kf (r , 8)
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T

= -K
g r
---1(r , 8) (11.25)

r=R
1

r=R
1

(4) At the interface between the heater rod region and the

intermediate annular region, r = R1, it is required

that the temperature be continuous. This is written as

Tf(r , )

r=R
1

= T (r , 8)

r=R
1

(11.26)

(5) A boundary condition is specified on the outer tube

surface, = R2 + c. This condition could be either a

measured temperature function of angle, T0(4), or a

heat transfer coefficient, h, plus a bulk fluid temper-

ature, T
bulk'

around the system. This is written as

or

rc(f),4))
f=R2+c

qc(F 51) h[c(e 'CP) Tbulk
f=R2+c f=R

2
+c

(11.27)

(11,28)

When Equations (11.21), (11.22), (11.25), (11.26), (11.27), and

(11.28) are evaluated by inserting Equations (II.4), (11.5), and

(11.6), we obtain the following equations, respectively;



At 1) = R2:

C(3) cc

Kg cos( -9)--÷- + cos(4t-8)'2:: n(C(2) rn-1 - C(3) r-(+1 )cosn8

[
n=1

n n '

- sin
(1fr_e) n(c(21 rn-1

n=1

= Kc

al

C(5) c°

(3) r-(n+1))sinn9

o
+ n(C(4) Rn-1. - C(51 R-(n+1))cosnt

R
2 n=1

n 2 n 2

16

2 2
2

r=(R2+d -2dR2cos4)

8=tan
cosing)d/R2

At r = R2:

[

oo

C(2) + C(3). hit. + 127.. (C(21 rn + C(31 r-n)cosn8
n=1

o o n n

co

= C(4) + C(5) 2nR2 + (C(I14). R2 + Cr(15), R2n)cosnct,

n=1

(11.29)

r=(R22+d2-2dR2coscp)2

0=tan-1[
cosf-nd/R2

si0

(11.30)

At r = Rl.

K
f 2K

111. R co

+ nC(
f n=1

= K C°3) + E n(C(21 Rn-1 - C(31 R-(11+1))cosne .

[
g R1 n=1

n 1 n 1

) n-1
- -cosne



At r = Ri.

^I" R2 00
c(1) 4 7. (1)

.cosn8+ C
n

. R
14K

f n=1

= C(2) + C(3). 2nR + (C(2) R C(3) R-n
n

n=1 n

At r = R2 + c:

17

cosn8 . (11.32)

C(4)

= To(1)

or

(5) 1

,

co

R2 + c) + Cr(141 (R2 + c)n + C1(15) (R2 + c)-n cosncj

(11.33)

n=1

:EI n c(4). (R
c)n -1

- C(5).
R
2

+ c n
n=1

2

-Cn+11
cosn+

C(4) + C(5). ,Qn(R
2

+ c) + !! C(41 (R
2

+ c)n + C(5).
o

n=1

1

cosnt
Tbulk

11.3.2 Solutions for Concentric Case

Two features are to be noted from Equation (11.21). First, as d

goes to zero, the problem reduces to the concentric case. As expected,

Equation (11.21) then reduces to the usual heat flux continuity con-

dition of the form
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aT
-K

g
--g-ar

r=R
2

-aTc

= -K
c ar

r=R
2

where the r and ('coordinate systems are now identical, and all the

coefficients C
n

(1)
, C

n

(2)
, C

n

(3)
, C

n

(4)
, and C(5) have vanished. The

n

solutions for concentric case could be readily solved as follows.

For the case of a specified constant temperature on the boundary

f)= R2 + c, the solutions are:

Tf(r) =

T
g
(r)

T
c
(r) =

2
RI-gm
'

R2+c

/n

R
2

+

T

'o'

(1
2

r
Ri2 q m
i

+ T
o
,(II.35)

(11.36)

(11.37)

2

2
R,.qm

K c/r1 R
2

+ K
9

2R
111.qm

/n
/n + InIn

R
1

R

,

2)'
Ri

4K
f

2K R
2

2K
9

2
+c

+

r

2K
T
o'

For the case of a specified heat transfer coefficient and bulk fluid

temperature on the boundary f= R2 + c, the solutions are:

R
2
.q'

T
f
(r) =

2K
c

R-

D2

2K

2
R9

r`l..1

nm

r2+c)
(1

2)

K
c in R

R2+c

R2 2K

am

1 121

T
bulk '

2
m R..qm K 21q2112 R +c 11

T (r) = + n + ---ln
9 2K

c
h(R

2
+c) R

2
2K

g
r bulk '

R2.q"' R2.qm R2 + c
_ 1

Tc(r)
2h(R2 + c) + 2Kc In r + Tbulk
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11.3.3 Solutions for Eccentric Case

As Equation (II.21) is written, it is only a function of the

angular variable 4 . When the temperature profiles, Equation (11.5)

and (II.5), are inserted into Equation (II.21), we obtain Equation

(11.29). It is noted that the right-hand-side of Equation (11.29) is

in terms of cosine modes of while the left-hand-side is a somewhat

more involved set of linearly independent continuous functions in

angle c1). A similar relationship arises from the temperature contin-

uity condition at r = R2, Equation (II.30). These highly complicated

angular functions may be expressed as a series of sine and cosine terms

by utilizing the finite Fourier transform technique. This finally pro-

duces a set of algebraic equations which can be solved for the unknown

coefficients. These coefficients are then inserted into Equations

(II.4), (II.5), and (II.5), and the temperature field is completely

determined for the eccentric case. Detail derivations of the equations

for

of the

N

'-..
n=1

temperature profiles are contained

results are shown as following:

Case 1: For a specified temperature

in

equations

r(3) T-
'n 4--

n=1

Appendix A.2. The summaries

function of angle, To(40.),

are

ID ,N-21 2(4) 2(5)

'"2 '' "n/ "n/

at

r(5)

'n

= R2 + c. The

K + K
[ f gN D-2n 2(2) 2(3)
'IC - K ' "1 "n/ "n/

g f

R
2
-(11" N

2K
a
(3)

+ 27 404.
n
(R

2
c) 1 a(4) (II.41)+

2 rl
g n=

where A= 1, 2, 3, , N.



[

,N. ,Kf + Kg).
D-2n.a,(2) ,,(3) ,(3)

(K K '1 n/ "nl `'n
n=1 fg

20

[

,(4). fIR
2 '

+ c)2n - al(g 5)*
'

(5)
C -
n

where

Once C (3)
n

following

C(1) =
n

(2)
C =
n

r(4)

(5)
C
o

=

(4) =
C

n\

C")

C(2) =
0

C(1) =
0

R2. '
1

' + +
oA n

n=1

2, 3, , N.

C
(5) are calculated
n

can be readily

R-2n. g3)

c)
-n an(4)

for n

determined;

r(5)

a2

= 1,

NE
n.1

,

2, 3,

N a(3)
nO

(11.42)

, N, the

(11.43)

(11.44)

(11.45)

c(3)
, (11.46)

n

(11.47)

(11.48)

N al(
no

3)
c(3)

a(3)
2K

g

= 1,

and

constants

2K
g

K
g

- Kf 1 n '

K + K
g f -2n (3)

R1
K
g

-

K
g

K
Cn

f

c)-n -29

-(3) R2.-' N
"00 4

Kc
.R

2

°40 56,02

2 2Kg

5)(+ c).00

10

C(3)

'

4=1 2

a'
(2)

2

R2,

2K

C((3,41) +

R2. '
1 q

9

(3)

PR2.Cc()5) -

+ C(2) + C(3)
o

cr(12)

n=1 2 n

(11.49)

(II.50)
4K

f
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Case 2: For a specified heat transfer coefficient and bulk fluid

temperature at f= R2 + c, the equations are

q I- -2n (2) (3)

n=1 g n" Cn

N I( + K,

f +

Tc(R2+c)
-n "- n(R2+c)-(1)

n=1 n(R2+c)n-1 71.1(R2+on

I

(4) (5) (5) q."1"1 ,(3)a - a .0
'nA ng

where /E.=

n 2K
9

"0/

1, 2, 3, , N.

[

N Kg +
Kf R72n. a,(2) + a,(3) c(3) N

n=1
Kg - Kf rlA nA n

n=1

1(4) ,(5)
a
nA

- a
n,

=

R
2 M

C(5) 1
.q

a
,(3)

Kg 0/ ,

where /f = 1, 2, 3, , N.

- n(R2+c)-(n+1)

n(R2+c
)n-1 Kh(R24.0n

(11.52)

Once C (3) and C (5) are calculated for n = 1, 2, 3, 9 N,

the following constants can be readily determined;

(2) q Kf -2n (3)
C

K + K

n K
g
- K

f

R .

I
C
n '

C(1)(1)
2K

q -2n (3)
n Kg- Kf 1 n '

h
(R,,c)-n - n(R2+c

(4) c
Cn

n+1



(4) K c[ 1
( ) 5)

h R
2

+ c
+ nR

2
+ c CoCo + T

bulk

ul

C(3)

R1
q

2K
9

' N (
(2)

=
-(4)
u + .C(-1

6) a00(3) a
(3) nO

2)
r(2)

'o o 2 o 2 o
n=1

2 'n

N a3)
nO

C
(3)

2
n=1

n

1
C(2)

A (3)

4K
f

o
nR

1.
Co
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(11.57)

(11.58)

(11.59)

(II.60)

11.4 Shape Factor

To describe heat transfer in a circular region containing an

eccentric hole, the shape factor can be used. The shape factor is

defined for heat flow in the system geometry by the expression(14)

q' = KSAT/L ,

where q' is the heat flow rate per unit length; K is the thermal con-

ductivity; S is the shape factor; L is the length and AT is the tem-

perature difference between the isothermal boundaries.

To determine the shape factor for eccentric circular cylinders,

it is assumed that the boundaries are at constant temperature. The

geometry of the problem under consideration is shown in Fig. 4. The

governing equation for the steady state heat conduction in two dimen-

sions with no internal heat generation is

a2T B2T
+ O.

ax 2 ay2
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Y

Fig. 4. Eccentric circular cylinders.



The boundary conditions for the present problem are

T = Ti on the inner circle,

T = T
o
on the outer circle.

To solve the problem, cylindrical coordinates are not used here

because the method of separation variables yields a solution that

does not satisfy the nonlinear boundary conditions. What is needed

is a transformation that linearizes the boundary conditions without

complicating the governing equation. The appropriate transformation

is found to be
(15),(16)

w = /n
z - a
z + a '

where w = u + iv in (u , v) plane,

z = x + iy in (x , y) plane,

a = reference point.

as

24

(1I.62)

The shape factor has been found
(4),(14),(15),(16)

and expressed

S =
2ITL

cosh-1[1
+r2
2f'

where F= R1 /R2 ,

a = d/R2 ,

L = length of cylinders.

In case of concentric problems, Equation (11.63) reduces to

2 ir L

)n(R2/R1)

(11.63)

(11.64)
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The calculation of the shape factor for the intermediate annular

region has been programmed in EXACT. However, EXACT handles a more

general geometry consisting of three regions instead of one. Table 1

indicates that by using the mean value of the temperatures on the

heater rod surface and the outer tube innerface, the calculated heat

flow rate based on the shape factor is identical to the heat flow

rate calculated by EXACT for the concentric case, but is larger for

the eccentric case.

This occurs because the expression for the shape factor,

Equation (11.63), was derived for a single region in which constant

temperatures are assigned on the boundaries and the direction of heat

(1
flux vector is perpendicular to the isotherms

(4)
'

5),(1 6)
in the

intermediate annular region. For eccentric case, however, the boundary

temperature may not be constant and a tangential component of the heat

flux vectors exists. Therefore, the heat flow rate calculated by the

shape factor equation gives larger values than EXACT. This suggests

that the shape factor should be used with some caution in analyzing

eccentric problems in multiple regions.

11.5 Computer Codes Development

11.5.1 Codes Description--EXACT and ECCPLOT

The Fourier coefficients associated with the functions fn
(2)

(IF),

fil(3)(+), gn(2)( ), and gn(3)((t) which were defined in Appendix A.2

can be evaluated analytically. Therefore, immediately after the input

data are read, the first step of the computation is to numerically

evaluate these Fourier coefficients by employing the Gauss-Legendre
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Table 1. Summary of the heat flow rate/unit length calculations for

the concentric and eccentric cases of the sample problem.

Heat Flow

Rate/Unit

Length, W/m,

Calculation

Boundary Condition on the Outer Tube Surface

T
o
= 50

o
C

h = 2000. W/m
2
- K,

o

Tbulk
20 C

d = O. m d = 0.02 m d = O. m d = 0.02 m

EXACT 1.2465x10
4

1.2465x10
4

1.2465x10
4

1.2465x10
4

Shape Factor
Eq'n (11.63)

1.2465x10
4

1.8572x10
4

1.2465x10
4

1.5820x10
4

* The sample problem is provided in 11.5.2.
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quadrature integration formula(17 ),(18),(19). Once all the fourier

coefficients are evaluated in accordance with the specified number of

Fourier terms from input data, say N terms, a set of matrix associated

with the constants C
n
(3) and C

n '

(5) where n = 1, 2, ..., N, is then

set up in (2 x N) rows and (2 x N + 1) columns corresponding to the

specified boundary condiations on the outer tube surface.

A computer code has been developed to perform the calculations of

(1) (2) (3)
(4),C C,C,C, andC, where n = 0, 1, 2,....,N, fromn ,nnnn

equations derived in Section 11.3 and determine the two-dimensional

temperature profile for the eccentric situation. The main features of

the code include:

(1) using the M-Point Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration

formula
(17)

to evaluate the Fourier coefficients, where

M . 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 15,. 20, and 40( 18)
,

(2) set up an augmented matrix for Cn(3) and Cn(5) from Equations

(II.41) and (11.42) or (II.51) and (11.52),

(3) solve the matrix by use of Gauss-Jordan elimination method

with maximum-pivot strategy(19)'

(4) calculate the remaining constants,

(5) calculate the temperature on the heater rod surface, at the

half width of the intermediate annular region and on the inner

face of outer tube,

(6) calculate the mean value of heater rod surface temperature

and the mean value of outer tube inner face temperature,

(7) calculate the shape factor,

(8) calculate the heat flow rate/unit length bases on the shape

factor,
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(9) print all the values of constants from n = 1 to N,

the temperatures on the heater rod surface and the

outer tube inner face, and the heat fluxes across

each interface.

The input data for the code consists of

(1) the radius, the conductivity, and the heat source in

heater rod region,

(2) the radius and the conductivity in intermediate

annular region,

(3) the thickness and the conductivity in outer

tube region,

(4) eccentric displacement,

(5) number of Fourier terms desired,

(5) number of Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration base

points desired,

(7) boundary condition on the outer tube surface.

The code EXACT is listed in Appendix A.3.

A plotting program, ECCPLOT, has been developed to plot the cal-

culated results. from EXACT. These plots are heater rod surface tempera-

tures in °C versus angles from 00 to 180°, and outer tube inner face

temperatures versus angles. The plotting subroutines used in ECCPLOT

are described in detail in Reference (20). Appendix A.4 gives a

listing of the program.

11.5.2 Code Verification

Program EXACT must be verified before it is further applied for
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the purpose of analytical calculations or comparison studies. In

general, one of the following procedures may be used to verify a

computer program;

(1) the verification of a computer program could be

performed by an arithmetic check of the results of

the designed sample problem, or

(2) by an appropriate confirmatory experimental investi-

gation.

For most applications, however, procedure (1) has its limitations

due to the complexity of the equations or the problems. It might

possibly be used for some special cases such as the calculation of

the temperature profiles in a concentric system. The equations for

concentric system were derived in Section 11.3.2 for each specified

boundary condition on the outer tube surface. The temperature profiles

could be obtained just directly by inserting the data into the approp-

riate equations.

A sample problem is designed as follows:

In heater rod region:

conductivity, Kf = 60.585 W/m- K,

radius, R1 = 0.006299 m,

eccentric displacement, d = 0.0 m and 0.02 m,

heat source, q" = 1 x 10
8
W/m

3
.

In intermediate annular region:

conductivity, Kg

radius, R2 = 0.0365 m.

= 58.854 W/m- K,
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In outer tube region:

conductivity, Kc

thickness, c

= 43.275 W/m- K,

= 0.008 m.

Boundary condition at f = R
2

+ C:

temperature, To = 323.0 K, or

heat transfer
coefficient, h = 2000 W/m

2
- K, and

bulk fluid
temperature,

Tbulk = 293.0 K.

Table 2 is the summary of calculations for the concentric case of

the sample problem by using code EXACT. They indicate agreement to at

least four significant figures. It is noted from the table that, as

required, the results are independent of the number of Fourier terms.

As discussed in Section 11.3.2, the coefficients C
n

(1)
, C

n

(2),
Cn (3)

,

C
n

(4)
, and C

n
(5)

should vanish for all N for the concentric system.

This verifies EXACT for the special case of the concentric system. For

the eccentric system, an arithmetic check would be unsuitable for the

verification since the functions f
n
(2)(+), f

n
(3)(+), gn(2)( ), and

g
n
(3) (4) defined in Appendix A.2 are too complicated to be analytically

evaluated. Thus, in Chapter IV, procedure (2) will be used to complete

the verification of EXACT.

11.6 Sensitivity Studies of the Code EXACT

As mentioned in Section 11.5.1, the Gauss-Legendre quadrature in-

tegration formula was used in EXACT to perform the evaluation of the

Fourier coefficients for a given number of base points, M. A question

of fundamental interest is: how many Fourier terms, N, are required to
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Table 2. Summary of calculations for the concentric case of

the sample problem.

Method of
Temperature
Calculations

Boundary Condition on the Outer Tube Surface

Fourier!

Terms
T
o

= 50 °C h =2000 Wm -K, Tb
uilt

=20
o
C

heater
rod
camp].

temp.( C)

heater
rod

surface
temp.( C)

outer
tube

ihnerfye
temp.( C)temp.(

heater
rod

centsal
C)

heater
rod
surfFeinnerface

temp.( C)

outer
tube

tamn.(QC),

51.3758
Analytical
Solutions

134.6806 118.3080 59.0851 125.9713 110.5987

EXACT
(M = 15)

1 134.6806 118.3080 59.0851 126.9713 110.5987 51.3758

3 134.6806 118.3080 59.0851 126.9713 110.5987 51.3758

5 134.6806 118.3080 59.0851 126.9713 110.5987 31.3758
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represent the exact temperature profiles in the system. Figures 5 and

6 indicate that for the concentric case of the sample problem with a

specified constant temperature on the outer tube surface, only one

Fourier term included can accurately represent the exact temperature

profiles in the system. As a matter of fact, all the values of

C1(1), C1(2), C1(3), C1(4), and C1(5) are equal to zero. For the

eccentric case, however, there is no definite answer for this. As

discussed in Appendix A.1, if a function satisfies the Dirichlet

conditions, then there is a steady increase in the accuracy of the

representation as the Fourier terms included are increased. In other

words, the family of the temperature profiles should converge as the

number of Fourier terms included gets larger and larger. As those

profiles get close to some degree of accuracy, then we may say that

this number of Fourier terms is large enough to represent the "exact"

temperature profiles in the system. Figures 7 and 8 show that the

temperature profiles get closer as the Fourier terms increased for

the highly eccentric case of the sample problem with d = 0.02 m and

a specified constant temperature on the outer tube surface.

A second question arises: for a given number of Fourier

terms, N, how many Gauss-Legendre integration base points M, are re-

quired so that the Fourier coefficient calculations are exact.

Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 show that the family of the temperature

profiles converges as the number of base points is increased for

both concentric and highly eccentric cases of the sample problem with

a specified constant temperature on the outer tube surface. The
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figures also indicate that these curves which using larger values of

M coincide with each other. It is noted from these figures, that the

number of integration base points must be greater than the Fourier

terms included such that a steady temperature profile can be obtained.

The same conclusions could be drawn from Figures 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 19, and 20 for both concentric and highly eccentric cases of the

sample problem with a heat transfer coefficient and a bulk fluid

temperature are specified on the outer tube surface.

Thus, by using EXACT to predict the temperature profiles for the

current project, it is concluded that

(1) for concentric or slightly eccentric system, a small

number of Fourier terms could be used,

(2) for highly eccentric system, about five Fourier terms

included are sufficient to represent the "exact"

temperature profiles,

(3) the number of Gauss-Legendre quadrature integration

base points used in EXACT must be greater than the

number of Fourier terms included.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m; N = 1,

3 and 5; M = 15; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m;

N = 1, 3 and 5; M = 15; and a specified constant

temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 7. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m; N =

1, 2, ...., 5; M = 15; and a specified constant tem-.

perature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 8. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

N = 1, 2, ...., 5; M = 15; and a specified constant

temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m; N = 3;

M = 2, 3, ...., 6; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m;

N = 3; M = 2, 3, ...., 6; and a specified constant

temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 11. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m; N = 3;

M = 3, 5, 10, 15; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

N = 3; M = 3, 5, 10, 15; and a specified constant

temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 13. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m; N = 1,

3, 5; M = 15; and a specified convective boundary

condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 14. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m;

N = 1, 3, 5; M = 15; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 15. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m; N =

1, 2, ...., 5; M = 15; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 16. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

N = 1, 2, ...., 5; M = 15; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 17. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m; N =

3; M = 2, 3, 5; and a specified convective boundary

condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 18. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.00 m;

N = 3; M = 2, 3, 5; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 19. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the heater rod

surface temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m; N = 3;

M = 3, 5, 10, 15; and a specified convective boundary

condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 20. Sensitivity study of the code-EXACT on the outer tube

inner face temperature for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

N = 3; M = 3, 5, 10, 15; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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III. NUMERICAL STUDY

III.1 Introduction

If the central rod, or heater rod, in Fig. 1 is located eccentrically,

azimuthal variations will exist in the temperature field. Calculations

must be made to determine the two-dimensional temperature profile in the

system. Analytical solutions of the temperature profile for both a concen-

tric and eccentric system have been developed in Chapter II. However, a

user who needs to make calculations of temperature distributions for the

eccentric situation may have neither the time nor resources to develop and

encode the analytical solutions. Instead the user would prefer to use

codes and numerical methods commonly available. The purpose of the numer-

ical study presented here is to assess the capability of numerical algo-

rithms to permit rapid and accurate calculations of the temperature fields

for the eccentric situations.

This chapter introduces three finite difference approaches and one

finite element method for numerical solution. The first method, RAT1,

represents the surface of the heater rod by a ratchet boundary(5)'(6)

The second method, MDL1, accounts for the eccentric conditions by utiliz-

ing a geometrically dependent variable conductivity within the inter-

mediate annular region(7). The third method, HEAT, uses a finite-differ

ence technique to directly solve the problem within a two-dimensional

network of grid points established throughout the entire cylindrical sys-

tem. The fourth, COYOTE, employs a finite element approximation utilizing

the Galerkin form of the method of weighted residuals
(21),(22)

Sections 111.2-111.5 introduce the various models, and their limita-

tions. Section 111.6 introduces a consistency criterion.for the
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discretization procedure employed in the finite difference technique that

approximates the solution of partial differential equation under study.

Section 111.7 contains the overall comparison of their results with those

calculated by EXACT and reviews the conclusions of these numerical models.

111.2 Ratchet Boundary Model

The ratchet boundary model utilizes a single coordinate system to

describe the heater rod, intermediate, and outer tube regions. This co-

ordinate system is divided into equal angular regions. To approximate

the heater rod surface within each angular region, the distance from the

origin of the coordinate system to the midpoint of the heater rod surface,

which bounds that region, is determined. The distance obtained for each

region is then used to construct concentric arcs for each region, that

in total, make up the heater rod ratchet boundary (see Fig. 21).

The length of the radius through the midpoint of each angular section

is found by utilizing a second coordinate system centered within the

heater rod region (see Fig. 22). From direct observation of the two co-

ordinate systems, the following relations may be obtained on the heater

rod surface;

p cost - d = R1 cos8

p sine = sine

where p = radius of ratchet boundary segment,

R1 = radius of heater rod,

d = distance between origins of coordinate systems.



outer tube region
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intermediate region

Fig. 21. Ratchet boundary approximation.



outer tube region
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Fig. 22. Determination of ratchet boundary radius.
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Solving the above equations for p yields the following:

2dcos+ + (4d2cos4 - 4(d
2

- R
2
))

1/2

1

2

which may be simplified to the following form:

= dcost/3 + (Rf - d2sin2lp )1/2

The limitations of ratchet boundary models are as follows:

(1) Equation (III.4) indicates that this model can only treat the

problems with an eccentric displacement smaller than the radius

of the heater rod. It can not be applied to highly eccentric

problems where the eccentric displacement is greater than the

heater rod radius.

(2) The ratchet boundary model, due to its geometry, requires as

many radial node regions as there are angular node regions to

describe the heater rod surface alone. The requirement for

more radial node regions to approximate the heater rod surface

leads to the additional use of computing time.

A finite difference code, RAT1, was written to perform the operations

required by the ratchet boundary approach. The code is listed in Appendix

B.2.

111.3 Modeled Conductivity Model

The modeled conductivity approach assumes a heater rod region which

consists of a cylinder of radius R1 located assymetrically in a can of

inner radius R
2
and outer radius R

3
(see Fig. 23). The coordinate system

(r,e) describes the heater rod region while the system (p4) defines the
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Fig. 23. Modeled conductivity system.
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outer tube region. The distance between the origins of the respective

coordinate systems is given as d. At the interface between the coordi-

nate systems, which is arbitrarily taken to be in the intermediate region

at some p = R', it is required that the component of heat flux normal to

this boundary be continuous. The unit vector normal to this boundary is

defined as n and is equal to the unit vector in the p-direction (see Fig.

24).

To calculate the component of heat flux normal to this boundary, the

normal vector must be dotted into the heat flux vectors from the two co-

ordinate systems. The heat flux vectors are given as:

and

q {r , 8)
1)T , A 1

= -K 8)-e + 8).eN
g ' r r 1)8 ' 81'

r , ) = -Kg
(FSCP) ilif(e1C1)) NC1)1 (III.6)

where Kg = conductivity of the intermediate region,

eee"

r'

\

e'p'
e= unit vectors in their respective directions,

T(p,4) = intermediate region temperature field in (p4)

coordinate system,

T(r,8) = intermediate region temperature field in (r,8)

coordinate system..

To facilitate the dot product calculation, the unit vectors describ-

ing the two coordinate systems are translated into a common (x,y) coordi-

nate system,
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Fig. 24. Unit vector normal to the fp = R' boundary.
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A

Y
e = e cos0 - e

x
simp, (III.7)

p

A

x
e = e coso + e sing), (III.8)

r

A

x

A
e = e cos° + e sine, (III.9)

A A
e
6

= e
y

cose - e
x

sine. (III.10)

The dot products are then calculated as

A
er q(r , 8)

r
sine

A
= ef q( ,+)

R' sink e= R'

Using the relationships described above, the left-hand-side becomes

(e
x

n

y
cos+ + e sine )

A A "aT
-Kg (ex cos9 + ey sin9)(r , 8)zr

A
+

1
(e
A

y 98cos9 - e
x

B T
sin8)-----(r , 8),

r

which when evaluated yields

[..Kg cos(+-
9).aTr ri 8)-:Te

, (;)

The right-hand-side is easily determined to be

(I1I.11)

(III.12)

(II1.13)

As the angles pass from zero to 7 along the boundary R', the maximum

difference between the two angles (q -e), near 7/2 is found to be small.

Using the following approximations



sin(x) ti 0,

cos(x) ti 1,

where x = small angle,

allows Equation (111.12) to be simplified to the following:

-Kg [cos(cP

1)Tti -Kg

e),,aTr
sin(

:;
8)]

(r , 8).

(III.16)

The introduction of a term describing the width of the intermediate

annular region as a function of angle allows the following finite differ-

ence approximation of the eccentric conditions:

AT
q,:z1,1,-K - , (III.17)

where AT = temperature difference across intermediate region,

G(q) = width of intermediate region as a function of angle (0.

In a standard finite difference code, restricted to concentric re-

gions, the following approximation for the eccentric conditions can be

used:

AT
-K(1)).

AR
(111.18)
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where K(4) = angular dependent conductivity in intermediate annular

region,

AT = temperature difference across intermediate region,

AR = width of intermediate region (constant).

Equating these two approximations gives the equation which describes the

angular dependent conductivity within the intermediate region:

t611

K(4) = K
g G(4))

The term, G(4), which describes the width of the intermediate region as a

function of angle is calculated by taking the following difference:

G(/)) =

R
2

-r
R1

where plo = distance to the inner face of outer tube,
2

pl
R

= distance to the heater rod surface, see Fig. 23.
1

(III.20)

Combining these equations results in the intermediate annular region as a

function of angle being given by the following:

G(4 ) = R2 - .dcoscp[ + (Ri2 - d2 sin2cp )1/2 .

(III.21)
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The modeled conductivity program, MDL1, utilizing the relationships

derived in the above equations, results in the finite difference geom-

etry as shown in Fig. 25. The heater rod is centered within the outer

tube and the variable conductivity within the intermediate region now

accounts for the eccentricity of the problem. The modeled conductivity

geometry places no restrictions on the required amount of radial or angu-

lar node regions to properly define the three regions of the problem.

The limitation of the modeled conductivity model is that, as indicated

from Equation (III.21), the eccentric displacement, d, must be smaller than

the radius of the heater rod, R1.

A finite difference code, MDL1, was written to perform the operations

required by the modeled conductivity model. This code is listed in Ap-

pendix B.3.

111.4 Two-dimensional, Cylindrical Coordinate Model

The ratchet boundary model and the modeled conductivity model have

been used to model the eccentrically loaded heater rod within the confines

of a finite difference program. They are presented in Sections 111.2 and

111.3, respectively. A single coordinate system with the origin located

at the center of the outer tube was utilized for both models. One common

limitation for these two models is the inability to handle the problems

where the eccentric displacement is larger than the radius of the heater

rod. In order to remove such a limitation, a two-dimensional, cylindrical

coordinate system is introduced to describe the heater rod region, the

intermediate annular region, and the outer tube region with the origin

located at the center of the heater rod.



K(0) = K L\Rg G(0)

G(0) = R2- [dCOSO + (fq- d2.sin20

d = eccentric displacement
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Fig. 25. Modeled conductivity approximation.

associated with any degree of eccentricity.
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r1(e) rd-cose+ (q-d2-sin2e)I/2

r2(9) = -d.cose+ (R3 -d2.sin2e)1/2

Fig. 26. Determination of two-dimensional, cylindrical coordinates.
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The two-dimensional, cylindrical model utilizes a single coordinate

system to describe the regions of interest. This coordinate system is

divided into equal angular node regions. Within each angular region, the

distance from the origin of the coordinate system to the outer tube inner

face and to the outer tube boundary are determined as follows:

From a direct observation of the coordinate system, Fig. 26, the follow-

ing relationships may be immediately obtained,

R2
2

= r2 + d2 - 2 rl dcos(lc- 9),
1

R3
2

= r2
2

+ d
2
- 2 r2 dcos(7r- 8).

(111.22)

(111.23)

Solving the above equations for r
1

and r2, respectively, yields the fol.-

lowing:

r1(8) = -d-cos9 + (R22 - d2.sin29)1/2

r2(9) = -d.cos9 + (14 - d2 sin29)1/2.

(111.24)

(111.25)

These two distances, obtained for each angular region, are then used to

construct the spacings and radial positions of the mesh in each material

region.

A finite difference code, HEAT, was written to perform the operations

required by the two-dimensional, cylindrical approach. The code is listed

in Appendix 8.4. The advantage of HEAT is that it can handle the problems

associated with any degree of eccentricity.
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111.5 Finite Element Method

COYOTE
(22)

is a finite element computer program designed for the

solution of two-dimensional heat conduction problems developed by the

Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer Division, Sandia Laboratories. The

code is capable of treating a wide variety of transient or steady, linear

or nonlinear heat conduction problems with various types of boundary

conditions. It employs a finite element approximation utilizing the

Galerkin fom of the method of weighted residuals. The theoretical and

mathematical basis used to develop the code is described in Reference

(22).

The formulation of the equations for an individual element requires

specification of shape function vectors for approximation of the tempera-

ture field and the element geometry. The form of the shape functions

depend on the element being used; COYOTE employs two basic types of ele-

ments. One is the quadrilateral element and the other is the triangular

element. In the current study of the eccentric problems, the basic quad-

rilateral element was chosen to be used in COYOTE. This type of element

consists of eight nodes, as shown in Fig. 27. The coordinates of the

grid points for each element in the entire system can be calculated by

using Equations (111.24) and (111.25). Fig. 27 describes the COYOTE

model's approach to the eccentric problem.

111.6 Consistency

There are two important techniques which are often used to determine

the finite difference representation of the problem at a grid point in

regions of interest. They are the so-called mathematical technique and

the physical technique
(27)

. In the mathematical technique, the heat



elements:
angular elements = 6
in heater rod region = 2
in annulus region = 3
in outer tube region = 2

J=9 J=7

J=13 6* 6 j=1
I =1 3 5 7 9 111315

Fig. 27. COYOTE model of the eccentric problem.
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conduction equation is transformed into a discrete formulation by di-

rectly replacing derivatives and other functions by finite difference

approximations. The technique is simple, straightforward and flexible.

One can always assign an order of accuracy to each replacement. In the

physical technique, the representation equations at the grid points,

are setup by a direct approximation to the laws governing the physical

system, rather than the partial differential equation (PDE) itself.

This network or control volume approach can be of great value in most

cases which are immediately simplified by the examination of the balance

of heat flows in a control volume. However, in some respects, the some-

what physical and intuitive technique can sometimes produce approxima-

tions of low accuracy and poor consistency with the problem. Though

the order of accuracy cannot be easily determined, results are often

close to the finite difference method. In this chapter, the latter

technique has been widely employed to determine the temperature at each

grid point in the system.

When the finite difference technique is to be used to solve the

partial differential equation of heat conduction (plus associated bound-

ary conditions), a network of grid points is first established through-

out the regions of interest. By making the grid spacing sufficiently

small it is expected that the approximate solution will be sufficiently

accurate. To refine the grid system for the multiple-region problems,

there are in fact numerous choices of the grid sizes. The deceptively

simple physical technique, however, has some pitfalls. For example, one

pitfall is that an arbitrary choice of a finer grid system may not im-

prove the accuracy and may create a poor consistency within the problem.

The intention of this section is to develop a consistency criterion
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for an eccentric system, such that the finite difference procedure may in

fact approximate and converge to the solution of the PDE under study.

Using Fig. B.1 for reference, on the heater rod surface, ri,i = R1,

the control area now comprises materials of different thermal conductivity.

For the eccentric problems, there exists a rate of heat flow in the heater

rod region conducted azimuthally from node 3 to node 0 approximated by the

following equation:

Arf T3 - To

of Kf 2 R
1

(111.26)

where of = heat flow rate in the heater rod region,

Kf = thermal conductivity in the heater rod region,

R
1
= radius of the heater rod,

Ar
f

= R
1
/NF

NF = number of the heater rod radial node regions.

The rate of heat flow in the annulus region near the heater rod sur-

face conducted from node 3 to node 0 is approximated by the equation:

= K .
T - To

q --E
g g 2 R,A8

where qg = heat flow rate in the annulus region,

Kg = thermal conductivity in the annulus region,

Ar
g

= (R
2

- R 1) /NG,

R
2
= inner radius of the outer tube,

R
1
= radius of the heater rod,

NG = number of the annulus radial node regions.

(111.27)
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When the grid system is refined, the difference between Equations (111.26)

and (111.27) tends to become small. Thus, the following relationship can

be immediately obtained by noting that Equations (111.26) and (111.27) are

approximately equal,

or

K Ar K Ar
g g f f'

NG (112 - R1) K

NF R
1

Kf

(111.28)

Similarly, on the outer tube inner face, the following relationship can

be obtained:

NG
r,

(R
2

- R1) K

(1,

NC C K

(111.29)

where K
c

= thermal conductivity in outer tube region,

C = thickness of outer tube,

NC = number of the outer tube radial node regions.

Substituting the physical data of the designed sample problem (in Section

11.5.2) into Equations (111.28) and (111.29), obtains the following cri-

terions:

NG/NF = 4.7

and

NG/NC = 5.1 ti 5.

MDL1 was chosen to demonstrate the consistency criterions for the sample

problem with d = 0.005 m and a specified constant temperature (50.0°C) on
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the outer tube surface. Comparison with the analytical solutions is

also made along with the demonstration. Figs. 28 and 29 indicate that

the temperature profiles on the heater rod surface and outer tube inner

face as predicted by MDL1 consistently converge to the solutions of

Equation (II1.16). The discretization procedure which satisfies the con-

sistency criterion can in fact approximate the solution of partial dif-

ferential equations under study. Figs. 30 and 31 indicate that an arbi-

trary choice of a finer grid system, which does not satisfy the crite-

rions, can sometimes produce approximations of low accuracy and poor con-

sistency within the problem.

111.7 Overall Comparisons, Results, and Conclusions

The initial choice of grid size is usually based on the idea of "the

coarsest that can be gotten away with" to get a feel for the solution.

It is often a sound idea subsequently to refine the grid size and compare

the solutions. The finer grid usually produces a much more accurate

solution. The choice of various grid sizes to be employed has been per-

formed in the previous sections for the codes RAT1, MDL1, HEAT, and COYOTE.

The final choice of the grid size would depend on the desired accuracy of

the results. A fundamental question may arise: Using the same grid size

in a given system, which code or codes will give the best prediction of

temperatures. The answer to this question will provide us additional use-

ful information on the determination of the most suitable computer code to

be used in solving the practical problems. The overall comparisons among

these codes by using approximately the same number of mesh points in each

system is included in Section 111.7.1. Section 111.7.2 reviews the con-

clusions for these codes.

ANGLE (DEGREE)
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Fig. 28. Comparison study of the MDL1 results on the heater rod

surface temperature using different grid systems, that

satisfy the consistency criterions for the case of:

d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temperature on

the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 29. Comparison study of the MDL1 results on the outer tube

inner face temperature using different grid systems,

that satisfy the consistency criterions for the case

of: d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 30. Comparison study of the MDL1 results on the heater rod

surface temperature using two grid systems, in which

one satisfies the consistency criterions for the case

of: d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 31. Comparison study of the MDL1 results on the outer tube

inner face temperature using two grid systems, in which

one satisfies the consistency criterions for the case

of: d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temperature

on the outer tube surface.
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111.7.1 Overall Comparison and Results

An overall comparison with respect to the application of RAT1, MDL1,

HEAT, COYOTE, and EXACT in the prediction of the temperature profiles by

using approximately the same number of node regions within the system for

the sample problem designed in Section 11.5.2 is investigated. The main

points of interest in the comparison study were the following:

(1) Comparison of heater rod surface temperatures and outer tube

inner face temperatures as predicted by these codes for the

cases of d = 0.005 m and 0.020 m with the boundary conditions

specified as either a constant temperature or a convective

boundary on the outer tube surface.

(2) Comparison of economics for these codes as represented by CPU

time (in seconds) required for convergence. The convergence

criterion used in RAT1, MDL1, and HEAT was chosen as 1.0 X 10
4

.

For the case of small eccentric displacement with d = 0.005 m and

with either a specified constant temperature or convective boundary on

the outer tube surface, Figs. 32, 33, 34, and 35 indicate that the tem-

perature profiles predicted by MDL1, HEAT, and COYOTE all show a close

agreement with solutions calculated by EXACT. In particular, the tem-

perature profiles calculated by COYOTE are in better agreement with the

EXACT solutions. It may also be noted from these figures that the re-

quired computer running time for COYOTE and MDL1 is usually small for

most cases,

Due to the inherent disadvantages discussed earlier, RAT1 and MDL1

are not suitable for problems involving highly eccentric systems where

the eccentric displacements are greater than the radius of heater rod.

Figs. 36 and 37 indicate that, for the case of d = 0.020 m with a
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Fig. 32. Overall comparison of the heater rod surface temperature

determined by various codes using approximately the same

number of mesh points in the system for the case of:

d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temperature on the

outer tube surface.
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Fig. 33. Overall comparison of the outer tube inner face temper-

ature determined by various codes using approximately

the same number of mesh points in the system for the

case of: d = 0.005 m; and a specified constant temper-

ature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 34. Overall comparison of the heater rod surface temperature

determined by various codes using approximately the same

number of mesh points in the system for the case of:

d = 0.005 m; and a specified convective boundary con-

dition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 35. Overall comparison of the outer tube inner face temper-

ature determined by various codes using approximately

the same number of mesh points in the system for the

case of: d = 0.005 m; and a specified convective boun-

dary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 36. Overall comparison of the heater rod surface temperature

in the highly eccentric system determined by various

codes for the case of: d = 0.02 m; and a specified con-

stant temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 37. Overall comparison of the outer tube inner face temper-

ature in the highly eccentric system determined by

various codes for the case of: d = 0.02 m; and a speci-

fied constant temperature on the outer tube surface.
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specified constant temperature on the outer boundary, the temperatures

calculated by HEAT show a better agreement with EXACT than those calcu-

lated by COYOTE. For the case of a specified convective boundary, Figs.

38 and 39 indicate an opposite result, that the temperatures obtained by

COYOTE show a better agreement with EXACT than HEAT's. The accuracy of

the temperatures predicted by HEAT can be improved if a finer grid is

used, but this requires a long computer running time. Figs. 40, 41, 42,

and 43 indicate that, however, if a finer grid is used, the temperatures

calculated by COYOTE did not much improve. This fact suggests that a

relative coarser grid system could be employed in the finite element

method and a short computer running time is usually required.

111.7.2 Summaries and Conclusions

The results of the comparison tests indicate that all four codes,

RAT1, MDL1, HEAT, and COYOTE represent an effective means of calculating

the temperature profiles in most eccentric systems. Each of the above

codes is subjected to some degree of limitations and calculational in-

capabilities. The inherent limitations and calculational capabilities

of these codes are summarized as follows:

RAT1: The inherent limitations of the ratchet boundary model are;

1) the inability to treat eccentric problems where the eccentric

displacement is greater than the radius of the heater rod, and 2)

that the radial nodal regions in the heater rod must be greater

than the angular node regions. The ratchet boundary model, due to

its geometry, requires as many radial node regions as there are

angular node regions to describe the heater rod surface alone. This

often leads to longer computing times.
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Fig. 38. Overall comparison of the heater rod surface temper-

ature in the highly eccentric system determined by

various codes for the case of: d = 0.02 m; and a

specified convective boundary condition on the outer

tube surface.
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Fig. 39. Overall comparison of the outer tube inner face tem-

perature in the highly eccentric system determined

by various codes for the case of: d = 0.02 m; and a

specified convective boundary condition on the outer

tube surface.
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Fig. 40. Comparison study on the heater rod surface temperature

between COYOTE and EXACT for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

and a specified constant temperature on the outer tube

surface.
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Fig. 41. Comparison study on the outer tube inner face temperature

between COYOTE and EXACT for the case of: d = 0.02 m; and

a specified constant temperature on the outer tube sur-

face.
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Fig. 42. Comparison study on the heater rod surface temperature

between COYOTE and EXACT for the case of: d = 0.02 m;

and a specified convective boundary condition on the

outer tube surface.
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Fig. 43. Comparison study on the outer tube inner face tempera-

ture between COYOTE and EXACT for the case of: d = 0.02

m; and a specified convective boundary condition on the

outer tube surface.
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MDL1: The inherent limitation of the modeled conductivity model is

that the eccentric displacement must be less than the radius of the

heater rod. For cases involving small eccentricities, the error was

found to be very small and the temperatures predicted by MDL1 showed

a very good agreement with the exact solutions. It was found that

the modeled conductivity's finite difference solution converged

very rapidly to the exact partial differential heat conduction equa-

tions. A relatively coarser grid may be used in MDL1 and less com-

puter running time is required. For cases involving large eccentric

ities, the assumption of neglecting the angular component of the

heat flux vector from the heater rod surface, which was applied to

the modeled conductivity model, becomes inappropriate and may

create a significant error in the temperature profile and calcula-

tions. Thus, MDL1 should be used with some caution in analyzing the

problems involving large eccentricities.

HEAT: For small eccentricities, the temperatures predicted by HEAT

showed a very good agreement with the EXACT solutions. For large

eccentricities using either a specified constant temperature or a

convective boundary with a constant heat transfer coefficient on the

outer boundary, a very fine grid is usually required to yield a

satisfactory result and of course a very long computing time is ac

companied. Thus, this model is recommended for problems involving

small eccentricities only. However, if a standard numerical method

is used to calculate the temperatures within the eccentric system,

an additional effort is required to translate the solutions to the

coordinate system with the origin located at the center of the outer

tube.
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COYOTE: The disadvantage of the code, in the context of current

study, is that it may create significant difference in the tempera-

ture calculations for problems involving large eccentricities with

a specified constant temperature on the outer boundary. This dif-

ference was thought to be due to the radial and azimuthal variations

in temperature becoming more significant for large eccentricities.

The temperature profile in each finite element can no longer be

well represented by the quadratic basis functions which were used

as the shape functions inherent in COYOTE. Much more complicated

functions such as higher order polynomial functions in the radial

directions and cosine functions in the azimuthal directions are in-

volved. For small eccentricities, the temperature profiles in the

system can be approximately represented by the quadratic functions

in both radial and azimuthal directions and the temperatures pre-

dicted by COYOTE thus yield a satisfactory result. Thus, COYOTE

should be used with some caution in analyzing large eccentric prob-

lems. In addition, a relative coarser grid system could be used

in COYOTE and less computer running time is required.

It may be noted that the comparison study of the problems involving

large eccentricities has created some calculational difficulties for both

HEAT and COYOTE codes. The experimental study of the problems involving

eccentricities as discussed in the next chapter indicates, however, that;

1) the boundary condition with the specified constant temperature on the

outer tube surface is physically impossible to occur, and 2) the convec-

tive boundary with a constant heat transfer coefficient is unable to

exactly describe the real mechanism of heat transfer near the outer sur-

face. Further comparison of the calculated results between analytical
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solutions and numerical solutions for large eccentricities using a meas-

ured temperature function on the outer boundary of the experimental sys-

tem will be studied in Section V.1 and the final conclusion of the numer-

ical study will be drawn in Section V.2.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

IV.1 Introduction

In Chapter II, the analytical solutions of temperature profiles were

found for any degree of eccentricity within the system. A computer pro-

gram, EXACT, was developed to calculate the two-dimensional temperature

profiles for the concentric and the eccentric situations with either a

specified temperature function or convective boundary on the outer sur-

face. EXACT was first verified by an arithmetic check of the results for

the design problem of Section 11.5.2 for concentric cases. The experi-

mental study is designed to verify the code for eccentric situations.

The experiment is a straightforward determination of the two-dimen-

sional temperature field in the eccentric annuli. Particular attention

was given to devising the experiment in a manner that was consistent with

basic assumptions in the analysis. The materials chosen for the experi-

ment have properties which are insensitive over the range of temperatures

employed.

The concentric case was first treated to establish experimental pro-

cedures and determine the thermal conductivity in each material region.

Two eccentricities, each with varying electrical power to the heater rod

were examined. The measurements were then compared with the results

predicted by EXACT.

Section IV.2 introduces the general considerations required in the

experimental design. Section IV.3 lists the materials and the instru-

ments used in the experiment and describes the experimental setup. Sec-

tion IV.4 introduces the calculations required to determine conductivities

and compares results of the concentric experiments with the analytical
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solutions. Section IV.5 compares results of the eccentric experiments

with the analytical solutions. Section IV.6 lists the conclusions for

the experimental work.

IV.2 General Considerations of the Experiment

In order to remain consistent with the basic assumptions of the

analysis, several requirements on the experimental setup and the operat-

ing conditions must be examined. These requirements are:

(1) The measurement of the heat source must be accurate. The heat

transferred out of the heater rod surface must not be a func-

tion of the axial position.

(2) The thermal conductivity of the material within a given region

should be independent of temperature or at least insensitive

over the temperature range of interest.

(3) The length-to-diameter ratio should be sufficiently large to

suppress axial effects.

(4) The heat loss in the axial direction must be carefully accounted

for or preferably prevented altogether.

(5) In each region, the temperature difference between the inner

and outer face must be greater than the maximum error of tem-

perature measurement.

(6) Steady state conditions should be applied in determining the

thermal conductivity. Steady state should be obtained before

taking temperature readings. To establish steady state con-

ditions may require several hours and such experiments are

therefore usually time consuming(29)

(7) The maximum temperature within the system must be kept below

the melting temperature of the thermocouple insulation material.
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(8) The surrounding temperature must be kept constant during the

experiment.

(9) Thermocouple instrumentation should be mounted in a manner and

location to cause a minimum perturbation of the temperature

field.

IV.3 Experimental Setup

IV.3.1 Materials and Instruments

An electrical heater rod, manufactured by the WATLOW Company, was

chosen for the current experiment. The specifications of the heater rod

are as follows:

(1) The electrical wire is made of nickel-chromium. The winding

is precisely centered in the unit with equal distance to the

sheath at all points. The electrical resistance of the wind-

ing is 13.5 0.

(2) The corrosion-resistant sheath of the heater is made of incoloy

which provides high-temperature resistance to oxidation and

corrosion.

(3) The diameter of the heater rod is 0.02527 m.

(4) The full length of the heater rod is 0.3048 m (12"). The length

of the unheated region on both ends of the heater rod is 0.00635

m (e).

(5) The maximum operating power is 1000.0 watts.

The intermediate annular region was filled with number 9 standard

hard lead shot (2.2 mm in diameter). The determination of the thermal

conductivity for this intermediate region is discussed in Section IV.4.2.
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A 12" long PVC pipe was chosen for the outer tube. The inner and

outer radius of the pipe are 0.0478 m and 0.0570 m respectively. The PVC

material has a relatively poor thermal conductivity that gives rise to a

significant temperature difference between the inner and outer tube sur-

face. This temperature difference allows the thermal conductivity to be

accurately determined by measurement.

Type J (Iron Vs. Copper Nickel Alloy) thermocouples are used in the

experiment. The thermocouples are covered by color-coded Teflon insula-

tion with a melting temperature of 327°C. The diameter of the wires is

0.25 mm. This type of thermocouple is recommended by the ASTM
(30)

for

use in the temperature range from 0-760°C.

A model 2160A digital thermometer made by Omega Engineering, Inc.

was used to record the temperature readings. The 2160A is a panel-

mounted, four-digit, thermocouple thermometer capable of resolving

1°C or 1°F over the entire temperature span of type J thermocouples.

The maximum error for the combination of the 2160A thermometer and the

type J thermocouples is -1-1°C
(31)

.

IV.3.2 Experimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig. 44. The

electrical heater rod is surrounded by tightly packed small lead shot.

The electrical input is measured with a voltmeter. To minimize the axial

heat losses from the system, two pieces of circular plexiglass insulator

were placed on each end. The inner plexiglass is cut to fit the pipe

inner perimeter and used to support the heater rod at its predetermined

eccentric position. The temperatures of various locations are measured
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Fig. 44. Schematic diagram of experiment.
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with thermocouples. The experiment is run in a constant temperature

environment. A photograph of the experimental apparatus is shown in

Fig. 45.

The heat passes radially through the various material regions. The

only other possible heat loss is from conduction along the thermocouples

and loss from ends of the pipe. The thermocouple loss is usually very

small. To evaluate the axial heat loss, additional thermocouples are

mounted at the positions near one end of the pipe.

For the concentric test, the thermocouples are located at the axial

midplane, x = 0.0 m, as illustrated in Fig. 46. Fig. 47 shows the thermo-

couple locations at the axial position of x = 0.14 m (near the end of the

pipe system). A photograph of the experimental apparatus for the con-

centric test is shown in Fig. 48. Figs. 49 and 50 illustrate the thermo-

couple locations near the axial midplane for the eccentric displacement

of d = 0.01 m and 0.02 m, respectively.

It is noted from Fig. 50 that the thermocouples located at the half

width of the intermediate annular region were not positioned at equal

angle increments. The purpose of this arrangement is to reduce the per-

turbations on the temperature field near the narrowest annular region

caused by the thermocouple wires and mounting glue. Photographs of the

experimental apparatus for the eccentric test with d = 0.01 m and 0.02 m

are shown in Figs. 51 and 52.

IV.4 Concentric Case

The primary purposes of the concentric experiments are to:

(1) establish the experimental procedures,

(2) determine the thermal conductivity of each material region,

(3) determine the axial heat loss, and
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Fig. 45. Photograph of experimental setup for measuring

temperatures within the pipe system.

1. variable autotransformer

2. voltmeter

3. thermometer

4. thermocouple switch

5. thermocouples

6. PVC pipe



180°

Fig. 46. Thermocouple locations at the axial midplane for

the concentric test.
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180°

270°

Fig. 47. Thermocouple locations at the axial position of

x = 0.14 m for the concentric test.
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Fig. 48. Photograph of experimental setup for the concentric

test.

1. thermocouples

2. thermocouple switch

3. lead shot region

4. electrical heater rod

5. PVC pipe
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Fig. 49. Thermocouple locations near the axial midplane for

the eccentric test with d = 0.01 m.



120°

180°
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Fig. 50. Thermocouple locations near the axial midplane

for the eccentric test with d = 0.02 m.
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5

Fin 51. Photograph of experimental setup for the eccentric

test with d = 0.01 m.

1. thermocouples

2. variable autotransformer

3. thermometer

4. thermocouple switch

5. PVC pipe

6. electrical heater rod

7. lead shot region
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Fig. 52. Photograph of experimental setup for the eccentric

test with d = 0.02 m.

1. thermocouples

2. electrical heater rod

3. thermocouple switch

4. PVC pipe

5. lead shot region
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(4) compare the experimental temperature profiles with the ana-

lytical solutions as calculated by EXACT.

IV.4.1 Theory

No Heat Loss

For the concentric case, as shown in Fig. 53, the governing equa-

tion of steady state heat conduction with constant thermal conductivity

takes the following form;

In the heater rod region:

Boundary conditions:

1 d {r (614. _ 0.

r dr dr f Kf

(i) Tf(0) = T0,

(ii) TF(R1) = Ti,

where q"' = volumetric heat source, W/m
3

,

K
f

= heater rod thermal conductivity, W/m-K,

T
f
(r) temperature profile in the heater rod region,

TO heater rod central temperature, K,

T
1

heater rod surface temperature, K.

In the intermediate annular region:

Boundary conditions:

(IV.1)

r
(IV.2)1 d T

g'
fr) 0.

c- dr

(i) T
g
(R

1
) = T

1
,

(ii) T
g
(R

2
) = T

2
,
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Fig. 53. Cross section of the concentric case with

boundary temperatures.



where T (r) = temperature profile in the annular region,

T
2

= outer tube inner face temperature, K.

In the outer tube region:

Boundary conditions:

1 d d
Tc(r) = 0.r dr ' dr

(i) Tc(R2) = T2,

(ii) Tc(R3) =

108

(IV.3)

where T
c
(r) = temperature profile in the outer tube region,

T
3

= outer tube outer face temperature, K.

The thermal conductivity of heater rod can be determined in a

straightforward manner by means of integrating equation (IV.1) and ap-

plying the boundary conditions as shown below:

2 .qm

K
f

4(T
o

- T
I
)

(IV.4)

The temperature profile in the intermediate annular region can be

obtained by means of integration. For the given boundary conditions

this is

T (r) = C1 In r + C2 (IV.5)

R
1

where C1 = ( - T )/tn
1 Ti 2 K2

R
1

= (T2tnR1 - TitnR2)/tn
2
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The average temperature in the annular region can then be readily

estimated as shown below;

R
2

T (6.21Tr dr

Tg

R1

(R
2

2
- R

1

2
)

= Cl

Id&

R
2

2 2nR
2

- R
1

2
-2nR

1 +C
22 2

R
2

- R
1

2

In a steady state, the heat flow rate at the outer tube inner face is

equal to the heat rate generated in the heater rod region. This is

expressed as follows:

211R
2

r=R
2

'11'R2 q"'
1

Substituting T (r) into Equation (IV.6) yields

Kg

R,
2
.q
,

n(R2/R1)

2(T
1

- T
2

)

(IV.6)

(IV.7)

Likewise, the thermal conductivity in the outer tube region can be

determined in a similar manner, that is

m
R
1

2
-IQ .n(R

3
/R

2
)

K
c

=

2(1'2 - T3)

The average temperature in the outer tube region is shown below;

(IV.8)
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c
= Cl

where C1 = (T2 -

2 A
R -)4nR - R

2
enR

3 3 2 2
Cl

+ C2
R
2

- R
2

3 2
ON.

T3) /9,n(R2 /R3),

2

C2 = (T3RnR2 - T2/nR3)//n(R2/R3).

Once the volumetric heat source and the boundary temperatures are

measured, the thermal conductivity in each region can be immediately

determined.

With Heat Loss

It was assumed that the axial effects were negligible in the

preceding analysis. However, in actual practice the axial heat loss

must be considered and determined. To estimate the axial heat loss,

the following assumptions are made:

(1) Only heat losses on the ends of the pipe system are considered

and assumed to be equal.

(2) The heat loss is attributed to the intermediate annular region

only.

Instead of solving the exact tw-dimensional (r , x) temperature

profile within the intermediate annular region, a trial temperature

function is used in the calculations. For the concentric case with no

axial effects, the radial temperature profile in the annular region

takes a form similar to Equation (IV.5);

Tg(r) = C1 + C2 In r

where C
1

and C
2
are arbitrary constants. When the axial heat loss is



considered, the trial temperature profile may be represented as shown

below;

T (r,x) = a(1 + b /nr)(c + cos
2Z
)

111

(IV.9)

where a, b, c = the arbitrary constants determined by boundary tempera-

tures,

x = the axial axis,

Z = the axial distance of the thermocouple near the end of

the pipe, see Fig. 54.

The boundary conditions are:

(i) T
g
(R 0) = T1,

(ii) T
g
(R

2'
0) = T2,

(iii) T
g
(R

2'
t) = T

3'

where T = the measured heater rod surface temperature at x = 0.0 m,

T
2
= the measured outer tube inner face temperature at x = 0.0 m,

T
3
= the measured outer tube inner face temperature at x = zm.

Solving for a, b, and c from Equation (IV.9) by using the above three

boundary conditions, obtains

(T2 T3)(T21nRi - T ,(InR )

a= "

T
2
1n(R

1
/R

2
)

b-
T T

2

T2nR -

(IV.10)

(IV.11)
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Fig. 54. Boundary temperatures in the intermediate annular region.



c= 3

T2 - T3

The total heat loss from both ends of the pipe system can be evalu-

ated by the following formula;

R2
z T

x
j.Total axial heat loss = 2 -K

g
--1- (r ,1 )21rr dr .

R
1

Substituting Equation (IV.9) into Equation (IV.13), yields;

2 2
R1
2

R2
Total axial heat loss b.

2

2 2O./nR - RnR R2 - Ri

2

2

4 )

(IV.14)

Utilizing Equations (IV.4), (IV.7),(IV.8), and (IV.14), the thermal

conductivity in each region is determined by means of an iterative pro-

cess. The procedures are:

(1) Calculate K
(0)

from Equation (IV.7) assuming no heat loss.

(2) Calculate the axial heat loss, denoted by q
loss'

from Equation

(IV.14) using the value of K(g°) obtained from Procedure (1).

(3) Calculate q" = (q
elec gloss

)/heater rod volume, where q
elec

is the electrical input power and gloss is the axial heat loss

calculated from procedure (2).

(4) Calculate K
(1)

from Equation (IV.7) using the value of ' ob

tained from procedure (3).

(5) Repeat procedures (2) to (4) until Kg converges to a desired

accuracy.

(6) Calculate Kf and Kc from Equations (IV.4) and (IV.8) respec-

tively, using the value of q" obtained from procedure (3).
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The heat transfer coefficient can then be determined by the following

equation:

h
gelec gloss

A(Ts - Tb)

where A = heat transfer area of the PVC pipe,

T
s
= PVC pipe surface temperature,

T
b

= room temperature.

(IV.15)

IV.4.2 Thermal Conductivity Measurement

For a steady-state process, the thermal conductivity can be deter-

mined from given boundary temperatures and heat flow rates within the

body. It would, of course, be of a great help if the thermal conductivity

of a given material could be predicted from theory. However, for most

materials such as gases, non-metallic liquids and solids, the mechanism

of heat conduction is very complex and the theoretical calculations be-

come very complicated. For example in solids, the motion of free elec-

trons is predominant in pure metals and lattice waves which are predomi-

nant in dielectrics. Although the theory of thermal conductivity in

solids can explain the phenomenon, it does not permit the prediction of

thermal conductivities with sufficient accuracy. Thus for the vast ma-

jority of materials accurate values of thermal conductivity can be ob-

tained only from experiments.

The purpose of this section is to determine the thermal conductivity

in each material region by means of the, measured heat source and the

temperatures as measured by the thermocouples mounted on the heater rod

center line, heater rod surface, outer tube inner and outer faces. Un-

fortunately, the thermocouple installed by the WATLOW Company at the
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center line of the heater rod was not compatible with the 2160A thermo-

meter. The equivalent thermal conductivity of the heater rod could not

be determined by measurement. However, this did not constitute a pro-

blem in the current analysis because the results calculated by the

EXACT code for the experimental test with a large eccentricity of d =

0.02 m indicate that, using two extreme values of the heater rod thermal

conductivity (100.00 W/m-K and 0.01 W/m-K), the predicted temperature

profiles outside the heater rod region create a very small difference

within 1 °C. Thus, a reasonable value of the heater rod thermal con-

ductivity could be assumed. The following work will then concentrate

on the determination of thermal conductivity in the outer two regions.

For the designed experiment, approximately five hours were required

to reach a steady state. Once steady state was reached, the thermal con-

ductivity could be readily calculated from the theory shown in the previous

section.

Since a packed bed of lead shot was used, the positioning of the

experiment was varied to determine the effect on the temperature dis-

tribution. Table 3 indicates that, using tightly packed lead shot within

the intermediate region, the temperature difference between the inner

and outer surface remains virtually unchanged for both vertical and hori-

zontal positioning of the experiment.

Table 4 is the summary of the measured temperatures, thermal conduc-

tivities, and heat losses for varying input powers. The axial heat loss

from the ends of the pipe is found to be less than 4.30% of the electrical

input power. The measured thermal conductivity in the lead shot region

increases slightly with temperature over the range 37 °C to 52 °C. The

measured thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe is constant over the



Table 3. Average temperature measurements for different positioning of the

pipe system running at 7.407 watts of electrical input power.

positions

arrangement

heater rod

surface

temperature

outer tube

inner face

temperature

outer tube

outer face

temperature (1) - (2) (2) - (3)

room

temperature

oc oc oc
( °C )

(1) (2) (3)

horizontal 45.0 34.3 30.7 10.7 3.6 22.

horizontal
rotated 90. 44.5 33.8 30.2 10.7 3.6 21.

degrees

vertical 45.0 34.3 30.6 10.7 3.7 22.



Table 4. Summary of the measured temperatures, thermal conductivities,

and heat losses for varying electrical input powers.

in t
*

power,

watts

(1)

measured temperatures ( ° )

annulus

region

0
\\*-

,t._. 0,-.c
e44.

k,

as

(7)

PVC pipe

region

,;0

:.
1,c, 00,

'b
4'

(8)

axial heat

loss in %

(9)

heat

source

density

qui

x 10
4
W/m

3

(10)

heat
+

transfer

coefficient

h

W/m
2
-K

(11)

heater rod

surface at

x = 0.0 m

(2)

outer tube

inner face

at

x= 0.0 m

(3)

outer tube

outer face

at

x= 0.0 m

(4)

room

(5)

outer tube

inner face

at

x= 0.14 m

(6)

7.407 45.0 34.3 30.7 22. 31.0
0.479

37.5

0.186

32.4
4.23 4.8423 7.467

11.574 56.0 39.7 34.0 22. 34.0
0.493

44.6

0.187

36.7
4.23 7.5662 8.459

16.667 68.0 45.7 37.5 23. 38.0
0.518

52.0

0.186

41.4
4.28 10.8890 10.075

* The electrical resistance of the heater rod is 13.5.m.

+ The heat transfer area of the PVC pipe outer surface is 0.1092 m2.
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temperature range 30°C to 45°C. These thermal conductivities are plot-

ted versus temperature in Fig. 55.

I1.4.3 Comparisons with EXACT and Results

Comparison Test

The measured values of thermal conductivity determined above were

used in program EXACT. The main points of interest in the comparison

study for the concentric case were the following:

(1) A comparison of the measured temperatures at three positions

(i.e., on the heater rod surface, at the half width of the in-

termediate annular region, and on the outer tube inner face)

with the results calculated by EXACT, using as a boundary con-

dition the average measured temperature on the outer tube face.

(2) A comparison of the measured temperatures at the three posi-

tions with the results calculated by EXACT using a convective

boundary condition.

The electrical input power of 16.667 watts was considered in the

comparison study. The thermal conductivity of the heater rod is arbi-

trarily chosen as 1.000 W/m-K. The outer boundary temperature, the

thermal conductivity in the outer two regions and the volumetric heat

source are specified in columns (4), (7), (8), and (10) of Table 4. The

convective boundary condition is specified in columns (5) and (11) of

Table 4.

Results

A comparison between the results of the measurements and the solu-

tions predicted by EXACT for the case of 16.667 watts of electrical input

power with either a specified constant temperature or convective boundary
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Fig. 55. Thermal conductivity measurements.
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on the outer tube surface is shown in Figs. 56 and 57. These figures in-

dicate that the absolute values of the maximum deviation of the measured

temperatures on the inner face of the outer tube as compared with the re-

sults predicted by EXACT are 1.59% and 2.94% respectively.

IV.5 Eccentric Cases

For the eccentric system, this section compares measurements of the

two-dimensional temperature field and results from the analytical solu-

tions. These comparisons, are used to assess the validity of the EXACT

code for eccentric cases.

IV.5.1 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions of interest are described as follows:

(1) Prescribed temperatures. The surface temperature of the bound-

ary is specified to be a constant or a function of space. This

is the easiest boundary condition from the mathematical view-

point. For a steady state process, the boundary temperatures

are usually specified by experimental measurement. For use in

the analytical solution, the boundary condition is prescribed

by an appropriate fitting function of measured data. From Equa-

tion (II.6), the analytical solution indicates, that the solu-

tion of temperature on the outer tube surface takes the follow-

ing form;

N

To(c1)) = E a ncos(n+) .

n=0
(IV.16)
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Fig. 56. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the concentric case of:

input power = 16.667 watts, and a specified constant

temperature on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 57. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the concentric case of:

input power = 16.667 watts; and a specified convective

boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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This suggests that the fitting function of the boundary tempera-

ture should have the same form as Equation (IV.16).

(2) Convective boundary. In a steady state process, the heat trans-

fer coefficient for the concentric situations can be immediately

determined by directly substituting the measured heat source,

the constant surface temperature, the heat transfer area, and the

ambient temperature into Equation (IV.15). For the eccentric

situations, however, the temperature on the outer tube surface

may not be a constant but a function of angle. Therefore, the

choice of the outer surface temperature used to determine the

constant heat transfer coefficient which is able to physically

describe the heat transfer phenomena on the outer boundary then

introduces some difficulties.

There are a number of ways to choose the surface temperature on the

outer boundary. In the current analysis, the boundary surface temperature

is defined as follows:

T
s

the measured surface temperature on the outer boundary at the

angle, 0, in which one half of the total heat is conducted out

of the system in the range from -0 to +0.

The following comparison study of the results between the analytical

solutions and the measurements for the cases of a specified convective

boundary condition indicates that such a choice of the surface temperature

used to determine the constant heat transfer coefficient employed in the

EXACT code gives a better interpretation of the results.
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IV.5.2 Comparisons with EXACT and Results

Comparison Test

The main points of interest in the comparison study between the

measurements and the code EXACT were the following:

(1) Compare the measured temperatures at three positions (on the

heater rod surface, at the half width of the intermediate an-

nular region, and on the outer tube inner face) with the re-

sults calculated by EXACT, using as a boundary condition a

specified or fitted temperature function from measurement on

the outer tube surface.

(2) Compare the measured temperatures at the above three positions

with the results calculated by EXACT using a convective boundary

condition.

Two eccentricities (d = 0.01 m and 0.02 m) and two powers (7.407

watts and 16.667 watts) were investigated by this study. The thermal

conductivity of the heater rod was arbitrarily chosen as 1.000 W/m-K. The

thermal conductivity in the other two regions and the volumetric heat

sources are specified in columns (7), (8), and (10) of Table 4.

The comparison of the results between the measurements and the ana-

lytical solutions for the case of a specified boundary temperature func-

tion is treated first. The specific boundary surface temperature used to

calculate the heat transfer coefficient is then determined by plotting

the fraction of total heat flow conducted out of the system versus the

angle. Once the constant heat transfer coefficient is calculated, the

comparison of the results between the analytical solutions and the measure-

ments for the cases of a specified convective boundary is then made.
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Results

A comparison between the results of the measurements and the EXACT

solutions for various cases, as shown in Figs. 58-61, indicates a very

good agreement within the limit of the maximum error of temperature meas-

urement (±1°C). It is noted, however, from Figs. 59, 60, and 61, that

the data points lying in the intermediate annular region near (1) = 0.0

degree (the narrowest annular region) indicate a poor agreement in com-

parison with the EXACT solutions, particularly for experiments running at

large eccentricities and high electrical power levels. This disagreement

is thought to be due to the perturbation of the heat flux by the wires

and glues.

The fraction of the total heat flow rate conducted out of the system

versus angle for the above four cases are plotted in Fig. 62. It indi-

cates that for two cases of eccentricity approximately one half of the

total heat is transferred out of the system from -80° to 80° for d = 0.01

m and from -60° to 60° for d = 0.02 m. The results for various cases are

plotted in Figs. 63-66. These figures show good agreement to within 4.30%

for the cases of small eccentricity. Significant difference was found for

the cases of large eccentricity. For example, Figs. 65 and 66 indicate

that the absolute values of the maximum deviation of the measured tempera-

tures at the half width of the annulus region as compared with the results

predicted by EXACT are 7.13% and 8.81%, respectively. These differences

are thought to be due to the fact that the convective heat transfer co-

efficient within EXACT must be a constant. In actual practice, an angular

dependent heat transfer coefficient should be used to physically describe

the mechanism of heat convection on the outer boundary. Such a convective

boundary is beyond the calculational capability of the EXACT code. It may
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Fig. 58. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with

the results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case

of: d = 0.01 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a spe-

cified temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 59. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with

the results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case

of: d = 0.01 m; input power = 16.667 watts; and a spe-

cified temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 60. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.02 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified

temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 61. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.02 m; input power = 16.667 watts; and a specified

temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 62. The fraction of total heat flow rate conducted out

of the system versus angle.
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Fig. 63. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.01 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified

convective boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 64. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.01 m; input power = 16.667 watts; and a specified

convective boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 65. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.02 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified

convective boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 66. Comparison of the measured temperature profiles with the

results calculated by EXACT for the eccentric case of:

d = 0.02 m; input power = 16.667 watts; and a specified

convective boundary condition on the outer tube surface.
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be noted from Figs. 63-66 that the trend of the temperature profiles

agrees well between the measurements and the analytical solutions.

IV.6 Conclusions

The comparison between the measurements and the EXACT solutions as

shown in the previous section indicates a good agreement for the follow-

ing cases:

(1) The concentric case with either a specified constant temperature

or a convective boundary on the outer tube surface,

(2) any degree of eccentricity with a specified temperature function

of angle on the outer tube surface, and

(3) the small eccentricities with a specified convective boundary

condition on the outer tube surface.

For large eccentricities with a specified convective boundary, how-

ever, a significant difference between the measurements and the EXACT

solutions was found. The difference was thought to be due to a constant

heat transfer coefficient used in the EXACT code being unable to exactly

describe the real mechanism of the heat convection on the outer boundary.

But the trend of the temperature profiles within the system agrees well

between the measurements and the analytical solutions. Thus, for the

current project, it is concluded that;

(1) For any degree of eccentricity with either a specified tempera-

ture function of angle or convective boundary condition on the

outer tube surface, the temperature profiles within the ec-

centric system can be accurately predicted by EXACT code.

(2) The convective boundary condition with a constant heat transfer

coefficient should be used with some caution in analyzing the
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eccentric problems. Moreover, this type of boundary condition

is not recommended to be used for problems involving large ec-

centricities.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND APPLICATIONS

V.1 Overall Comparisons and Results

V.1.1 Overall Comparisons

The sample problem described in Section 11.5.2 has been used for

verification of both the EXACT code for the concentric case, and the

RAT1, MDL1, HEAT, and COYOTE codes for the eccentric cases. The boundary

conditions associated with the sample problem were designed as follows:

(1) A constant temperature prescribed on the outer tube surface, or

(2) a specified convective boundary with a constant heat transfer

coefficient.

The experimental study of the eccentric situation described in Chap-

ter IV showed that (i) the measured temperature on the outer tube surface

is not a constant but a function of angle, and (ii) the convective bound-

ary with a constant heat transfer coefficient is unable to physically de-

scribe the real mechanism of heat transfer near the outer boundary par-

ticularly for large eccentricities. It is of interest therefore to com-

pare the results among the analytical solutions, the numerical calcula-

tions and the experimental measurements for physical eccentric systems

using a boundary condition described by an angular dependent temperature

function on the outer boundary.

Comparison Test

The problem that will be used in the comparison test is as follows:

In the heater rod region;

conductivity, Kf = 0.265 W/m-K,

radius, R
1

= 0.012635 m,
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eccentric displacement, d = 0.01 m and 0.02 m,

volumetric heat source, q"' = 4.3423 x 10' W/m3.

In the intermediate annular region;

conductivity, Kg = 0.479 W/m-K,

radius, R2 = 0.0478 m.

In the outer tube region;

conductivity, Kc = 0.186 W/m-K,

thickness, c = 0.0092 m.

Boundary condition at p = R2 c (fit from measurements);

T
o
(q5) = 30.0 + cos(p) for d = 0.01 m, and

T
o
(4)) = 30.6667 + 3.0 cos(f) + 0.3333 cos (4) for d = 0.02 m.

The convergence criterion on temperature used in RAT1, MDL1, and HEAT was

chosen as 1.0 x 10
-5

The main points in the comparison study of the theoretical solutions,

the numerical calculations and the experimental measurements are the fol-

lowing:

(1) Comparison of heater rod surface temperatures and temperatures

on the inner face of the outer tube calculated by the codes,

EXACT, RAT1, MDL1, HEAT and COYOTE, and measured from the ex-

perimental apparatus. A small eccentricity of d = 0.01 m was

used with the boundary temperature specified from measurements.

(2) Similar comparisons for a large eccentricity, d = 0.02 m.

(3) Comparison of economics of the codes RAT1, MDL1, HEAT, COYOTE,

and EXACT as represented by CPU (in seconds) time using approxi-

mately the same number of node regions in each system.
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V.1.2 Results

An overall comparison of the results for the eccentric system with

d = 0.01 m and a measured temperature function, To(q) = 30.0 + cos(q)),

specified on the outer tube surface, is shown in Figs. 67 and 68. The

system was divided into 9 angular node regions, 30 radial node regions

in the intermediate annular region, and 3 radial node regions in the outer

tube region for the finite difference codes RAT1, MDL1, and HEAT. A

coarser grid system was used in the finite element code COYOTE. Figs. 67

and 68 indicate that;

(1) The modeled conductivity's finite difference solution shows a

better agreement with the EXACT solution than the other finite

difference approaches.

(2) The modeled conductivity's finite difference solution converges

to the analytical solution faster than the other finite dif-

ference approaches.

(3) In comparison with the finite difference approaches, the tem-

peratures calculated by the finite element code, COYOTE, using

a coarser grid system, shows good agreement with the analytical

solutions and utilizes the smallest amount of computer running

time.

(4) The ratchet boundary model code, RAT1, due to its geometry, re-

quires as many radial node regions as there are angular node

regions to describe the heater rod surface alone. This leads

to the necessity for large computing times as shown in Figs. 67

and 68. Moreover, the temperatures calculated by RAT1 indicate

poor agreement with the analytical solutions.
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Fig. 67. Comparison of the heater rod surface temperature cal-

culated by various codes and measured from the experi-

mental apparatus for the eccentric test of: d = 0.01 m;

input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified temperature

function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 68. Comparison of the outer tube inner face temperature

calculated by various codes and measured from the ex-

perimental apparatus for the eccentric test of: d =

0.01 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified

temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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A comparison of the results for the large eccentric case with d =

0.02 m using the measured temperature function, To(q) = 30.6667 + 3.0

cos(c0) + 0.3333 cos(2q), specified on the outer tube surface, is shown in

Figs. 69 and 70. Good agreement to within 4.40% of the experimental mea-

surements is indicated. In addition, a coarser grid system was used in

the COYOTE calculations resulting in smaller computer times.

V.2 Summaries and Conclusions

Under the assumption of constant properties and negligible axial ef-

fects, heat conduction in the radial direction through two long concentric

tubes is a straightforward, one-dimensional problem. However, when the

inner tube is displaced from the centerline, the analysis must be made in

two dimensions. In this investigation, a comprehensive study was under-

taken to determine the two-dimensional (r,9) temperature profiles for the

eccentric condition. In the first phase of the study, the analytical

solutions were sought for the governing heat conduction equations. Sep-

arate polar coordinate systems were used to describe the inner and outer

tubes. An intermediate annular region exists between the two. Particular

attention was given to the interface conditions by explicitly retaining

continuity of the components of the heat flux vector. Within the context

of the specified assumptions, the resulting solutions are general, valid

for any size annular region and any degree of eccentricity. The boundary

condition on the outer tube surface can be specified by either a pre-

scribed temperature function of angle or a convective boundary with a con-

stant heat transfer coefficient and a constant ambient temperature. A

computer program, EXACT, was developed to perform the calculations of the

two-dimensional temperature profiles within the system. EXACT was veri-

fied mathematically with the results of a sample problem in Section 11.5.2
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Fig. 69. Comparison of the heater rod surface temperature cal-

culated by various codes and measured from the experi-

mental apparatus for the eccentric test of: d = 0.02 m;

input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified temperature

function on the outer tube surface.
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Fig. 70. Comparison of the outer tube inner face temperature

calculated by various codes and measured from the ex-

perimental apparatus for the eccentric test of: d =

0.02 m; input power = 7.407 watts; and a specified

temperature function on the outer tube surface.
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for the concentric condition and then verified by the results of the ex-

periments described in Chapter IV for the eccentric conditions.

The experiment was a straightforward determination of the two-dimen-

sional temperature field in the eccentric annuli. An electrical heater

rod was used in the experiment. A PVC pipe was chosen as the outer tube.

For the intermediate annular region, Number 9 standard hard lead shot

(2.2 mm in diameter) was utilized. The results of the experimental mea-

surements indicated that the thermal conductivity of the packed bed of

lead shot is relatively insensitive over the temperature range of interest,

and the thermal conductivity of the PVC pipe is constant over the tempera-

ture range used. The study of the results between the EXACT solutions and

the measurements indicated a very good agreement for the concentric cases

and the eccentric cases with a fitted temperature function from measure-

ment prescribing on the outer boundary. For the small eccentric cases

with a specified convective boundary condition, a small difference was

found between the EXACT solutions and the measurements. For the large

eccentricities with a specified convective boundary condition, a difference

in the temperature profiles of 8.81% resulted. It was noted, however,

that the trend of the calculated temperature profiles within the eccentric

system agrees well with the measurements. The difference was due to a

constant heat transfer coefficient used in EXACT being unable to physically

describe the real mechanism of the heat transfer near the outer boundary

of the system. It was concluded that;

(1) For any degree of eccentricity with either a specified tempera-

ture function of angle or convective boundary condition on the

outer tube surface, the temperature profiles within the eccen-

tric system can be accurately predicted by EXACT code.
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(2) The convective boundary condition with a constant heat transfer

coefficient should be used with some caution in analyzing the

eccentric problems. Moreover, this type of boundary condition

is not recommended to be used for problems involving large ec-

centricities.

In addition to the theoretical and experimental phases, numerical

aspects of the problem were also studied. The purpose of the numerical

study was to assess the capability of numerical algorithms found in general

purpose heat transfer programs to permit rapid and accurate calculations

of the temperature fields for the eccentric situations. The algorithms

were principally based on the continuity conditions and heat balances in

each material region. Three finite difference methods had been developed

to determine the two-dimensional temperature profiles within the eccentric

system. The first one was a "ratchet" boundary approach as shown in Fig.

21. In this method, short arcs with centers common to the outer tube ap-

proximate the surface of the heater rod. This model, however, is sub-

jected to the following inherent limitations;

(1) Unable to treat eccentric problems where the eccentric displace-

ment is greater than the radius of the heater rod, and

(2) the radial node regions in the heater rod must be greater than

the angular node regions.

The ratchet boundary model, due to its geometry, requires many radial

node regions near the heater rod surface. This leads to increased storage

and longer computing times.

The second finite difference method was referred to as the "modeled

conductivity" approach. In this approach the annular regions are treated

concentrically as shown in Fig. 25. The eccentric condition is accounted
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involving large eccentricities with a specified temperature function on

the outer boundary, the temperatures within the eccentric system can also

be accurately predicted by this model. However, if a standard numerical

method is used to calculate the temperatures within the eccentric system,

an additional effort is required to translate the solutions to a new co-

ordinate system with the origin located at the center of the outer tube.

Finally, an existing finite element computer code, COYOTE, was used

as the fourth numerical approach. The code was examined for its suit-

ability in treating the eccentric problems. For the case of small eccen-

tricities, COYOTE yields a satisfactory temperature calculation in com-

parison with the exact solutions. A significant difference in temperature

profiles was found for the problems involving large eccentricities with a

specified constant temperature on the outer boundary. This difference

was due to the temperature profile in each finite element no longer being

well represented by the quadratic basis functions which were used as the

shape functions inherent in COYOTE. Much more complicated functions, such

as higher order polynomial functions in the radial direction and cosine

functions in the azimuthal direction, are involved. However, the experi-

mental study of this problem indicated that it is physically impossible

for a boundary condition with constant temperature to occur. Figs. 67

-70 indicated that the temperatures calculated by COYOTE show a good

agreement with the analytical solutions using a measured boundary tem-

perature function specified on the outer tube surface. Thus, by using

the numerical codes, RAT1, MDL1, HEAT, and COYOTE to predict the tem-

perature profiles for the current project, it is concluded that;

(1) For small eccentricities, the modeled conductivity model

and the finite element method are recommended due to their
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rapid and accurate calculations of the temperatures within the

system.

(2) For large eccentricities, the finite element method is recom-

mended.

V.3 Applications

To date, eccentricity effects have been studied mostly for reactor

fuel pins and double-walled heat exchangers. In particular, the studies

undertaken have been for various special cases of the eccentric problem

lying in the area of nuclear reactor fuel performance and safety.

Barrett
(2)

has calculated that for a typical LMFBR fuel element, in which

the maximum displacement is only 0.075 mm and the fuel pellet radius is

2.465 mm, the variance of the maximum fuel temperature is in the vicinity

of 115°K. Williford and Hann
(32)

have indicated, for LWR fuel pins, the

pellet eccentricity, combined with gap size and fill gas composition, may

create large azimuthal temperature variations within the fuel cladding.

This azimuthal temperature difference may be as large as 100-150°K. These

studies, however, did not examine the effects upon the temperatures within

the fuel pins due to the eccentric displacement of the pellet under various

operating power levels.

This section describes the use of the EXACT code to examine the effect

of the eccentric displacement of the pellet on the fuel pin central tempera-

ture. This effect is investigated for various operating power levels.

Many other important features of fuel thermal performance are not considered

in the EXACT code. A better calculation should include(33);

(1) The effects due to the dependence of thermal conductivity of UO2

on temperature and porosity.
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(2) Axial fuel displacement (due, for example, to vapor transport

of fuel material within the central void).

(3) The effect due to the existing central void in the pellet.

(4) Cracking of the fuel due to thermal stresses. Radial cracks

do not affect the temperature profile as much as circumfer-

ential cracks which act as gas-filled gaps.

(5) The dynamic nature of the fuel restructuring process. The zone

boundaries are in reality functions of irradiation time.

(6) The generation of porosity by fission-gas bubbles, expansion

due to solid fission products, and reduction in porosity by

hydrostatic pressure (hot pressing).

(7) The role of thermal expansion, fuel swelling, and cladding

swelling in changing the fuel, cladding gap conductance, which

causes the fuel surface temperature to vary with irradiation

time.

(8) The effects of plutonium redistribution on the volumetric heat

generation rate and of oxygen redistribution on the thermal

conductivity.

(9) The effect of heat transfer of the Knudsen domain in a narrow

gas gap which has a gap width less than one hundred mean free

paths.

The calculations were made for a steady state situation involving a

typical fuel pin for a Westinghouse's pressurized water reactor. The

properties, dimensions, and operating conditions used in the calculations

are presented in Table 5
(34)

. Three different eccentric displacements

of the fuel pellet were examined. Fig. 71 indicates that the increase in

the fuel pin central temperature caused by the effects of fuel pellet
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Table 5. Typical PWR(W) fuel pin design data.

Fuel pellet diameter, mm 8.1900

Pellet-clad gap, mm 0.0820

Clad thickness, mm 0.5720

Fuel thermal conductivity, UO2, W/m-K 2.4000

Gap thermal conductivity, He Xe and Kr, W/m-K 0.2100

Clad thermal conductivity, Zircaloy, W/m-K 10.7000

Heat transfer coefficient, W/m
2
-K (assumed) 30000.0

Bulk coolant temperature, K (assumed) 593.000



Fig. 71. Typical PWR(W) fuel pin central temperature versus

reactor operating power for various eccentricities

of pellet.
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displacement becomes more significant for larger eccentricities under

higher operating power levels. This is of importance for situations in

which the fuel rod central temperature is close to the fuel melting tem-

perature. Beyond these straightforward applications, the methods may be

helpful in the analysis of the clad ballooning problem in thermal reac-

tors.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 Fourier Series

A Fourier series may be defined as an expansion of a function or

representation of a function in a series of sines and cosines such as

co

f(x) cAosCY1x)-1. E. by, sin (Y1%) .
2 7x=i h =t

(A.1)

The conditions imposed on f(x) to make this equation valid are that

f(x) has only a finite number of finite discontinuities and only a

finite number of extreme values, maxima, and minima.
(9) Functions

satisfying these conditions may be called piecewise regular, and

the conditions themselves are known as the Dirichlet conditions.

Sturm-Liouville theory
(10) guarantees the convergence

(9) of

Equation (A.1) for functions satisfying the Dirichlet conditions and,

by use of the orthogonality relations, allows us to compute the ex-

pansion coefficients,
IT

an
IT

f(t)-cos (rt) cit (A.2)

where

by,

=TC

f(t.). sin (Int) cit., (A.3)

n = 0, 1, 2, 3, oo

This, of course, is subject to the requirement that the integrals exist.

They do if f(t) is piecewise continuous.

In practice, an infinite number of even a large finite number
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of terms in the series are found to be unsuitable to most of the

engineering problems. It is desired from an engineering point of view,

that a function might be well represented by only

a few terms. The problem can then be solved analytically in the limit

of required accuracy. The following theorem
(11)

permits this,

Theorem: A necessary condition for the convergence of an
co

infinite series ELLA is that
111

lim u
n

= 0.
n--wco

Thus, the function f(x) in Equation (A.1) could be well represented by

a finite number of Fourier terms provided that Dirichlet conditions

are satisfied, and there is a steady increase in the accuracy of the

representation as the number of terms included is increased.

In addition, Equation (A.1) could be reduced to the following

form if f(x) is an even function in the range ofETr,7]

where

f(X) = CL
2
0 + an CO SCAx)

VN=11

Tr
2.ay, = -ftt) co s(nt.) dt ,

n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N.

O



A.2 Detail Procedures for Analytical Solutions

From the geometry, as shown in Figure 3, it can be seen that at

the interface between the intermediate annular region and the outer

tube region, the following relationships hold;

Thus,

cos e =

Sipe

iRt' COS4 d

[R: -vc12- 2 R2 a cos + irz

[R2 a2-2Rzar-05+1

coS t4 - (a) = oosc? cosh sing) sine

R2. Cl*C0

[R22 * del 2 R2dcoscd

sin C ci) = sing). core - sine coscp
d SircF

[Ry2 012-. 2R2d $4).1
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(A.8)

(A.9)

Substituting Equations (A.8) and (A.9) into Equation (II.29)., after

arrangement, yields
v1 -2

- d C-°5 CS) 2 2
Co + d 2R2d cos+) -

R2 d-2R2d cos cl) n=1 n+2
cz) co f

[Rt* cos e - cos(4+ne)] Cy% + Y VR2,
z

+ -2R2 d cos+)

ts)
[ cos (43 ble) Rz cos ne] Ch

kc
Co

)
*_._

c-4.) -0+0 (s)
`. K`77 Rz CvA Rz c°5nt;

2 V

,

q IN :4

(A.10)



where -A sit.4)
8 = fan co s - 6/R2

Now we may define the following:

CS) R2 (05C4))
To CO) = 2. 2.

R2 4' CI 2R2CI CO54

ir1-2

(2) 2 t 2
-f, (0) Ift(Rt-t- d - 2Ric10054)- R2. cos ne cos cc') + ne)

(1)
tn (4)

(41
tn (CP) =

2. 2.
2

n R2 d -2Rzd cosfOld cos (4 'AO

A-I
1"<c

Kl cos ni)

t5) 14(c
tr% CCP) = n -rck R2 cos rcl)

Then Equation (A.10) becomes

(1) (3) rt2) Cl) Z11., (S) (3)
+0 (4)) CO C CP C" ft . C 49 Cn

n ut V1=1

cc) (bo (4) t4) (C) (5)
1<c=. . Co +L-Fn c, + fr, c,

R2.
r=t
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Rz cos n91 ,

(A.11)
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o.) c3) t4.)
It is noted that the functions f (.4)) ,

n

s n (c) s fn ( ) s

,,t5)
and 1-11 (4) are bounded and continuous in the range of ETC, 11 and

satisfying the Dirichlet conditions which was discussed in previous

r.
sections. Obviously, f ca)

o , -1-

t
b1

4.) cs)
, and -to are even functions in

ET, IT I. However, more attention is given on checking the evenness

of f(2)
r (3)

n and -r, as shown below; I s;vs
Examining cos ne first, where e = {.a"

-% Sint-
COS 40-Y 41) = S VI - "/C.CLIA-1 .51V1Y1

CO SC- 4)) - t:A2. CA 51)

VOW

=-7 co 5 Y1 e

iThis proves that cdosne is an even function in [-1r ) 1r .

co s c ct ± y\ e ) = cos cf) cos net sin ci) SiVIYle '

[Sin Y% +.Q.Y1-1 Si '"-- ct)_i) = Sin n -Lan-1 5"1 CP ,
C.0 SC- 4) ) - yR2, cos4) ci/R2.]

= sin ne .

and

sin (-4) 5ifC .

.c3) t (3) t4)
Thus, cos(.)+11e) is also an even function. To , Tr% , n , t n

p ts)
and Ty% are all even function in Er,rir] and could be expressed

by convergent Fourier series as shown below;

(1) 0.00 00 (1)
fo cco 2 + aoi co s

.9=1

where

CA.12)



a00
C 2. (3)

i0 (4)) 64'
0

.51T R.2. d ccs
R2IT 1* a

2 2R2ci co
0

cici)
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=== , see Ref. (12). (A.13)
R2

(3)
2aol

41

It
,c3)
tO (4)).00S 51. 4) d ott

2. c fka dc- s 4 cos/08+ (A.14)
Tr

oR
C11- 2R2C100Sct

-

ciz
R2)R2 (T;) 7: 2 2

'(R2 d see Ref. (13).

where = 1, 2, 3

(z)
-F c cc;)

(2) op (2)
ow.*

all() E
At coslc)2

1=1

C2)
where Ct. ni =-- 4)) co s d

(A.15)

=1 2,3, , co

In order to avoid the integration difficulties due to the singular

point occurring at +=cosiT, the above Equation could be written as:

-I Rd

(2) Z (21 (2)
anl. = (4))COSicts tit + -2-711 ..,+ani*C05,24:0 I),

cos
R2,

where = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,00

(A.16)



Similarly,

,(3)
Tncct)

where

(3) oo
ay,o
a +E ciniz cos i

-1 d
CO5 -R-R=

cr o
Tri c4)

r (4)
to (4)) =

where

cos Act) (Act i-

0, 1, 2, 3 ............ ,co.

() co0 C4)
Un2o

VOA c.1)59.cl,

9.=1

-TI

(3)
-fnCc)co d

d
Gas

-rr
(4) 2 (4) ci+

Ct-ho C (10

0

(47)'"5.+8+= n-
(4) (4)

= 1, 2, 3, , co.

and nL = , if

t 5)
CV) a yip

TrI cst) 2

where

cs)
nQ c-05-9-t

4.<

Yl-
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(A.17)

(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

t5) 2 5) 8 0 ,an o "fn C 4))
1)

( 5) 2 "IT t 5)fn CA) 5 SI CI) d (I) = 144' R Syi , (A.22)

= 1, 2, 3, ,co.



Substituting Equations (A.12), (A.15), (A.17), (A.19), and (A.21)

into Equation (A.11), yields

[cs) <so
0.00 ( (3)

2.
c-05141Co

.0

vvm t Q =t

n=

t3) C3)o - C-0 5 C

kcc 1
c. 5)

R2 C °
h=

(. 5)
Cn

00 tE 4)

c.z5J+ cy,

2=1
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(2..) (2.)
ardt. os S15] Cnc-

(A.23)

Rearranging the above equation, the first boundary condition for con-

tinuous heat flux at = R2 becomes

(

a00
3) °C."1 n t 2.)

co0

Co +2

ei0

2. "

(2) (.3.)

ctAi cy,
t

GC), SL (f)

v=t
00

11=1

=r.,

in= 1.

t3) (3)
(Q co +

Yl=

(5) <5)
rq. C tet

Q.=
.011111.

c0

11=1

C

als.o-- in
(3) (3)

avq. C

(5)

(4) c..4.)

E. 00(1S. C If\ "
A=t

(A.24)

Examining Equation (11.30), similarly, we may also define the following:

(

2
SyN ( 2 + az- 2 RZ d cos

(2) 2 2 11/2

(+) = ( R2 2 92 d c-05 c) ) co 5 n e

2
d 2R2. d c05 ) c05 n E9

cal 2
In (R2 +



(4)
e R2. c-o 5 11),

t 5)3n 47) = R c-c15 n

Equation (II.30) then becomes

.0 .0

co + .2.(cp)co 4)
c2) (1) (3)

0). Cyl n C
0.) (3) (3)

'A0,1

(4) (5) (4.)

cup

= Co + .X-v1 R2: Co 't T
C40_, 5)

UnC(1,) C QnC4)).
Yk= I n=1
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(A.25)

Note that the above defined functions are bounded, continuous, and

even in[1:11',1T I Thus, they may be expressed in the simplified form

of Fourier series as shown below;

°`1)do ct)

where

'(3)
a.00 aoit c_co S

st=

(3)
a00

,(1)

Idv,(4))

where

A (3)
(LOI

01111
2.
Tr

(3) ,

`o c4)

==- 2.Z1R2., see Reference (13).

ofY=111

ZT

2. 3)
40 C. c13). Co5 S (17 d

= 1, 2, 3, 444444

f(2) .0
ay,0

$ 00

(A.26)

(A.27)

(A.28)

(A.29)



,(2)anj. ==
R2.

A( 1C)C3
("351+d I)

0, 1, 2, 3,

P

qtg) .1 (3)
(4))= nt cosi

where

( 3) 2.
a.Ast. =

.11=1
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2 c2.)
Tr R, cs5 C-0 c1C15 , (A.30)

d
cos

R2,

caii

c.0

(cpy cosod+, +7,

= 0, 1, 2,

(40
Jr'a cc p)

where

an

(5)
n (47)

where

aMENO

P CS)
ah0

P c5)
nQ.1.110

AlMoMP

=

It+)
Qno

2.

3,

o0
(-4-)

o Si C-05

1 =1

TT

t-4.)
d 14) = o,

0
-TT

'TT

tn4)(
'45) 5 .a.C7 d

2

(A.31)

(s)
ilc4).)crosSci) dip, (A.32)

R2 SvsQ, = 1, 2, 3,

I(5) co
an() P(s)
a E a ni co s 31+

1=1

Sts)ln c °T. =

2. 1.5) A

(4)' cx)51+ cici) = R2

1, 2, 3, , as .

(A.33)

(A.34)

(A.35)

(A.36)



Substituting Equations (A.26), (A.29), (A.31), (A.33), and (A.35)

into Equation (A.25), yields

1n =1

[
y..+Lasot co ski)

ki. 1

(3) ca.)

C
[ano

1 =1

,t3) P(3) tt a.v0. CAS C n

1=1

(4.) ts)
Co ,GR2.' Co +

*n=1 it= I

f5)
(5)

n C..0 S 4 C in

t4-)
ayo_ c-c3s1

Rearranging the above equation, obtain

Co + =27' *[ ca.) 0,00 r.` E ono.
Po) 00 (2)

a)

rv=I

c4)
C

167

,(a) c.2.)
ant cos94 CyN

.(3)
avt() (4)

IR2:

00 P (.3) (3) (x) fr(2.) C2) it3) (3)

+E ao,co +Eacr,
co

(4)
cto

'4' CS) ,s,E 0,11S. C E c,,, .c,05/1, 0.
t Yr= I

Similarly, after rearrangement of Equations (11.31), (11.32), (11.33),

and (11.34), respectively, at the interface between the heater rod

region and the intermediate annular region yields,

(A.37)

OM%

(A.38)

(3) ,, Po
Co RI' IF.

(1<rfTzv + 2. ) +En
11=1

A-1 to.) 3) ,(1.-1

Kl RI - \<4.R1 C kfRi (A.39)



2
(2.) ca)

(1-"'+ Co R TR

4.16f

Ri ,C cos n 9
to]

0

co n Cs.) c3)
C(0") R, +R, C n

wr.
n
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(A.40)

If a temperature distribution function, To(19), is specified on the

outer tube surface, 1° = R2 c;

{(-4) A otoi
Co + .icvC i c )

1
c: n CA015 11+

where To (4) )

04n

0,

C
c4) -n cs)

Cy% C.)- Cn

00
ceoi- + Z otri C.-05 n cl)

yr +mat

Tr To tsb)*C-oSnIc147,
o

0, 1, 2, 3, , co.

(A.41)

If a heat transfer coefficient, h, and a bulk fluid temperature,

Tbul
k

are both specified on the outer tube surface, 1" = R2 +

COc5)
[ ,ty% (R1 +
Ri C

0- i IA

[n(R-i" C ) i' --1,7c RA C)
(5)

+Cn

IMP

IMO

V%

( R1+ C-) Y1 (F1+ C-)

(4)

c.
Co - 11501K

- (Y1+0

ro.t

}c0SY1+

0.

c;

Multiplying both side of Equation (A.24) by cos m+ , where m = 0, 1, 2,

..., co , and integrating from +=o to -Tr, we obtain,

ca, ,..,,, c .3)
at 3)

(3) r-- Q2 0 (.2)[
2, 0 FT Y\ 2. n0° C -it- .0 + ano .c.(1)

w =t Y1= I

=WI

c -Tr
c 0

c.,50AN R2.
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00 (3) (S)
00

(4) (4)E [a.,,k co + E. anSC CA -i- E. anS., C A ''' Dins_ Cr\
CZ) t.) (3) (S)

5=1 11=1 v1=1 v\=1

(s) (s) -rr

E. a.Q. Cr, c..514)-cosynsi,a9s.--_-_0, m = 0, 1, 2, ...,co.
,0

n=4 (

From the property of orthogonality for the cosine functions, the above

equation is then reduced to two equations as shown below;

() c2)(1) (2)Upo cc

and

(3)
aoS.,

v=.1

ao (3) (s)ano c3) <c, C.0
C =

2. R2
YN=

c3) (Z) (2)
Co .+L ans. cn

t

(4)
a_ - C A

n=1

er0 (3) (I)
O C r\

n=1,
CS) (5)

an .9_ C n

where I. = 1, 2, 3, , co

(A.43)

(A.44)

Similarly, two equations are generated from Equations (A.38), (A.39),

(A.40), (A.41), and (A.42), respectively, as shown below:

'c3) ...0 '(2) (a) oo PC3)
(1) OL00 r3) Nk--- Ono anc (3)- Cr\ + C\Co + --I-- C 0 + 2_

2. 2.
n-,..-1 yv.-.1

C5)= C (4)
0 + IN Rz C o

and

(7) c3)
a0 CO +

p(2-) (z)0,1 +
1.1=1

P (4) (4)
avIS. cn

00
Pc3) (3)

0111 Cy\
n =1

cs) (5)
anj Cy\ , = 1, 2, , co.

(A.45)

(A.46)



C4"

and

t2)
C:n

2 n1

Co
C2,)

,:; -- Co

and

,")

-an c3)
R1 cn

,

g211 C3)
rci C

(4) cs)
Co -I- Co R2 c

and

Q<0

c33
0

Cy\(4?(Rx+4-+ CyNC53.(13'2+C3n =-- n

"

and

R
t

-t. k ACR,.-4-c)
t4)

C co -

/70

(4.47)

(A.48)

(4.49)

(A.50)

(A.57)

(A.52)

totkik ="1" Q (A.53)
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(4) (5) (RI+ c.) (R1+ C ok .54 )C YCR,+c) CR+c) C kc.

CASE 1: If a temperature distribution, To(c0), is specified at = R2+c,

substituting Equation (A.50) into Equation (A.48) yields

-2.
t%) =

n
r%.1

ca)
Then, inserting Cr\ into Equation (A.50) obtains

o (3)
2 " RI CC - k<f

Rearranging equation (A.52), yields

(4)
n 4-1" (5)

Cv\ C,(nC.R2* C.) "" (R1+C) CvN

cs) cx)
Substituting Co , C n , and

(A.46), respectively, obtains

(4)
Cv , into Equations (A.44) and

231 2.) (3)
1;..1 ( R, an S. + ans.

av c ) '')42 n
==, 4Ec,, (R,+c).

2.149
nzti

where = 1, 2, 3-3 -3 , 00.

00

(A.55)

(A.56)

(A.57)

-2.n (4) (s)
(1)

Cn (R+C) .°
n=

(A.58)

cs)
Cn



oc
[

V-121 f

an I.

C (1)
ans. cn

n=

r t.4-)

(Rs."k-c) ' a rd.

t R 12.
c.a

. (1) n r C4)
C n = 2k (1109.

EolnCR,..+9 aA.1. ,

r =1

where ji = 1, 2, 3, ,Go .
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(A.59)

t 3)
From Equations (A.58) and (A.59), if unique solutions of Crl

(s)
and C." , where n = 1, 2, ..., N are desired, the maximum value

of I must be equal to N, then Equations (A.58) and (A.59) form a set

of matrix arranged in (2 x N) rows and (2 x N + 1) columns. Once

(3) (s) (1)
Cy. and

,
n for n = 1, 2, N are determined, values of Cr\ ,

(2.) (4.)
, and Cn could be immediately calculated from Equations

s)
(A.56), (A.55),and (A.57). C.0 can then be determined from Equation

(A.43), as shown below;

C 5 ) 1.0.0

Co k a

CI) 2 m ej (2) hj c

(leo E ) layo 1,10 (3)
2 2 C

2_ LY n
vl n=1

CA-)
is determined from Equation (A.51), as shown below;

(4)
co -= 2

Cs)
C ) Co .

(2) CI)
And Co , Co are determined from Equations (A.45), (A.49),

respectively, as shown below;

(A.60)

(A.61)

'c3) NI t2) (3)
cz) (4-) , CS) a,0

Co
c3) ea) Oro C3)

Co = CO + Co
2 n E. 2 C h (A.62)

Y1=1 Y=1



o RI (2) c 3)
CoL = + Co + R, co4 C(.

cs)
where Co is given from Equation (A.47).
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(A.63)

CASE 2: A heat transfer coefficient, h , and a bulk fluid tempera-

ture, Tbuk are specified at 13= R2 + c.l

Rearranging Equation (A.54) yields

n-1 Y1

C Pa.+ c ) (R,.+ c

cs)
C

Substituting Equations (A.47), (A.55), and (A.64) into Equations

(A.44), (A.46), respectively, yields;

(1 (1)
RI art + 0,11 Cn

,11=1

(s) (5)
0

AptRt (S)
2. "Lxol

Rt +a'ncl)
1+ 14f ...INN, et.2.)

ie cs) (5) R, - 1:"
a A 1. Cn "== 2 14.1

) t
Similar as CASE 1, once Cn

(S
n
s)

and C are determined for n = 1, 2,

to c2.) NO
C n , C n , and C ,A are determined from Equations (A.55),

,,c5)
(A.56), and (A.64), respectively. Iwo is calculated from Equation

(4)
(A.60). Then Co is determined from Equation (A.53), as shown below;

IA=

(A.64)

-kr% n+1)
CR3.40) - c) (4.)74: at

ACIZ1.4.c) +-tz-c.tR )

(A.65)

-(n+1)
kc.(Rl+c) c) <4)

.(1
nd

n (Rx+ c) ( c )n
n-1

(A.66)



(4) kc
+ ivN CCo h R \c.c.

c5)
co + bulk
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(A.67)

c'-) to
o and C.0 can also be determined from Equations (A.62), and

(A.63), respectively. The above results for both CASE 1 and CASE 2 are

summarized in Section 11.3.3.
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A.3 Listing of Code-EXACT

PROGRAM EXACT(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE20,TAPE8)
C
C PROGRAM-EXACT WAS DEVELOPED TO CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE
C TEMPERATURE EQUATION IN EACH MATERIAL REGION FOR AN ECCENTRIC ANNULI
C WITH A EITHER SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE FUNCTION OR CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY
C CONDITION ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C
C PROGRAM-EXACT USES M-POINT GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE INTEGRATION
C FORMULA TO COMPUTE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS,
C WHERE M = 2,3,4,5,6,10,15,20 OR 40.
C
C THIS PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED BY Y. P. TING AT N. E. DEPT. OF OSU
C IN MAY 1980.
C
C

DIMENSION CN1(20),CN2(20),C243(20),CN4(20),CN5(20),C0(5),
1 A(20,20),TFAVE(50),TCAVE(50),BCFLUX(50),BCFLOW(50)
EXTERNAL F03,FN2,FN3,G03,GN2,GN3,TO
COMMON/BLK1/R1,KF,Q,0
COMMON/BLK2/R2,KG
COMMON/BLX3/C,KC
COMMON/HLR4/IBC,N
COMMON/BLR5/NT,L
COMMON/BLX6/H,TBULK
REAL KG,KC,KF,LOWER2
PI=9.1415927
ERR=1.0E-100

C
C
C *******************
C * READ INPUT DATA *
C ***** **************

C
C UNITS: CONDUCTIVITY (KG,KC,KF) = W/M-K.
C HEAT SOURCE (Q) = wim**3,
C RADIUS (R1,R2) = 14,

C TUBE THICKNESS (C)
C DISPLACEMENT (0) M,
C TEMPERATURE (TF,T0,...) * C,
C HEAT TRANS. COZY. (H) = W/M**2-K.
C
C
C LINE 1 : READ THE BEATER ROD REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,10)D,R1,RF4
C
C
C LINE 2 : READ THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R2,KG
C
C
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C LINE 3 : READ THE OUTER TUBE REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)C,KC
10 FORMAT(3F12.6,E12.5)
20 FORMAT(2F12.6)

C
C
C LINE 4 : CHOOSE THE B.C. ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C
C IBC = 1, IF A TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED,
C NOTE THAT THIS FUNCTION MUST BE EITHER APPENDED OR FUNCTION
C TO(X) MODIFIED AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM.
C = 2, IF A HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND A BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE
C ARE SPECIFIED.
C
C
C N = NO. OF TERMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FOUR/ER SERIES EXPANSION IS
C DESIRED, NO LESS THAN 1 AND NO GREATER THAN 19.
C
C NGLP = NO. OF BASE POINTS DESIRED TO BE USED FOR THE GAUSSLEGENDRE
C QUADRATURE INTEGRATION FORMULA, WHERE NGLP = 2,3,4,5,6,10,
C 15,20 OR 40.
C
C NOTE : NGLP MUST BE GREATER THAN N.
C
C NPLOT a 1, WRITE THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
C TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES ON TAPE20,
C NPLOT = 2, DO NOT WRITE TEMPERATURES ON TAPE20.
C
C

READ(5,30)IBC,N,NGLP,NPLOT
30 FORMAT(4I10)

C
C LINE 5 : NOT REQUIRED IF IBC a I.
C

IF(IBC.EQ.2)READ(5,20)H,TBULK
C
C ********

C * INPUT DATA EDIT *
C
C

WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT(181,///,6X,"*********** INPUT DATA EDIT ****** ** * *** ,//)

WRITE(6,50)R1,KF,Q,D
50 PORMAT(7X "IN THE HEATER ROD :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) ma,

1 F12.6, /,10X, "CONDUCTIVITY (W/MK) a*,F12.6,/,10X,"HEAT SOURCE (W/
2M**3) =",E12.5,/,10X,"ECCENT. DISTANCE (M) 90,F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,60)R2,KG

60 FORMAT(7X,"IN THE ANNULUS *,//,10X,*RADIUS (M)
1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W /M K) =*,F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,70)C,KC

70 FORMAT(7X,"IN THE OUTER TUBE :*,//,10X,"TUBE THICKNESS (M)
1 ,F12.6,/,10X,*CONDUCTIVITY (W/MK) =",F12.6,//)



WRITE(6,75)N
WRITE(6,92)NGLP

75 FORMAT(7X,"NUMBER OF THE FOURIER TERMS TO BE USED s",/3,//)
IF(IBC.EQ.1)WRITE(5,80)
IF(IBC.EQ.2)WRITE(5,90)H,TBULK

80 FORMAT(7X,"A TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS APPLIED TO"
1" THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.",//)

90 FORMAT(7X,ION THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE :",//,
1 10X,"THE HEAT TRANSFER COEF. (W/M**2*X) 20,E12.5,/,
2 10X,"THE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE (C) s",F12.6,//)

92 FORMAT(7X,"NUMBER OF BASE POINTS TO BE USED IN THE GAUSS -"
1 "LEGENDRE QUADRATURE INTEGRATION FORMULA s",I4,//)

IF(NPLOT.EQ.2)GO TO 99
WRITE(5,95)

95 FORMAT(7X,"PLOTTING IS DESIRED (DATA ON TAPE20).",/,
1 10X,"ECCPLOT : PLOTTING FILE NAME (INPuT=TAPE20).",//)

99 WRITE(5,100)
100 FORmAT(7x,"THE FOLLOWING IS THE SETUP MATRIX FOR SOLVING"

1 " CN3(N) AND CN5(N) :",//)
NP2,2*N+1
NMs2*N
RATIO=(KG +8F)/(sG-810)
ANGLEsACOS(D/R2)
UPPERI -ANGLE -ERR
LOWER2sANGLE+ERR

C
C SETUP THE MATRIX FORM OF 2N*(2N+1) FOR THE EQUATIONS OF CN3(N)
C AND CN5(N).
C

C

00 180 LM=I,N
L=Lm
IF(D.EO.0.0)GO TO 105
ASUM1s2.0*R2*(D/R2)"*L
ASUM2=0*(R2**2+0**2)/(112**2)*(0/R2)**(1.-1)
AOL30(ASUMI*ASUM2)/(R2**2*D**2)
ASUMsAOL3*Q*(R1**2)/KG/2.0
CALL INTGL(0.0,PI,NGLP,AOLP3,G03)
PSUMsAOLP3*Q*R1**2/2.0/RG
GO TO 108

105 ASUMs0.0
PSUM00.0

108 DO 160 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
CALL INTGL(0.0,UPPER1,NGLP,ANS1M2)
CALL INTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,ANS2,FN2)
ANL2sANS1+ANS2*(*1)**NT
CALL rNTGL(0.0,UPPER1,NGLP,ANS1,M3)
CALL INTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,ANS2,FN3)
ANL3sANS1+ANS2*(*1)**NT
A(L,NT)sRATIO*R1**(*2.0*NT)*ANL2+ANL3

JIIN+NT
IF(IBC.EQ.1)G0 TO 110

177
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AX=H/XC*(R2+C)**(-NT)-NT*(R2+C)**(-(NT+1))
AY=EI/KC*(R2+C)**NT+NT*(R2+C)**(NT-1)
AP=AX/AY

110 IP(L.EQ.NT)ANL4=NT*RC/KG*R2**(NT-1)
IF(L.NE.NT)ANL4=0.0
/F(L.EQ.NT)ANL5=-NT*KC/KG*R2**(-(NT+1))
IF(L.NE.NT)ANL5=0.0
IF(IBC.EQ.2)A(L,J)=AP*ANL4-ANL5
IF(IBC.E0.1)A(L,J)=(R2+C)**(-2*NT)*ANL4-ANL5

IF(IBC.EQ.1)GO TO 115
A(L,NP)=ASUM
GO TO 125

115 CALL /NTGL(0.0,PI,NGL2,ALPHAN,TO)
IF(NT.EQ.L)ANL4=NT*KC/KG*R2**(NT -1)
IF(NT.NE.L)ANL4=0.0
A(L,NP)=ASUM+ALPHAN*(R2+C)**(-NT)*ANL4

125 CALL /NTGL(0.0,UPPER1,NGLP,ANS1,GN2)
CALL INTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,ANS2,GN2)
ANLP2=ANS1+ANS2*(-1)**NT
CALL INTGL(0.0,UPPER1,NGLP,ANS1,GN3)
CALL INTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,ANS2,GN3)
ANLP3=ANS1+ANS2*(-1)**NT
/=N+L
A(I,NT)=RATIO*R1**(-2*NT)*ANLP2+ANLP3

IF(IBC.EQ.1)GO TO 130
AX=B/XC*(R2+C)**( -NT) -NT*(R2+C)**( -(NT+1))
AY=NT*(R2+C)**(NT-1)+B/KC*(R2+C)**NT
AP=AX/AY

130 IF(L.EQ.NT)ANLP4=R2**NT
IF(L.NE.NT)ANLP4a0.0
IF(L.EQ.NT)ANLP5=R2**( -NT)
IF(L.NE.NT)ANLP5=0.0
IF(IBC.EQ.2)A(I,J)=AP*ANLP4-ANLP5
IF(IBC.EQ.1)A(I,J)=(R2+C)**(-2*NT)*ANLP4-ANLP5

IF(IBC.EQ.1)GO TO 135
A(I,NP)=PSUM
GO TO 160

135 IF(NT.EQ.L)ANLP4=R2**NT
IF(NT.NE.L)ANLP4=0.0
A(LNP)=PSUM+ALPHAN*(R2+C)**(-NT)*ANLP4

C
160 CONTINUE
180 CONTINUE

IF(N.GE.6)GO TO 190
C

DO 185 I=1,NM
WRITE(6,186)(A(I,J),J=1,NP)

186 FORMAT(11E11.4)
185 CONTINUE
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GO TO 195
190 WRITE(6,192)
192 FORMAT(7X,'MATRIX IS NOT GOING TO BE PRINTED "

1 "IF N GREATER THAN 5.",//)
C
C SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR EQUATIONS FOR CN3(N) AND CN5(N).
C
C SCALING EACH ROW OF THE MATRIX.
C
195 DO 200 /=1,NM

SCALE=0.0
DO 210 J=1,NM
IF(ABS(A(I,J)).LE.SCALE)G0 TO 210
SCALE=ABS(A(I,J))

210 CONTINUE
DO 220 J=1,NP
A(I,J)=A(I,J)/SCALE

220 CONTINUE
200 CONTINUE

C
C FIND THE MAXIMUM PIVOT.
C

DO 300 K=1,Nm
KP=K+1
ATEMP=0.0
L=K
DO 240 I=K,NM
TEMP=ABS(A(I,H))
IF(TEMP-ATEMP)240,240,260

260 L=I
ATEMP=TEMP

240 CONTINUE
C
C SWAP THE MAXIMUM PIVOT ROW.
C

IF(L-8)270,290,270
270 DO 275 J=K,NP

TEMP=A(L,J)
A(L,J)=A(K,J)
A(K,J)=TEMP

275 CONTINUE
C
C GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION METHOD.
C
290 DO 300 J=KP,NP

A(H,J)*A(H.J)/A(K,H)
DO 300
IF(I.EQ.K)GO TO 300
A(I,J)=A(/,J)-A(I,K)*A(K,J)

300 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE CN1(N), CN2(N) AND CN4(N).
C
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DO 360 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
CN3(NT)*A(NT,NP)
CN5(NT)A(NT+N,NP)
CN2(NT)=R1**(-2*NT)*RATIO*CN3(NT)
CN1(NT)=2.0*KG/(KG-KF)*R1**(-2*NT)*CN3(NT)
IF(1 -IBC) 320,340,340

320 AX=R/KC*(R2+C)**( -NT) -NT*(R2+C)**( -(NT+1))
AY=B/BC*(R2+C)**NT+NT*(R2+C)**(NT -1)
AP=AX/AY
CN4(NT)=-AP*CN5(NT)
GO TO 360

340 CALL INTGL(0.0,PI,NGLP,ALPRAN,TO)
CN4(NT)=ALPHAN*(R2+C)**( -NT) -(R2+C)**( -2*NT)*CN5(NT)

360 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATE CO(1),C0(2),C0(3),C0(4),C0(5).
C

TERM1=-Q*R1**2/2.0/KG/R2
TERM2=0.0
TERM3=0.0
DO 380 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
L=0
CALL INTGL(0.0,UPPER1,NGLP,SUM1,PN2)
CALL /NTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,SUM2,PN2)
ANO2=SUM1+SUM2
TERM2=TERM2+AN02/2.0*CN2(NT)
CALL INTGL(0.0,UPPERI,NGLP,SUM3.FM3)
CALL INIGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,SUM4,P243)
ANO3aSUM3 +SUM4
TERM3=TERM3+AN03/2.0*CN3(NT)

380 CONTINUE
CO(5)=KG/KC*R2*(TERM1+TERM2+TERM3)
/F(1-IBC)400,420,420

400 DEN0=1.0/(R2+C)+R*ALOG(R2+C)/KC
BP=-B/KC/DENO
CP=H/EC*TBULE/DENO
CO(4)=(C0(5)-CP)/BP
GO TO 440

420 NT=0
CALL /NTGL(0.0,PI,NGLP,ALPHAN,TO)
CO(4)=ALPEAN/2.0-ALOG(R2+C)*C0(5)

440 CO(3)=-Q*R1**2/2.0/KG
TERM1=C0(4)
TERM2=ALOG(R2)*00(5)
A00P3=2.0*ALOG(R2)
TERM3=A00P3/2.0*C0(3)
TERM4=0.0
TERM5=0.0
DO 460 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
L=0



CALL INTOL(0.0,UPPER1,NOLP,SUMA,GN2)
CALL INTGL(LOWER2,PI,NGLP,SUMB,GN2)
ANOPZ=SUMA+SUMB
TERM4=TERM4+ANOP2/2.0*CN2(NT)
CALL /NTGL(0.0,OPPER1,NGLP,SUMC,GN3)
CALL INTGL(LOWERZ,P/,NGLP,SUMD,GN3)
ANOP3=SUMC+SUND
TERM5=TERM5+ANOP3/2.0*CN3(NT)

460 CONTINUE
CO(2)=TERM1+TERM2-TERM3-TERm4-TERM5
CO(1)=Q*R1**2/4.0/XF+CO(2)+ALOG(R1)*C0(3)
WRITE(6,500)

500 FORMAT(1N1,//,2x, ***** *** SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS
WRITE(6,510)CO(1)

510 FORMAT(10X,"C0(1) =",E13.6,/)
WRITE(6,520)

520 FORMAT(10X,"N (TERMS)°,11X,"CN1(N) ")

DO 550 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
WRITE(6,530)NT,CN1(NT)

530 FORMAT(10X,I1,15X,E13.6,/)
550 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,610)CO(2)
610 FORMAT(10X,"C0(2) =",E13.6,/)

WRITE(6,620)
620 FORMAT(10X,"N (TERMS)",11X,"CN2(N)")

DO 650 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
WRITE(6,530)NT,CN2(NT)

650 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,710)CO(3)

710 FORMAT(10X,"C0(3) 20,213.6,/)
WRITE(6,720)

720 FORMAT(10X,"N (TERMS)",11X,*CN3(N)")
DO 750 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
WRITE (6,530 ) NT, CN3 (NT)

750 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,810)CO(4)

810 FORMAT(10X,"C0(4) =",E13.6,/)
WRITE(6,820)

820 FORMAT(10X,"24 (TERMS)"-,11X,"CN4(N)")
DO 850 NTM=I,N
NT=NTM
WRITE(6,530)NT,CN4(NT)

850 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,910)CO(5)

910 FORMAT(10X,"C0(5) =",E13.6,/)
WRITE(6,920)

920 FORMAT(10X,"N (TERMS)°,11X,"CN5(14)")
DO 950 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
WRITE(6,530)NT,CN5(NT)

********N,//)
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950 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,955)=1)

955 FORMAT(10X,"***** THE HEATER ROD CENTRAL TEMPERATURE "
1"(C) mo,F12.4,//)

C
C PRINT OUT THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
C TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES.
C

WRITE(6,960)
960 FORMAT(10X,"***** THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES :",//,

1 7X,"ANGLE (DEGREE)",16X,"TEMPERATURE (C)",/)
STEP=10.0
DO 1030 M=1,19
XX=STEP*(M-1)
X=XX*0.017453
81=0.0
DO 1000 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
Y=NT*X
21=CN1(NT)*R1**NT
S1=S1+Z1*COS(Y)

1000 CONTINUE
TF=C0(1)-42/4.0/KF*R1**2+S1
TFAVE(M)=T?
IF(NPLOT.E0.2)G0 TO 1010
WRITE(20,1005)TF

1005 FORMAT(F10.4)
1010 WRITE(6,1020)XX,TF
1020 FORMAT(8X,F10.5,15X,P15.4)
1030 CONTINUE

CALL TPZOD(19,0.,PI,TFAVE,AVETF)
AVETF=AVETF/PI
WRITE(6,1040)AVETF

1040 FORMAT(//,10X,"TEZ AVERAGE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURE (C) =",
1 F10.4,//)

WRITE(6,1050)
1050 FORMAT(//.10X,"***** THE OUTER TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES :",//,

1 7X,"ANGLE (DEGREE)",16X,"TEMPERATURE (C)",/)
DO 1080 M=1,19
XX=STEP*(M-1)
X=XX*0.017453
S2=0.0
DO 1060 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
Y=NT*X
Z2=CN4(NT)*R2**NT
Z3=CN5(NT)*R2**(-NT)
S2=52+(Z2+Z3)*COS(Y)

1060 CONTINUE
TC=C0(4)+ALOG(R2)*C0(5)+S2
TCAVE(M)=TC
IF(NPLOT.M.2)G0 TO 1070
WRITE(20,1005)TC



1070 WRITE(6,1020)XX,TC
1080 CONTINUE

CALL TPZOD(19,0.,PI,TCAVE,AVETC)
AVETC=AVETC/PI
WRITE(6,1090)AVETC

1090 FORMAT(//,10X,"TBE AVERAGE OUTER TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURE"
1" (C) =",F10.4,////)

C
C PRINT OUT THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE TEMPERATURES IF IBC.E(2.2.
C

IF(IBC.EQ.1)G0 TO 1099
wRITE(6,1091)

1091 FORmAT(10x,"***** THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE TEMPERATURES :",//,
1 7X,"ANGLE (DEGREE)",16X,"TEmPERATURE (C)",/)

R2C=R2+C
DO 1095 M=1,19
XX=STEP*(m-1)
X=XX*0.017453
S2=0.0
DO 1092 NTM=1,N
NT=NTM
Y=NT*X
Z2=CN4(NT)*R2C**NT
Z3=CN5(NT)*R2C**(-NT)
S2=S2+(22+13)*COS(Y)

1092 CONTINUE
TC=C0(4)+ALOG(R2C)*C0(5)+82
TCAVE(m)=TC
WRITE(6,1020)XX,TC

1095 CONTINUE
CALL TPZOD(19,0.,PI,TCAVE,AVETC)
AVETC=AVETC/PI
WRITE(6,1098)AVETC

1098 FORMAT(//,10X,"TBE AVERAGE OUTER TUBE SURFACE TEMPERATURE (C)
1 F10.4,////)

C
C CALCULATE THE TEMPERATURES AT THE HALF WIDTH OF THE ANNULUS
C REGION.
C
1099 WRITE(6,3000)
3000 FORmAT(10X,"***** THE TEMPERATURES AT THE HALF WIDTH OF THE",

*" ANNULUS REGION :",//,7X,"ANGLE (DEGREE) ",17X, "RADIUS (M)",
*16X,"TEMPERATURE (C)")
WRITE(6,3001)

3001 FORMAT(34X,"(FROM ROD CENTER)",/)
STEP-10.0
DO 3020 M=1,19
XX=STEP*(M-1)
X=XX*0.017453
RGBALF=(R1-D*COS(X)+SIDRT(R2**2-13**2*SIN(X)**2))/2.0
S2=0.0
DO 3010 NTME11,N
NT=NTM

a, *
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Y=NT*X
22=CN2(NT)*RGHALF**NT
Z3m,CN3(NT)*RGHALP**(-..NT)
S2S2+(Z2+Z3)*COS(Y)

3010 CONTINUE
TGHALF=C0(2)+ALOG(WHALF)*C0(3)*S2

C
C TEE TEMPERATURES AT THE HALF WIDTH OF THE ANNULUS REGION ARE COPIED
C ON TAPES NPLOT 1.
C

IF(NPLOT.EQ.2)GO TO 3015
WRITE(8,1005)TGHALF

3015 WRITE(6,3016)XX,RGHALF,TGHALF
3016 FORMAT(8X,F10.5,21X,F8.6,20X,F9.4)
3020 CONTINUE

C
C CALCULATE THE HEAT FLUX VERSUS ANGLE ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C
C CALCULATE THE FRACTION OF HEAT FLOW RATE (FROM -ANGLE TO +ANGLE)
C ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C

WRITE(6,3030)
3030 FORMAT(////,10X,"***** THE HEAT FLUX ON THE OUTER BOUNDARY :",//,

1 7X, "ANGLB (DEGREE)",15X,"HEAT FLUX (W/M**2)",9X,
1 "HEAT FLOW/TOTAL HEAT FLOW",/,64X,"(FROM ANGLE TO +ANGLE)",/)

R2C=R2+C
DO 3060 M,n1,19
XXSTEP*(W.1)
X21XX*0.017453
S2=0.0
S3=,0.0
DO 3040 NTM=1,N
NTTM
Y=NT*X
22=CN4(NT)*R2C**(NT*1)
Z3=CN5(NT)*R2C**((NT+1))
S22,S2+NT*(Z2.43)*COS(Y)
S3=1S3+(Z2-.13)*SIN(Y)

3040 CONTINUE
BCFLUX(M)*KC*(C0(5)/R2C+S2)
BCFLOW(M)a..-2.0*XC*C0(5)*X2.0*XC*R2C*S3

3060 CONTINUE
DO 3080 1.01,19
XX=STEP*(Ia..1)
YY=BCFLOW(I)/BCFLOW(19)
WRITE(6,3050)XX,BCFLUX(I),YY

3050 FORMAT(8X,F10.5,20X,E11.4,18X,P10.4)
3080 CONTINUE

C
C CALCULATE THE AVERAGE HEAT FLUXES ACROSS THE HEATER ROD SURFACE,
C THE TUBE INNER AND THE OUTER FACES.
C

FLOWnla*R1**2*PI
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FLUX1=Q*R1/2.
FLUX2=Q*R1**2/2./R2
FLUX3=0*R1**2/2./(R2+C)
WR/TE(6,2000)FLOW

2000 FORMAT(////,10X,"THE HEAT FLOW RATE PER UNIT LENGTH IN THE"
I" SYSTEM, (WATT/M) =*,E13.6,//)
WRITE(6,2010)FLUX1
WRITE(6,2020)FLUX2
WRITE(6,2030)FLUX3

2010 FORMAT(10X,"THE AVERAGE HEAT FLUX ACROSS THE HEATER ROD SURFACE,
1(WATT/M**2) ""fE13.6.//)

2020 FORMAT(10X,"THE AVERAGE HEAT FLUX ACROSS THE OUTER TUBE INNER "
1"FACE, (WATT/M**2) =",E13.6,//)

2030 FORMAT(10X,"THE AVERAGE HEAT FLUX ACROSS THE OUTER TUBE OUTER "
1"SURFACE, (WATT/M**2) =",E13.6.//)

C
C CALCULATE THE SHAPE FACTOR PER UNIT LENGTH OF THE INTERMEDIATE
C ANNULAR REGION.
C THEN CALCULATE THE HEAT FLOW RATE PER UNIT LENGTH BASED ON
C THIS SHAPE FACTOR ASSUMING THAT THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURE
C AND THE OUTER TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURE ARE GIVEN IN CONSTANT.
C

X=(R1**2+R2**2-0**2)/2./RI/R2
XR=SQRT(X**2-1.)
SF=2.*P//ALOG(X+XR)
FLOW1=KG*SF*(AVETF-AVETC)
WRITE(6,2040)SF
WRITE(6,2050)FLOW1

2040 FORMAT(10X,"THE SHAPE FACTOR/UNIT LENGTH OF GAP REGION =",
1 F10.4,//)

2050 FORMAT(10X,*THE CALCULATED HEAT FLOW RATE PER UNIT LENGTH,"
1 " (WATT/M), BASED ON THIS SHAPE FACTOR =",E13.6,///)

STOP
END

C
C
C SUBROUTINE INTGL USES THE M-POINT GAUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE
C FORMULA TO COMPUTE THE INTEGRAL OF F(X)DX BETWEEN INTEGRATION
C LIMITS A AND B. THE INTEGRAL VALUE IS ANS.
C
C

SUBROUTINE INTGL(A,B,M,ANS,F)
C
C REFERENCE (1): "APPLIED NUMERICAL METHODS", B.CARNAHAN, H.A.LUTHER,
C J.O.WILKES, 1969, P.I01 P.112.
C
C REFERENCE (2): "HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS WITH FORMULAS,
C GRAPHS, AND MATHEMATICAL TABLES", U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
C NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARD, APPLIED MATHEMATICS SERIES, 55, 1964.
C
C SEE P.916 - P.917 OF REFERENCE (2) FOR 20 AND 40 ROOTS AND WEIGHTS
C FOR GAUSS-LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS.
C
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DIMENSION NPO/NT(9),KEY(10),Z(60),WEIGHT(60)
DATA NPOINT/2,3,4,5,6,10,15,20,40/
DATA KEY/1,2,4,6,9,12,17,25,35,55/
DATA Z /0.577350269,0.0 ,0.774596669,

1 0.339981044,0.861136312,0.0 ,0.538469310,
2 0.906179846,0.238619186,0.661209387,0.932469514,
3 0.148874339,0.433395394,0.679409568,0.865063367,
4 0.973906529,0.0 ,0.201194094,0.394151347,
5 0.570972173,0.724417731,0.848206583,0.937273392,
6 0.987992518,0.076526521,0.227785851,0.373706089,
7 0.510867002,0.636053681,0.746331906,0.839116972,
8 0.912234428,0.963971.927,0.993128599,0.038772418,
9 0.116084071,0.192697581,0.268152185,0.341994091,
1 0.413779204,0.483075802,0.549467125,0.612553890,
2 0.671956685,0.727318255,0.778305651,0.824612231,
3 0.865959503,0.902098807,0.932812808,0.957916819,
4 0.977259950,0.990726239,0.998237710/
DATA WEIGHT /1.0 ,0.888888889,0.555555556,

1 0.652145155,0.347854845,0.568888889,0.478628671,
2 0.236926885,0.467913935,0.360761573,0.171324493,
3 0.295524225,0.269266719,0.219086363,0.149451349,
4 0.066671344,0.202578242,0.198431485,0.186161000,
5 0.166269206,0.139570678,0.107159221,0.070366047,
6 0.030753242,0.152753387,0.149172986,0.142096109,
7 0.131688638,0.118194532,0.101930120,0.083276742,-
8 0.062672048,0.040601430,0.017614007,0.077505948,
9 0.077039818,0.076110362,0.074723169,0.072886582,
1 0.070611647,0.067912046,0.064804013,0.061306242,
2 0.057439769,0.053227847,0.048695808,0.043870908,
3 0.038782168,0.033460195,0.027937007,0.022245849,
4 0.016421058,0.010498285,0.004521277/
DO 1 1=1,9
IF(M.EQ.NPOINT(I))GO TO 2

1 CONTINUE
ANS=0.
GO TO 10

2 JFIRST=KEY(I)
JLAST=KEY(I+1)-1
C=(B-A)/2.
D=(B+A)/2-
sum-0.
DO 5 JaJF/RST,JLAST
/F(Z(J).80.0.)SUM=SUMWEIGHT(J)*F(D)

5 IF(Z(J).NE.0.)SUM=SUM+WEIGHT(J)*(F(Z(J)*C+D)+F(-Z(J)*C+D))
ANSC*SUM

10 RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE TPZOD(M,X0,XH,Y,TPA)

C
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO EVALUATE THE AVERAGE HEATER ROD SURFACE
C TEMPERATURE AND THE OUTER TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURE BY USE OF THE
C TRAPEZOIDAL RULE.



C
C

C

C

C

DIMENSION Y(50)
TmM-1
MM=TM
DI*(Xli-X0)/(TM*2.)
TPAa0.
DO 15
ARY(I)+Y(I+1)
ARDI*AR

15 TPA=TPA+AR
RETURN
END

FUNCTION F03(X)
COMMON/BLR1/R1,RF,Q,D
COMMON/BLR2/R2,RG
COMMON/BLK5/NT,L
PI=3.1415927
F03=(R2-D*COS(X))/(R2**2+0**2-2.0*D*R2*COS(X))*COS(L*x)*2.0/PI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FN2(X)
COmMON/BLR1/R1,RF,0,D
COMMON/BLR2/R2,RG
COMMON/BLR5/NT,L
PI3.1415927
Y=SIN(X)/(COS(X)-D/R2)
z=NT*ATAN(Y)
Y1*(R2**2+D**2-2.0*R2*D*COS(X))**((NT-2)/2.0)
Y2R2*COS(Z)-D*COS(X+Z)
FN2aNT*Y1*y2*COS(L*X)*2.0/PI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FN3(x)
COMMON/BLR1/R1,XF,Q,D
COMMON/BLR2/R2,KG
COMMON/BLAS/NT,L
PI=3.1415927
Y=SIN(X)/(COS(X)-D/R2)
Z=NT*ATAN(Y)
Y1m(R2**2+D**2-2.0*R2*D*COS(X))**(-(NT+2)/2.0)
Y2=D*COS(X-Z)-R2*COS(Z)
FN3=NT*Y1*Y2*COS(L*X)*2.0/PI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION G03(X)
COMMON/BLR1/R1,R?,0,D
COMMON/BLR2/R2,KG
COMMON/BLR5/NT,L
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P/=3.1415927
YmiR2**2+0**2-2.0*R2*D*COS(X)
G03=0.5*ALOG(Y)*COS(L*X)*2.0/PI
RETURN
END

FUNCTION GN2(X)
COMMON/BLK1/R1,RF,Q,D
COMMON/BLR2/R2,KG
COMMON/BLX5/NT,L
PI=3.1415927
Y=SIN(X)/(COS(X)-D/R2)
Z=NT*ATAN(Y)
GN2=(R2**2+D**2-2.0*R2*D*COS(X))**(NT/2.0)*COS(Z)*COS(L*X)
RETURN
END

*2.0/PI

FUNCTION GN3(X)
COMMON/BLK1/R1,RF,Q,D
COMMON/BLK2/R2,KG
COMMON/BLX5/NT,L
PI=3.1415927
Y=S/N(X)/(COS(X)-D/R2)
Z=NT*ATAN(Y)
GN3=(R2**2+D**2-2.*R2*D*COS(X))**(-NT/2.)*COS(Z)*COS(L*X)*2./PI
RETURN
END

C
C
C***** FUNCTION TO(X) NEEDS TO BE MODIFIED OR CHANGED WHEN A NEW
C TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED ON THE OUTER
C TUBE SURFACE.
C

FUNCTION TO(X)
COMMON/BLX5/NT,L
P/=3.1415927

C
C TEMP IS THE SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION W.R.T. X
C ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C

TEMP=50.0
TO=TEMP*COS(NT*X)*2.0/PI
RETURN
END
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A.4 Listing of Code-ECCPLOT

PROGRAM ECCPLOT(INPUT,TAPE20=INPUT,ODTPUT,TAPE10)
C
C THE PLOT PACKAGE IS DEVELOPED FOR PROGRAM-EXACT.
C PLOTS ARE ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES VS ANGLE
C AND TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES VS ANGLE.
C EACH PLOT MAY HAVE 5 CURVES.
C
C PLOTTINGS ARE DONE ON TAPE10 WHICH WILL BE ROUTED
C TO OSU COMPUTERING CENTER.
C
C
C IF NECESSARY, THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS NEED TO BE CHANGED FOR
C EACH PLOTTING :

C
C NPTS1, NPTS2, NPTS3, NPTS4, NPTS5, YLOW, YHIGH AND YTIC.
C

DIMENSION TF1(50),TF2(50),TF3(50) TF4(50),TF5(50)
1 TC1(50),TC2(50),TC3(50),TC4(50),TC5(50),LABX(3),LABY(5),
2 X1(50),X2(50),X3(50),X4(50),X5(50)

NPTS1=19
NPTS2=7
NPTS3=11
NPTS4=19
NPTS5=21
NC=0
STEP1=180.0/(NPTS1 -1)
STEP2=180.0/(NPTS2 -1)
STEP3=180.0/(NPTS3 -1)
STEP4=180.0/(NPTS4 -1)
STEP5=180.0/(NPTS5 -1)
DO 2 /=1,NPTS1
Xl(I)=STEP1*(I -1)

2 CONTINUE
DO 4 I=1,NPTS2
X2(I)=STEP2*(I -1)

4 CONTINUE
DO 6 I=1,NPTS3
X3(I)=STEP3*(I -1)

6 CONTINUE
DO 8 I=1,NPTS4
X4(I)=STEP4*(I -1)

8 CONTINUE
DO 10 I=1,NPTS5
X5(I)=STEP5*(/ -1)

10 CONTINUE
20 FORMAT(F10.4)

C
C READ IN DATA FROM TAPE20.
C

DO 30 I=1,NPTS1
READ(20,20)TF1(/)

30 CONTINUE



DO 35 I=1,NPTS1
READ(20,20)TC1(/)

35 CONTINUE
NC=NC+1
DO 40 I=1,NPTS2
READ(20,20)TF2(I)
IF(E0F(20))100,40

40 CONTINUE
DO 45 I=1,NPTS2
READ(20,20)TC2(I)

45 CONTINUE
NC=NC+1
DO 50 I=1,NPTS3
READ(20,20)TF3(I)
IF(E0F(20))100,50

50 CONTINUE
DO 55 I=1,NPTS3
READ(20,20)TC3(I)

55 CONTINUE
NC=NC+1
DO 60 I=1,NPTS4
READ(20,20)TF4(I)
IF(E0F(20))100,60

60 CONTINUE
DO 65 I=1,NPTS4
READ(20,20)TC4(I)

65 CONTINUE
NC=NC+1
DO 70 Im1,NPTS5
READ(20,20)TF5(I)
IF(E0F(20))100,70

70 CONTINUE
DO 75 I=1,NPTS5
READ(20,20)TC5(I)

75 CONTINUE
NC=NC+1

C
C SET UP PHYSICAL PLOT. INFORMATION FOR THE FIRST PLOT.
C

100 YLOW=60.0
YHIGH=200.0
YTIC=10.0

C

C

DIFF=YHIGH -YLOW
XCHAC=YLOW-DIFF/10.0
YCHAC=YLOW+DIFF/10.0

CALL PLOTYPE(4)
CALL SIZE(8.5,11.0)
ABIAS=2.0
BB/AS=2.0
XFACT=5.0/180.0
YFACT=7.0/DIFF
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CALL SCALE(XFACT,YEACT,AB/AS,BBIAS,0.0,YLOW)
C
C DRAW & LABEL THE AXIS.
C

CALL AXISL(0.0,180.0,0.0,YLOW,YHIGH,YLOW,30.0,YTIC,
1 5,9,1,1,1.0,1.0,0.1,0)
CALL AXISL(0.0,180.0,180.0,YLOW,YHIGH,YHIGH,30.0,YTIC,

1 5,9,0,0,1.0,1.0,0.1,0)
C
C PLOT THE CURVE OR CURVES.
C

DO 125 I=1,NC
GO TO (111,112,113,114,115),/

111 CALL LINE(X1,TF1,0,NPTS1)
GO TO 125

112 CALL LINE(X2,TF2,27,NPTS2)
GO TO 125

113 CALL LINE(X3,TF3,19,NPTS3)
GO TO 125

114 CALL LINE(X4,TF4,17,NPTS4)
GO TO 125

115 CALL LINE(X5,TP5,7,NPTS5)
125 CONTINUE

C
C LABEL THE X- AXIS.
C

LABX(1)=10HANGLE (DEG
LABX(2)=4HREE)
CALL SYMBOL(50.,XCHAC,0.,0.12,14,LABX)

C
C LABEL THE Y-AXIS.
C

LABY(1)=10HHEATER ROD
LABY(2)=10H SURFACE T
LABY(3)=10HEMPERATURE
LABY(4)=4H (C)
CALL SYMBOL(-35.,YCHAC,90.,0.12,34,LASY)
CALL PLOTEND

C
C SET UP PHYSICAL PLOT INFORMATION FOR THE SECOND PLOT.
C

YLOW*20.0
YHIGH=120.0
YTIC=10.0

C
DIFF=YHIGH-YLOW
XCHAC=YLOW-DIFF/10.0
YCHACRYLOW+DIFF/10.0

C
135 CALL PLOTYPE(4)

CALL SIZE(8.5,11.0)
ABIAS=2.0
BBIAS=2.5



XFACT=5.0/180.0
YFACT=7.0/D/FF
CALL SCALE(XFACT,YFACT,ABIAS,BB/AS,0.0,YLOW)

C
C DRAW S LABEL THE AXIS.
C

CALL AXISL(0.0,180.0,0.0,YLOW,YHIGH,YLOW,30.0,YTIC,
1 5,9,1,1,1.0,1.0,0.1,0)
CALL AXISL(0.0,180.0,180.0,YLOW,YHIGH,YSIGH,30.0,YTIC,

1 5,9,0,0,1.0,1.0,0.1,0)
C
C PLOT THE CURVE OR CURVES.
C

DO 150 I=1,NC
GO TO (141,142,143,144,145),I

141 CALL L/NE(X1,TC1,0,NPTS1)
GO TO 150

142 CALL L/NE(X2,TC2,27,NPTS2)
GO TO 150

143 CALL L/NE(X3,TC3,19,NPTS3)
GO TO 150

144 CALL LINE(X4,TC4,17,NPTS4)
GO TO 150

145 CALL LINE(X5,TC5,7,NPTS5)
150 CONTINUE

C
C LABEL THE X-AXIS.
C

LABX(1)=10HANGLE (DEG
LABX(2)=4HREE)
CALL SYMBOL(60.,XCHAC,0.,0.12,14,LABX)

C
C LABEL THE Y-AXIS.
C

LABY(1)=10HOUTER TUBE
LABY(2)=108 INNER FAC
LABY(3)=1011E TEMPERAT
LABY(4)=7HURE (C)
CALL SYMBOL(-35.,YCHAC,90.,0.12,37,LABY)
CALL PLOTEND
STOP
END
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APPENDIX B

B.1 Numerical Techniques for Steady State Heat Conduction in the Ec-
centric System

The general two-dimensional geometric configuration of an eccentric

system is shown in Figs. B.1 and B.2. Equal increments of 0 are used.

To determine the temperature at node 0, using Figs. B.1 and 8.2 for re-

ference, we shall determine the energy balance for node 0 in terms of

the rate of heat flow by conduction to 0 from its neighboring nodes and

the rate of internal heat generation in the control area represented by

O. The internal node temperature is determined as follows
(27)

:
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Fig. B.1. Control area of node 0 in 2-D cylindrical coordinate.
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Fig. B.2. General assignment of conductivities and heat

generation rates in the meshes surrounding node 0.
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Rate of internal heat generation in control area of node 0, Fig. B.1,
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Summing all the terms in Equations (B.1) and (B.2), and equating this

sum to zero, gives, after rearranging, the temperature at node 0 as:

'411.1 °421.2 °43T1 `3441.4 S
To

(041+ c42 + 043 + d4)
(B.3)

where al, a2, a3, (14, and s are given in Equations (B.1) and (B.2) respec-

tively.

If a convective boundary is specified, the boundary node temperature is

then determined as follows:

Rate of heat flow from node 1 to node 0 by conduction
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where 0(2 = hRy6.8.

Rate of heat flow from node 3 to node 0 by conduction
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Summing all the terms in Equations (B.4) and (B.5), and equating this

sum to zero, gives the following expression for To on the outer boundary

surface,

°41T1 c42Tbulk 0431.3 c44T4TO-
(c41 (342 043 °44)

(B.6)

where al, a2, a3, and a4 are given in Equation (B.4).

The nodal temperatures near the boundaries are assigned as follows, Fig.

B.3:

when (I) = 0°, T1,j = T2,j, = 1, 2, 3, , N3

= 180°, TNA+1,j
TNA,J' j 1, 2' 3'

, N3

NA+1
r = 0.0 m, Ti,1 = E T, 2/(NA+1), i = 1, 2, 3, NA+1

i=1

r = R
3

and IBC = 1, T
i,N3+1

= boundary temperature, i = 1, 2, .., NA+1

r = R
3

and IBC = 2, T
2

= T
bulk'

when N3 = the total number of radial node regions in the system,

NA = number of angular regions,

IBC = an input number which represents the indicator of the desired

type of boundary condition.

Once the nodal positions are defined, the thermal conductivity and

the heat generation rate are properly assigned to each mesh, and the

boundary condition is specified on the outer tube surface, Equation (B.3)
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Fig. 8.3. Boundary nodes.
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can then be employed to calculate the temperature of each node in the

system.

An initial guess for the temperature at each node is made at the be-

ginning of the problem. An iterative solution is then carried out in which

new temperatures are calculated from old temperatures using Equation (B.3).

An "over-relaxation" of the temperatures is often desirable to increase

the convergence of the iterative procedure. This is done by using the

constant, a, in the following manner (28)

TNew N TN-1
(B.7)

where T
N

= temperature calculated during the Nth iteration using Equa-

tion (B.3),

T
N-1

= final "over-relaxed, extrapolated" temperatures resulting

from the (N-1)th iteration,

T
New

= the "over-relaxed" temperatures being calculated during this

Nth iteration,

= input factor between 1 and 2.

After the over-relaxation is finished, another acceleration technique,

"dominant-error-mode extrapolation," is applied. At each iteration an

error term is calculated for the mesh as a whole.

e N

all nodes

TN -1

T
N

1 (13.8)



A ratio of these error terms gives an extrapolation factor, f,

e
N

f
e
N-1
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(B.9)

which is used to calculate a better estimate of the nodal temperature.

T
final

1

T
New

f

T
N-1

1 - f 1 - f
(B.10)

T
New

and T
N-1

are defined above and T
final

is now referred to as the final

"over-relaxed, extrapolated" nodal temperature, forfor the Nth iteration.

This extrapolation is not done if the factor, f, in Equation (B.9) is

greater than one. In actual practice, this extrapolation should be used

every 40th or 50th iteration, depending on the problem, so that the tem-

peratures have a chance to settle down before being "kicked" again. Suc-

cessive iterations are carried out until

N-1
To

T
(B.11)

where c = a specified convergence criterion,

T
0

= temperature at the center of heater rod.

For the ratchet boundary model, Figs. B.4 and B.5 indicate the as-

signment of the thermal conductivity and the heat generation rate for the

meshes near the ratchet boundary. For the modeled conductivity model, the
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i =1
j-I j j+I R3=N3 +I

Fig. 8.4a. Cylindrical mesh system for ratchet boundary model.
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Fig. 8.4b. Assignment of conductivities and heat generation

rates in the meshes near ratchet boundary.
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Fig. B.5a. Cylindrical mesh system for ratchet boundary model.
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Fig. 8.5b. Assignment of conductivities and heat generation

rates in the meshes near ratchet boundary.
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geometrically dependent thermal conductivity in the intermediate annular

region is assigned in the manner depicted in Fig. 25. For the two-dimen-

sional, cylindrical models, as shown in Fig. B.6, the nodal position, the

nodal spacing, the thermal conductivity, and the heat generation rate of

each mesh in the angular region i are determined and assigned as follows:

In the heater rod region,

Ari,j R1 /N1, j = 1 N1

ri,j = (j-1) Arij, j = 1, 2, , N1+1

Ki,j Kf, j = 1, 2, , N1

Q. = n", j = 1, 2, Ni
1,J 'I

where R
1
= radius of the heater rod,

N1 = number of radial node regions in the heater rod.

In the intermediate annular region,

Ar
i,j

= (r
1
(8) - R

1
)/(N2 - N1), j = N1+1, N1+2, , N2

r. = (j - N1 - 1) Ari,j + R1, j = N1+2, N1+3, . . . . , N2+1

,j
K.

1

= K
g'

j = N1+1, N1+2, , N2

Q. = 0, j = N1+1, N1+2, , N2

where N2 = total number of radial node regions in the heater rod and the

intermediate annulus.

In the outer tube region,

Ar
i,j

= (r
2
(8) - r

1
(8))/(N3 - N2), j = N2+1, N2 +2, , N3

r.
1,j

= (J - N2 - 1) Ar
i,j

r
1

j = N2+2, N2+3, . . . . , N3+1

Ki,j Kc, j = N2+1, N2+2, , N3

= 0, j = N2+1, N2+2, , N3



boundary
line

i=NA I 1=1

j+I j=1 j-1 j R3=N3+1

Fig. B.6. Nodes in two-dimensional, cylindrical coordinate system (r , 8).
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where N3 = total number of radial node regions in the problem.
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8.2 Listing of Code-RAT1

PROGRAM RAT1( INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE60OUTPUT,TAPE20)
C
C RAT1 IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF RAT WHICH WAS DEVELOPED BY
C G. W. MCNAIR AT NUCLEAR ENGRG. DEPT. OF OSU IN JULY 1977
C (DOCUMENTATION NO. OSU-NE-7704).
C
C***** THE MODIFICATIONS MADE BY Y. P. TING AT NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPT.

C OF OSU IN JULY, 1980 WERE AS FOLLOWS:
C (1) DISCRETIZATION OF THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION,
C (2) MODIFICATION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR NODAL TEMPERATURE, BASED ON

C THE CONCEPT OF ENERGY BALANCE IN THE CYLINDRICAL SYSTEM, SEE
C THE REFERENCE BELOW:
C REFERENCE: D. R. CROFT AND D. G. LILLEY, "HEAT TRANSFER CALCU-
C LATIONS USING FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS", APPLIED
C SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD, LONDON, P. 70, 1977.
C (3) A VARYING TEMPERATURE FUNCTION OR A CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY
C CONDITION CAN BE APPLIED TO THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE AT USER'S
C DISCRETION,
C (4) READ FORMATS ARE CHANGED AND SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
C ARE REQUIRED TO BE READ IN,
C (5) THE CALCULATED HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE
C OUTER TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES ARE WRITTEN ON TAPE20
C FOR PLOTTING PURPOSE,
C (6) SOME OTHER MINOR CORRECTIONS.
C
C***** THE LIMITATIONS OF THE CODE ARE:
C (1) THE ECCENTRIC DISPLACEMENT MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.0,
C (2) THE HEATER ROD RADIUS MUST BE GREATER THAN THE ECCENTRIC
C DISPLACEMENT,
C (3) THE NO. OF BEATER ROD NODE REGION NEAR 0.0 DEGREE MUST BE GREATER
C THAN THE NO. OF ANGULAR NODE REGION.

DIMENSION HF(40),HG(40).HT(40),TDIFF(2),THOU(40),TRODSUR(40)
COMMON/BLR1/CR(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/BLR2/TEMP(40,60),QR(40,60),THETA,OLDTEMP(40,60)
COMMON/BLX3/HCOEF,TBULK,IBC,BETA
COMMON/BLE4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
REAL KF,XG,KT
PI=3.1415927

C
C ******** ***** ******

C * READ INPUT DATA *
C *******************

C
C UNITS: CONDUCTIVITY (KG,RT,RF) = W/M-K,
C HEAT SOURCE (Q) = W/M**3,
C RADIUS (R1,R2,R3) s

C DISPLACEMENT (D) 0 M,
C TEMPERATURE (TP,T0,...) 0 C,

C HEAT TRANS. COW. (HCOEF)0 W/M**2-R.
C
C
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C LINE 1 : READ THE HEATER ROD REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,10)D,R1,174
C
C
C LINE 2 : READ THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R2,KG
C
C
C LINE 3 : READ THE OUTER TUBE REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R3,KT
10 FORMAT(3F12.6,312.5)
20 FORMAT(2F12.6)

C
C LINE 4 : READ THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION (EPS), THE SOR FACTOR (BETA)
C AND THE INITIAL GUESSING TEMPERATURE (TGUESS).
C

READ(5,10)EPS,BETA,TGUESS
C
C
C LINE 5 : CHOOSE THE B.C. ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C
C IBC = 1, IF A TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED.

= 2, IF A HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND A BULK TEMPERATURE
C OF FLUID ARE SPECIFIED.
C
C CHOOSE THE ANGULAR AND THE RADIAL NODE REGIONS.
C
C NF = NUMBER OF THE HEATER ROD NODE REGIONS NEAR 0.0 DEGREE,
C WHERE NP MUST BE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO NA.
C NA = NUMBER OF THE ANGULAR NODE REGIONS.
C NG = NUMBER OF THE ANNULUS NODE REGIONS NEAR 0.0 DEGREE.
C NT = NUMBER OF THE OUTER TUBE NODE REGIONS.
C
C NPLOT = 1, WRITE THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
C TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES ON TAPE20.

go 2, DO NOT WRITE DATA ON TAPE20.
C

READ(5,30)IBC,NA,NF,NG,NT,NPLOT
30 FORMAT(6I10)

NAP=NA+1
NFP=NP+1
NGP=NF+NG+1
NTP=NF+NG+NT+1
NI=NP
N2=NF+NG
N3=N1F+NG+NT
NFMIN=NPNA+1
NFMINP=NIPMIN+1

C
C LINE 6 AND ITS FOLLOWING LINES:
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C READ THE B.C. (INDICATED BY IBC, SEE LINE 5).
C

IF(1-18C)32,33,33
32 READ(5,25)HCOEF

READ(5,25)TBULE
25 FORMAT(F12.4)

GO TO 38
33 DO 35 Ilal,NAP

READ(5,25)TEMP(I,NTP)
35 CONTINUE

C
C ** ***** * **** *******

C * INPUT DATA EDIT *
C ** ************ *****

C
38 WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT(1H1,///,6X,"*********** INPUT DATA EDIT ****** ***** ",//)

WRITE(6,50)R1,XF,Q,D
50 FORMAT(7X,"IN HEATER ROD :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) an,

1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W /M -K) go,F12.6,/,10X,"HEAT SOURCE (W/

2M**3) m",E12.5,/,10X,"ECCENT. DISTANCE (M) 20",F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,60)R2,RG

60 FORMAT(7X, "IN GAP REGION :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M)
1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W/M-40 &',F12.8,//)

WRITE(6,70)R3,ET
70 FORMAT(7X,"IN OUTER TUB :",//,10X,"TUBE RADIUS (M)

1 ,F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W/M-R) 2'",F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,75)NA,NF,NG,NT

75 FORMAT(7X,"NUMBER OF NODE REGIONS NEAR 0.0 DEGREE :",//,10R,
1 "ANGULAR NODE REGIONS =",I3,/.10X,
2 "HEATER ROD NODE REGIONS =",/3,/,10X,
3 "ANNULUS NODE REGIONS 10,I3,/,10X,
4 "OUTER TUBE NODE REGIONS m",I3,//)

IF(IBC.EQ.1)WRITE(6,80)
IF(IBC.EQ.2)WRITE(6,90)HCOEF,TBULE

80 FORMAT(7X,"A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE FUNCTION IS GOING TO BE",/,
1 7X,"USED ON THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE.",//)

90 FORMAT(7X,'ON THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE :".//,
1 10X,"THE HEAT TRANSFER COEF. (W/M**2-X) m",E12.5,/,
2 10X,"THE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE (C) *",F12.5,//)

WRITE(6,100)EPS,BETA
100 FORMAT(7X,"THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION mo,F8.6,/,7R,

$ "THE SOR FACTOR 210,F7.4,//)
C
C DETERMINATION OF RADIAL SPACINGS IN EACH MATERIAL REGION.
C

TEETAmP//NA
DO 110 Il,NA
Xa(I-1)*THETA+THETA/2.0
THOU(I)=D*COS(X)+SIPT(R1**2-0**2*SIN(X)**2)

110 CONTINUE
DO 125 J=1,N3
IF(J.LE.NFMIN)G0 TO 115
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IP(J.LE.NF.AND.J.GT.NFMIN)GO TO 118
IP(J.LE.N2.AND.J.GT.NF)G0 TO 120
IP(J.GT.N2)GO TO 123

115 HP(.1)=THOU(NA)/NPMIN
GO TO 125

118 JJ -NFP -J
RF(J)=TROU(JJ)-THOU(JJ+1)
GO TO 125

120 HG(J)=(R2-THOU(1))/NG
GO TO 125

123 HT(J)=(123-R2)/NT
125 CONTINUE

C
C DEFINE THE POSITION OP EACH NODE
C

DO 130 I=1,NAP
130 R(I,1)=0.0

DO 140 Isl,NAP
DO 140 J=2,NTP
IP(J.LE.NPP)R(I,J)=R(LJ-1)+HP(J-1)
IP(J.GT.NPP.AND.J.LE.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+HG(J-1)
IP(J.GT.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+HT(J-1)
DR(I,J-1)=R(I,J)-R(I,J-1)

140 CONTINUE
C
C ASSIGN "Q" AND "Cr' VALUES TO EACH NODAL VOLUME.
C

DO 150 I=1,NA
N1I=NP-I+1
DO 150 J=1,N3
QIC(I,J)=0.0
IF(J.LE.N1I)QR(I,J)=Q
/P(J.LE.N1I)CK(I,J)=KP
IF(J.GT.N1/.AND.J.LE.N2)CE(I,J)=KG
IF(J.GT.N2)CR(I,J)=KT

150 CONTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE NODAL TEMPERATURE.
C

DO 155 I*1,NAP
DO 155 J=1,NTP
IF(J.EQ.NTP)G0 TO 152
TEMP(I,J)=TGUESS
GO TO 155

152 IP(IBC.EQ.1)TEMP(I,J)=TEMP(I,NTP)
IF(IHC.EQ.2)TEMP(I,J)=TGUESS

155 CONTINUE
C

IF(IBC.EQ.1)NRADIAL=NTP-1
IP(IBC.EQ.2)NRADIAL=NTP

C
C INITIALIZE ITERATION COUNTERS
C
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ITCOUNT=0
160 NSPEED -0
170 IF( ITCOUNT.GT. 1000)WRITE(6,172)
172 FORMAT(5X,"ITERATIVE CALC. HAS BEEN DONE OVER 1000 TIMES.")

IP(ITCOUNT.GT.1000)G0 TO 1000
IF(NSPEED.GE.49) GO TO 220

C
C BEGINNING ITERATIVE CALCULATION ON TEMPERATURES.
C
180 DO 190 .1=1,NRADIAL

J.7=NRADIAL+1*%7
DO 190 I *l,NAP
OLDTEMP(1,..7.7)=TEMP(I,JJ)
TEMP(I.J.7)=TEMPNEW(I.J.7)

190 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
C

M=NA/2+1
200 DO 210 I=1,NAP

DO 210 J=1,NRADIAL
IF(ABS(TEMP(M.1)/OLDTEMP(M,1)*1).GT.EPS) GO TO 205
GO TO 210

205 ITCOUNT=ITCOUNT+1
NSPEED=NSPEED+1
GO TO 170

210 CONTINUE
GO TO 300

C
C DOMINANT- ERROR -MODE ACCELERATION
C
220 =SUMO.

DO 230 I=1,NAP
DO 230 J=1,NRADIAL
TRATIO=ABS(OLDTEMP(I,J)/TEMP(I.J)1.)
TDSUM=TDSUM+TRATIO

230 CONTINUE
TDIFF(NSPEED*48)=TDSUM
IF(NSPEED.NE.50)GO TO 180
ARATIO=TDIFF(2)/TDIFF(1)
ALPBA=0.0
IF(ARAT/O.NE.1.0)ALPHA=1.0/(1.0*ARATIO)
IF(ARATIO.GE.1.0)GO TO 160
DO 240 I=1,NAP
DO 240 .1=1,NRADIAL
TEMP(I,J)=ALPHA*TEMP(I,J)+(1.0-ALPRA)*OLDTEMP(I,J)

240 CONTINUE
GO TO 160

C
C OUTPUT
C
300 WRITE(6,301) ITCOUNT
301 FORMAT(7X, "FINAL TEMPERATURE AFTER",I4,1X,"ITERAT/ONS :"



I ,//)
WRITE(6,302)

302 FORMAT(7X,"UNITS : SPACING IN METERS, TEMPERATURE IN C.",//)
NPREV=1
NCOUNT10

303 WRITE(6,320)
DO 310 Imil,NAP
IF(NCOUNT.GT.NTP)NCOUNT=NTP
WRITE(6,305)(TEMP(I,J),J=NPREV,NCOUNT)

305 FORMAT(5X,"*",2X,10(F8.3,4X),2X,"*")
310 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,320)
320 FORMAT(5X,126("*") )

WRITE(6,330)(R(1,J),J=NPREV,NCOUNT)
330 FORMAT(1X,"SPACING",10(F8.6,4X),//)

NPREV=NCOUNT+1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+10
IF(NCOUNT-NTP.LT.10) GO TO 303

C
C AVERAGE THE SEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURE.
C

C
C
C

TRODSUR(1)=TEMP(1,NFP)
TRODSUR(NAP)=TEMP(NAP,NFMINP)
DO 350 I=2,NA
J=NFP-I+1
TRODSUR(I)=(TEMP(I,J)+TEMP(I,J+1))/2.0

350 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,360)

360 FORMAT(//,4X,"***** THE SEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURE (C):",//,
# 7X,"ANGLE (DEGREE)",16X,"TEMPERATURE (C)",/)

DO 380 I=1,NAP
XXTHETA*(I-1)*57.29578
WRITE(6,370)XX,TRODSUR(I)

370 FORMAT(8X,F10.4,15X,F15.4)
380 CONTINUE

IF(NPLOT.NE.1)GO TO 1000
WRITE(20,390)(TRODSUR(I),I=1,NAP)
WRITE(20,390)(TEMP(I,NGP),/=1,NAP)

390 FORMAT(P10.4)
1000 STOP

END

FUNCTION TEMPNEW(I,J)
COMMON/BLII1/CX(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/BLE2/TEMP(40,60),OK(40,60),THETA,OLDTEMP(40,60)
COMMON/BLIC3/HCOEF,TBULK,IBC,BETA
COMMON/BLX4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
IF(J.EQ.1)G0 TO 10
IF(J.GT.1.AND.I.EQ.1)GO TO 30
IP(J.GT.1.AND.I.EQ.NAP)G0 TO 40
IF(J.EQ.NRADIAL.AND.IBC.EQ.2)G0 TO 20
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B.3 Listing of Code-MDL1

C
C
C
C
C
C * * * **

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C * * * **

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PROGRAM MDL1(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5aINPUT,TAPE6a0UTPUT,TAPE20)
DIMENSION HP(60),HG(60),HT(60),TDIFF(2)

MDL1 IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF MDL WHICH WAS DEVELOPED BY
G. W. MCNAIR AT NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT OF OREGON
STATE UNIVERSITY IN JULY 1977 (DOCUMENTATION NO. OSU-NE-7704).

THE MODIFICATIONS MADE BY Y. P. TING AT N. E. DEPT. OF OSU
IN JULY 1980 ARE AS FOLLOWS:
(1) DISCRETIZATION OF THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION,
(2) MODIFICATION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR NODAL TEMPERATURE, BASED ON

THE CONCEPT OP ENERGY BALANCE IN THE CYLINDRICAL SYSTEM, SEE THE
REFERENCE BELOW:

REFERENCE: D. R. CROFT AND D. G. LILLEY, "HEAT TRANSFER CALCU-
LATIONS USING FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS ", APPLIED
SCIENCE PUBLISHERS LTD, LONDON, P.70, 1977.

(3) A VARYING TEMPERATURE FUNCTION OR A CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY
CONDITION CAN BE APPLIED TO THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE AT USER'S
DISCRETION.

(4) READ FORMATS ARE CHANGED AND SOME ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ARE
REQUIRED TO BE READ IN,

(5) THE CALCULATED HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES ARE WRITTEN ON TAPE20 FOR PLOT-
TING PURPOSE,

(6) SOME OTHER MINOR CORRECTIONS.

THE LIMITATION OF THE CODE IS THAT THE HEATER ROD RADIUS MUST
BE GREATER THAN THE ECCENTRIC DISPLACEMENT.

COMMON/BLE1/CX(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/BLE2/TEMP(40,60),QK(40,60),THETA,OLDTEMP(40,80)
COMMON/BLX3/HCOEF,TBULLIBC,BETA
COMMON/BLX4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
REAL KPAGOCT
PIa3.1415927

*******************
* READ INPUT DATA *
*******************

UNITS: CONDUCTIVITY (RG,XT,E10) = W /M -E,
HEAT SOURCE (Q) a W/M * *3,
RADIUS (R1,R2,R3)
DISPLACEMENT (D) a t4,
TEMPERATURE (TF,T0,...) a C.
HEAT TRANS. comr. (HCOEF)a W/M**2-R.

LINE 1 : READ THE HEATER ROD REGION DATA.

READ(5,10)D.R1,EP.O
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C
C
C LINE 2 : READ THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R2,KG
C
C
C LINE 3 : READ THE OUTER TUBE REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R3,KT
10 FORMAT(3F12.6,E12.5)
20 FORMAT(2F12.6)

C
C LINE 4 : READ THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION (EPS), THE SOR FACTOR (BETA)
C AND THE INITIAL GUESSING TEMPERATURE (TGUESS).
C

READ(5,10)EPS,BETA,TGUESS
C
C
C LINE 5 : CHOOSE THE B.C. ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.
C
C IBC = 1, IF A TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED.
C = 2, IF A HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND A BULK TEMPERATURE
C OF FLUID ARE SPECIFIED.
C
C CHOOSE THE ANGULAR AND THE RADIAL NODE REGIONS.
C
C NA = NUMBER OF THE ANGULAR NODE REGIONS,
C NF = NUMBER OF THE HEATER ROD NODE REGIONS,
C NG = NUMBER OF THE ANNULUS NODE REGIONS,
C NT = NUMBER OF THE OUTER TUBE NODE REGIONS.
C
C NPLOT = 1, WRITE THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
C TUBE INNER PACE TEMPERATURES ON TAPE20.
C is 2, DO NOT WRITE DATA ON TAPE20.
C

READ(5,30)IBC,NA,NF,NG,NT,NPLOT
30 FORMAT(6I10)

NAP=NA+1
NFP=NF+1
NGP=NF+NG+1
NTP=NF+NG+NT+1
N1=NF
N2=NF+NG
N3=NF+NG+NT

C
C LINE 6 AND ITS FOLLOWING LINES:
C READ TEE B.C. (INDICATED BY IBC, SEE LINE 5).
C

IF(1IBC)32,33,33
32 READ(5,25)HCOEF

READ(5,25)MULK
25 FORMAT(F12.4)
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GO TO 38
33 DO 35 Iml,NAP

READ(5,25)TEMP(I,NTP)
35 CONTINUE

C
C *******************

C * INPUT DATA EDIT *
C *******************
C

38 WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT(1H1,///,6X,"*********** INPUT DATA EDIT *** ***** ***",//)

WRITE(6,50)R1,17,Q,D
50 FORMAT(7X,"IN HEATER ROD :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) se,

1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIV/TY (W/MK) =",F12.6,/,10X,"HEAT SOURCE (W/
2M**3) 2,",E12.5,/,10X,"ECCENT. DISTANCE (M) =",F12.8,//)
WRITE(6,60)R2,XG

60 FORMAT(7X,"IN GAP REGION :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) atm,

1 F12.6,/,10X, "CONDUCTIVITY (W /M R) .1*,F12.6r/i)
WRITE(6,70)R3,KT

70 FORMAT(7X,"IN OUTER TUBE :",//,10X,"TUBE RADIUS 011 mew

1 ,F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W/MK) m",F12.8.//)
WRITE(6,75)NA,NF,NG,NT

75 FORMAT(7X,"NUMBER OF NODE REGIONS IN THE SYSTEM :",//.10X,
1 "ANGULAR NODE REGIONS a",I3,/,10X,
2 "HEATER ROD NODE REGIONS *",I3,/,10X,
3 "ANNULUS NODE REGIONS mg",I3,/,10X,
4 "OUTER TUBE NODE REGIONS ss",I3,//)

/F(IBC.EQ.1)WRITE(6,80)
IF(IBC.EQ.2)WRITE(6,90)HCOEF,TBULK

80 FORMAT(7X,"A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE FUNCTION IS GOING TO BE",/,
1 7X,"USED ON THE OUTER FACE OP OUTER TUBE.",//)

90 FORMAT(7X,"ON THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE :",//,
1 10X,"THE HEAT TRANSFER COE?. (W/M**2K) =4,312.5./.
2 10X,"THE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE (C) *",F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,100)EPS,BETA

100 FORMAT(7X,"THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION m",F8.6,/,7X,
"THE SOR FACTOR 20,F7.4,//)

C
C DETERMINATION OF EQUAL RADIAL SPACINGS IN EACH MATERIAL REGION.
C

THETAIIIPI/NA
DO 120 Ial,NAP
liF(I)mR1/NP
HG(I)*(R2R1)/NG
HT(I)*(R3R2)/NT

120 CONTINUE
C
C DEFINE THE POSITION OF EACH NODE.
C

DO 130 Ilel,NAP
130 R(I,1)*0.0

DO 140 Is11,NAP
DO 140 J -2,NTP
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IF(J.LE.NFP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+BP(I)
IF(J.GT.NFP.AND.J.LE.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+BG(I)
IP(J.GT.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+HT(I)
DR(I,J -1)=R(I,J) -R(I,J -1)

140 CONTINUE
C
C ASSIGN "(71 AND "CK" VALUES TO EACH NODAL VOLUME.
C

DO 150 I=1,NA
X=(I-1)*THETA+THETA/2.0
G=R2-(D*COS(X)+SQRT(R1**2-D**2*S/N(x)**2))
RATIO1*(R2-R1)/G
DO 150 J=1,N3
OK(I,J)=0.0
IF(J.LE.N1)0K(I,J)=Q
IF(J.LE.N1)C1C(I,J)=KP
IP(J.GT.N1.AND.J.LE.N2)G0 TO 145
IF(J.GT.N2)C1C(/,J)=KT
GO TO 150

145 CE(I,J)=KG*RATIO
150 CONTINUE

C
C INITIALIZE NODAL TEMPERATURE.
C

DO 155 I=1,NAP
DO 155 J=1,NTP
IF(J.EQNTP)G0 TO 152
TEMP(I,J)=TGUESS
GO TO 155

152 /F(IBC.EQ.1)TEMP(I,J) TEMP(I,NTP)
IF(IBC.EQ.2)TEMP(I,J)=TGUESS

155 CONTINUE
C

/F(IBC.EQ.1)NRADIAL*NTP-1
IP(IBC.EQ.2)NRADIALANTP

C
C INITIALIZE ITERATION COUNTERS
C

ITCOUNT*0
160 NSPEED=0
170 IF( ITCOUNT.GT. 1000)WRITE(6,172)
172 FORMAT(5X,"ITERATIVE CALC. HAS BEEN DONE OVER 1000 TIMES.")

IF(ITCOUNT.GT.1000)G0 TO 1000
LF(NSPEED.GE.49) GO TO 220

C
C BEGINNING ITERATIVE CALCULATION ON TEMPERATURES.
C
180 DO 190 J=1,NRADIAL

JJ=NRADIAL+1-J
DO 190 I=1,NAP
OLDTEMP(I,JJ)=TEMP(/,JJ)
TEMP(I,JJ)=TEMPNEW(I,JJ)

190 CONTINUE



C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
C

M=NA/2+1
200 DO 210 I=1,NAP

DO 210 J=1,NRADIAL
IF(ASS(TEMP(M,1)/OLDTEMP(M,1)-1).GT.EPS) GO TO 205
GO TO 210

205 ITCOUNT=ITCOUNT+1
NSPEED=NSPEED+1
GO TO 170

210 CONTINUE
GO TO 300

C
C DOMINANT-ERROR-MODE ACCELERATION
C
220 TDSUM=10.

DO 230 I=1,NAP
DO 230 J=1,NRADIAL
TRATIO=ASS(OLDTEMP(I,J)/TEMP(I,J) -1.)
TDSUM=TDSUM+TRATIO

230 CONTINUE
TDIFF(NSPEED-48)=TDSUM
IF(NSPEED.NE.50)G0 TO 180
ARATIO=TDIFF(2)/TDIFF(1)
ALPHA=0.0
IF(ARATIO.NE.1.0)ALPHA=1.0/(1.0-ARKTIO)
IF(ARATIO.GE.1.0)G0 TO 160
DO 240 I=1,NAP
DO 240 J=1,NRADIAL
TEMP(I,J)=ALPHA*TEMP(I,J)+(1.0-ALPHA)*OLDTEMP(I,J)

240 CONTINUE
GO TO 160

C
C OUTPUT
C
300 WRITE(6,301) ITCOUNT
301 FORMAT(7X,"FINAL TEMPERATURE AFTER",I4,IX,'ITERATIONS :"

,//)
WRITE(6,302)

302 FORMAT(7X,"UN/TS : SPACING IN METERS, TEMPERATURE IN C.",//)
NPREV=1
NCOUNT=10

303 WRITE(6,320)
DO 310 /=1,NAP
IF(NCOUNT.GT.NTP)NCOUNT=NTP
WRITE (6,305) (TEM1? ( I ,J) , JiiNPREV ,NCOUNT)

305 FORMAT(5X,"*",2X,10(11.3,4X),2X,"")
310 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,320)
320 FORMAT(5X,126("") )

WRITE(6,330)(R(1,J),J=NPREV,NCOUNT)
330 FORMAT(1X,"SPACING",10(F8.6,4X),//)



NPREINNCOUNT+1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+10
IF(NCOUNT-NTP.LT.10) GO TO 303

C
C WRITE DATA ON TAPE20.
C

IF(NPLOT.NE.1)GO TO 1000
WRITE(20,350)(TEMP(I,NFP),I=1,NAP)
WRITE(20,350)(TEMP(I,NGP),I=1,NAP)

350 FORMAT(F10.4)
1000 STOP

END
C
C
C

FUNCTION TEMPNEW(I,J)
COMMON/BLR1/CI(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/ELK2/TEMP(40,60),QE(40,60),TRETA,OLDTEMP(40,60)
COMMON/BLE3/HCOEF,TBULE,IBC,SETA
COMMON/HLE4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
IF(J.EQ.1)GO TO 10
IF(J.GT.1.AND.I.EQ.1)G0 TO 30
IF(J.GT.1.AND.I.EQ.NAP)GO TO 40
IF(J.EQ.NRADIAL.AND.IBC.EQ.2)GO TO 20
Al=(CR(I,J-1)*DR(I,J-1)/2.0+CK(I,J)*DR(I,J)/2.0)/R(101)/TRETA
A2=(CE(I,J)+CE(I-1,J))*TRETA*(R(I,J)+DR(I,J)/2.0)/2.0/DR(i,a)
A3=(CR(I-1,J-1)*DR(LJ-1)/2.0+CX(I-14)*DR(I,J)/2.0)/R(I,J)/THETA
A4=(CE(I-1,J-1)+CX(I,J-1))*(R(I,J)-DR(I,J-1)/2.0)*TRETA/2.0/

# DR(I,J-1)
Sm(QR(I07-1)+QCI-1,J-1))*R(I,J)*THETA*DR(I,J-1)/4.0+(QR(I,J)+

# QX(1-14))*R(I,J)*THETA*DR(I,J)/4.0
TSUBSTEMP(I,J+1)
GO TO 50

10 TCL=0.0
DO 15 /I=1,NAP
TCL=TCD+TEMP(II,2)

15 CONTINUE
TEMP(14)=TCL/NAP
GO TO 60

20 A1=CX(I,J-1)*DR(I,J-1)/2.0/R(I,J)/TRETA
A2=HCOEF*TRETA*R(1,NTP)
A3=CK(/-14-1)*DR(I,J-1)/2.0/R(I,J)/THETA
A4=(CE(I-14-1)+CX(I,J-1))*(R(I,J)-DR(I,J-1)/2.0)*TBETA/2.0/

# DR(I,J-1)
S=0.0
TSUBSTSULE
GO TO 50

30 TEMP(I,J)=TEMP(2,J)
GO TO 60

40 TEMP(14)=TEMP(NAP-14)
GO TO 60

50 TEMP(I,J)=(Al*TEMP(I+1,J)+A2*TSUBS+A3*TEMP(I-14)+A4*TEMP(I,J-1)
$ +S)/(Al+A2+A3+A4)

220
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C
C OVERRELAXIATION OP TEMPERATURE.
C

60 TEMP(I,J)3EBETA*TEMP(I,J)+(1.0-BETA)*OLDTEMP(I,J,
TEMPNEWTEMP(1,3)
RETURN
END



B.4 Listing of Code-HEAT

PROGRAM SEAT(INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE20)
C
C CODE-HEAT IS DEVELOPED TO CALCULATE THE STEADY STATE TEMPERATURE
C FIELD IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL, THREE- REGION, CYLINDRICAL SYSTEM.
C
C THE FOLLOWING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS CAN BE APPLIED TO THE OUTER TUBE
C SURFACE AT USER'S DISCRETION:
C (1) A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE FUNCTION, OR
C (2) A SPECIFIED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND A BULK FLUID TEN -
C PERATURE.
C
C THE NODAL TEMPERATURE EQUATIONS WERE DERIVED BASED ON THE CONCEPT
C OF ENERGY BALANCE IN CYLINDRICAL SYSTEM, SEE P.69 - 70 OF THE
C FOLLOWING REFERENCE;
C
C D. R. CROFT AND D. G. LILLEY, "HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS
C USING FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS", APPLIED SCIENCE PUBLI-
C SHERS LTD, LONDON, P. 70, 1977.
C
C THE CODE IS DEVELOPED BY Y. P. TING AT NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
C DEPARTMENT OF OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY IN JULY 1980.
C

DIMENSION HF(60),HG(60),HT(60),SR3(40),SR2(40),TDIFF(2)
COMMON/BLR1/D,R3,CR(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/BLK2/TEMP(40,60),0(40,60),THETA,OLDTEMP(40,60)
COMMON/BLK3/HCOEF,TBULK,IBC,BETA
COMMON/BLK4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
REAL IF,RG,KT
PI=3.1415927

C
C ********* ***** *****

C * READ INPUT DATA *
C *******************
C
C UNITS: CONDUCTIVITY (KG,RT,RF) = W/M-R,
C HEAT SOURCE (Q) = W/M**3,
C RADIUS (R1,R2,R3) = M,
C DISPLACEMENT (D) = 114,

C TEMPERATURE (TF,T0,...) = C,
C HEAT TRANS. COEF. (HCOEF)= W/M**2-K.
C
C.
C LINE 1 : READ THE HEATER ROD REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,10)D,R1.RF4
C
C
C LINE 2 : READ THE INTERMEDIATE ANNULAR REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R2,RG
C
C

222
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C LINE 3 : READ THE OUTER TUBE REGION DATA.
C

READ(5,20)R3,RT
10 FORMAT(3F12.6,E12.5)
20 FORMAT(2F12.6)

C
C LINE 4 : READ THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION (EPS), THE SOR FACTOR (BETA)
C AND TEE INITIAL GUESSING TEMPERATURE (TGUESS).
C

C
C
C LINE 5 : CHOOSE THE B.C. ON THE OUTER TUBE SURFACE.

READ(5,10)EPS,BETA,TGUESS

C
C IBC = 1, IF A TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IS SPECIFIED.
C = 2, IF A HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AND A BULK TEMPERATURE
C OF FLUID ARE SPECIFIED.
C
C CHOOSE THE ANGULAR AND RADIAL NODE REGIONS.
C
C NPLOT a 1, WRITE THE HEATER ROD SURFACE TEMPERATURES AND THE OUTER
C TUBE INNER FACE TEMPERATURES ON TAPE20.

2, DO NOT WRITE DATA ON TAPE20.
C

READ(5,30)IBC,NA,NF,NG,NT,NPLOT
30 FORMAT(6I10)

NAP=NA+1
NFPaNF+1
NGPaNF+NG+1
NTPaNP+NG+NT+1
NlaNF
N2=NF+NG
N3=NF+NG+NT

C
C LINE 6 AND ITS FOLLOWING LINES:
C READ THE B.C. (INDICATED BY IBC, SEE LINE 5).
C

/F(1-IBC)32,33,33
32 READ(5,25)HCOEF

READ(5,25)TBULR
25 FORMAT(F12.4)

GO TO 38
33 DO 35 Ial,NAP

READ(5,25)TEMP(I,NTP)
35 CONTINUE

C
C *******:****** *****

C * INPUT DATA EDIT *
C **********+********
C

38 WRITE(6,40)
40 FORMAT(1H1,///,6X,************ INPUT DATA

WR/TE(6,50)R1,RF,Q,D
EDIT ************,//)
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50 FORMAT(7X,"IN HEATER ROD :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) ma,

1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIV/TY (W/MR) =",F12.6,/,10X,"HEAT SOURCE (W/
2M**3) =",E12.5,/,10X."ECCENT. DISTANCE (M) =",F12.6,//)
WRITE(6,60)R2,KG

60 FORMAT(7X,"IN GAP REGION :",//,10X,"RADIUS (M) ma,

1 F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W/MR) **,P12.6,//)
WRITE(6,70)R3,KT

70 FORMAT(7X,"IN OUTER TUBE :",//,10X,'TUBE RADIUS (M)
1 ,F12.6,/,10X,"CONDUCTIVITY (W/MK) =",F12.6,//)

WRITE(6,75)NA,NF,NG,NT
75 FORMAT(7X,"NUMBER OF NODE REGIONS IN THE SYSTEM :",//,10X,

1 "ANGULAR NODE REGIONS *",I3,/,10X,
2 "HEATER ROD NODE REGIONS *",I3,/,10X,
3 "ANNULUS NODE REGIONS a",I3,/,10X,
4 "OUTER TUBE NODE REGIONS *",I3,//)

IF(IBC.EQ.1)WRITE(8,80)
IF(IBC.EQ.2)WRITE(8,90)8COEF,TBULK

80 FORMAT(7X,"A SPECIFIED TEMPERATURE FUNCTION IS GOING TO BE",/,
1 7X,"USED ON THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE.",//)

90 PORMAT(7X,"ON THE OUTER FACE OF OUTER TUBE :",//,
1 10X,"TBE HEAT TRANSFER COEF. (W/M**2K) *",E12.5,/,
2 10X,"TEE BULK FLUID TEMPERATURE (C) =",F12.8,//)
NRITE(8,100)EPS,BETA

100 FORMAT(7X,"TBE CONVERGENCE CRITERION ",F8.6,/,7X,
$ "THE SOR FACTOR 20,F7.4,//)

C
C DETERMINATION OF EQUAL RADIAL SPACINGS IN EACH MATERIAL REGION.
C

THETA=PI/NA
DO 120 /=1,NAP
ANGLE=(/-1)*THRTA
SR3(I)=D*COS(ANGLE)+SORT(R3**2-0**2*SIN(ANGLE)**2)
SR2(I)=D*COS(ANGLE)+SQRT(R2**2-0**2*SIN(ANGLE)**2)
RP(I)=R1/NF -

HT(I)=(SR3(I)SR2(I))/NT
HG(I)=(SR2(I)R1)/NG

120 CONTINUE
C
C DEFINE TEE POSITION OF EACH NODE.
C

DO 130 I=1,NAP
130 R(I,1)=0.0

DO 140 I=1,NAP
DO 140 J -2,NTP
IF(J.LE.NFP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+HF(I)
IF(J.GT.NFP.AND.J.LE.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+FIG(I)
IF(J.GT.NGP)R(I,J)=R(I,J-1)+HT(I)
DR(I,J 1)=R(I,J) R(I,J 1)

140 CONTINUE
C
C ASSIGN "Q" AND "CR" VALUES TO EACH NODAL VOLUME.
C

DO 150 /=1,NA
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DO 150 J=1,N3
OK(I,J)=0.0
IF(J.LE.N1)0K(I,J)=Q
IF(J.LE.N1)CK(I,J)*KF
IF(J.GT.N1.AND.J.LE.N2)CK(I,J)=KG
IF(J.GT.N2)C1C(I,J)=KT

150 CONTINUE
C
C INITIALIZE NODAL TEMPERATURE.
C

C

DO 155 I=1,NAP
DO 155 J=1,NTP
IF(J.EQ.NTP)G0 TO 152
TEMP(I,J)=TGuESS
GO TO 155

152 IF(IBC.EQ.1)TEMP(I,J)=TEmP(I,NTP)
/F(IBC.EQ.2)TEmP(/,J)=TGuESS

155 CONTINUE

IF(IBC.EQ.1)NRADIAL=NTP 1
IF(IBC.EQ.2)NRADIAL=NTP

C
C INITIALIZE ITERATION COUNTERS
C

ITCOuNT=0
160 NSpEED=0
170 IF( ITCOUNT.GT. 1000)wRITE(6,172)
172 FORMAT(5X,"ITERATIVE CALC. HAS BEEN DONE OVER 1000 TIMES.")

IF(ITCOUNT.GT.1000)G0 TO 1000
IF(NSPEED.GE.49) GO TO 220

C
C BEGINNING ITERATIVE CALCULATION ON TEMPERATURES.
C
180 DO 190 J=1,NRADIAL

JJaRNRADIAL+1J
DO 190 I=1,NAp
OLDTEMP(I,JJ)=TEMP(I,JJ)
TEMP(I,JJ)=TEMPNEW(I,JJ)

190 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
C

M=NA/2+1
200 DO 210 I=1,NAP

DO 210 J=1,NRADIAL
IF(ABS(TEMP(m,1)/OLDTEMP(M,1)-1).GT.EPS) GO TO 205
GO TO 210

205 /TCOuNT=ITCOUNT+1
NSPEED=NSPEED+1
GO TO 170

210 CONTINUE
GO TO 300

C



C DOMINANT - ERROR -MODE ACCELERATION
C
220 TDSUMIRO.

DO 230 Ial,NAP
DO 230 Jal,NRADIAL
TRATIOIRASS(OLDTEMP(I,J)/TEMP(I,J)1.)
TDSUMTDSUM+TRATIO

230 CONTINUE
TDIFF(NSPEED48)IRTDSUM
IF(NSPEED.NE.50)GO TO 180
ARATIO=TDIFF(2)/TDIFF(1)
ALPRA00.0
IF(ARATIO.NE.1.0)ALPRAm1.0/(1.0-ARATIO)
IF(ARATIO.GE.1.0)G0 TO 160
DO 240 Iml,NAP
DO 240 Jal,NRAD/AL
TEMP(I,J)=ALPEA*TEMP(I,J)+(1.0ALPHA)*OLDTEMP(I,J)

240 CONTINUE
GO TO 160

C
C OUTPUT
C
300 WRITE(6,301) ITCOUNT
301 FORMAT(7X,"FINAL TEMPERATURE AFTER",I4,1x,'ITERATIONS :"

.//)
WRITE(6,302)

302 FORMAT(7X,"UNITS : SPACING IN METERS, TEMPERATURE IN C.",//)
NPREV=1
NCOUNT=10

303 WRITE(6,320)
DO 310 Im1,NAP
IF(NCOUNT.GT.NTP)NCOUNToNTP
WRITE(6,305)(TEMP(I,J),JRINPREV,NCOUNT)

305 FORMAT(5X,"",2X,10(F8.3,4X),2X,"*")
310 CONTINUE

WRITE(6,320)
320 FORMAT(SX,126("*") )

WRITE(6,330)(R(14),JRINPREV,NCOUNT)
330 FORMAT(1X,"SPACING",10(F8.6,4X),//)

NPREV=NCOUNT+1
NCOUNTIRNCOUNT+10
IF(NCOUNT- NTP.LT.10) GO TO 303

C
C WRITE DATA ON TAPE20.
C

IF(NPLOT.NE.1)G0 TO 1000
WRITE(20,350)(TEMP(LNFP),I*1,NAP)
WRITE(20,350) (TEMP(LNGP),I=1,NAP)

350 FORMAT(F10.4)
1000 STOP

END
C
C

226
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FUNCTION TEMPNEW(I,J)
COMMON/BLR1/D,R3,CX(40,60),R(40,60),DR(40,60)
COMMON/BLX2/TEMP(40,60),OK(40,60),THETA,OLDTEMP
COMMON/BLX3/HCOEF,TBULR,IEC,BETA
COMMON/BLK4/NAP,NFP,NGP,NTP,NRADIAL
IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 5
IF(I.EQ.NAP)GO TO 5
R30=1(R(I-.1,J)+R(I,J))*THETA/2.0
RlOs(R(I+1,3)+R(I,J))*THETA/2.0

5 IF(J.EQ.1)GO TO 10
IF(J.GT.1.AND.I.EQ.1)GO TO 30
IF(J.GT.1.AND.I.M.NAP)G0 TO 40
IF(J.EQ.NRADIAL.AND./BC.EQ.2)G0 TO 20
A1*(CX(/,J.,1)*DR(I,J-..1)/2.0+CX(I,J)*DR(I,J)/2.0
A2a(CR(I,J)+CX(I-.1,J))*THETA*(R(I,J)+DR(I,J)/2.
A3a(CX(I-.1, J*1)*DR(I,J-.1)/2.0+CR(I-..1,J)*DR(I,J)
A4sIg(CX(I-.1,J1)+CX(I,J*1))*(R(I,J)-.DR(LJ..1)/2.

# DR(I,J -1)
Sms(QX(/,J...1)+QX(I1,J-1))*R(I,J)*THETA*DR(I,J*1

# OK(I-1.J))*R(I,J)*THETA*DR(I,J)/4.0
TSUBSABTEMP(LJ+1)
GO TO 50

10 TCL-0.0
DO 15 /Iml,NAP
TCLARTCL+TEMP(II,2)

15 CONTINUE
TEMP(I,J)=TCL/NAP
GO TO 60

20 AlmICX(I,J...1)*DR(I,J-.1)/2.0/R10
C
C DETERMINE THE EXACT HEAT CONVECTION AREA.
C

(40,60)

/R10
0)/2.0/DR(I,J)
/2.0)/R30
0)*THETA/2.0/

)/4.0+(C)K(I,J)+

IF(D.EQ.0.00)G0 TO 8
ANG1m(I..1)*THETA-THETA/2.0
ANG2m(I-1)*THETA+THETA/2.0
X1g1.-D*COS(ANG1)+8(11RT(R3**2-.)**2*SIN(ANG1)**2)
X3mD*COS(ANG2)+SQRT(R3**2-.13**2*SIN(ANG2)**2)
AAa(R3**2+D**2-,X1**2)/(2.0*D*R3)
BBINI(R3**2+D**2X3**2)/(2.0*D*R3)
PHI1=ACOS(AA)
PH/2=ACOS(B11)
DPHI2sPHI2PH/1
GO TO 9

8 DPHI=THETA
9 A2*HCOEF*R3*DPHI

A3aCX(I1,3.4)*DR(I,J...1)/2.0/R30
A4a(CR(I-1, J...1)+CX(I,J.".1))*(R(I,J)-.DR(I,J1)/2.0)*THETA/2.0/

# DR(I,J -1)
S-0.0
TSUBS=TBULX
GO TO 50

30 TEMP(I,J)=TEMP(2,J)
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GO TO 60
40 TEMP(I,J)aTEMP(NAP -1,J)

GO TO 60
50 TEMP(I,J)a(Al*TEMP(I+1,J)+A2*TSUSS+A3*TEMP(I -1,J)+A4*TEMP(I,J -1)

$ +S)/(Al+A2+A3+A4)
C
C OVERRELAXIATION OP TEMPERATURE.
C

60 TEMP(I,J)=SETA*TEMP(I,J)+(1.0-SETA)*OLDTEMP(I,J)
TEMPNEWITEMP(I,J)
RETURN
END
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B.5 Listing of Input Data Deck for COYOTE Code

$SAMPLE PROBLEM RUN, D = 2.0 CM, TO = 50.0 C AT R2 + C.
SETUP,4,29
ROD,1,,,0.1447,..,23.8800,100.0 MATERIAL DATA
ANNULUS,2,,,0.1405 100.0
TUBE,3,,,0.1033 100.0
END
1,1,9,17 POLAR,0.,0. $GRID DATA - HEATER ROD REGION
00.6299,0.6299,0.
0.90.480.480.w,
9,1,21,3 POLAR,0.,0. $GRID DATA - ANNULUS REGION
0 .6299,1.6500,1.7211,0.6299,,,,
0.10.,22.5,22.5,,
9,3,21,5 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,1.7211,1.9507,0.6299,,,,
22.5,22.5,45.0,45.0,,,,
9,5,21,7 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,1.9507,2.3824,0.6299,,,,
45.0,45.0,67.5,67.5,,,,
9,7,21,9 POLAR,0.,0.
0 .6299,2.3824,3.0533,0.6299,,,,
67.5,67.5,90.0,90.0,,,,
9,9,21,11 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,3.0533,3.9131,0.6299,,,,
90.0,90.0,112.5,112.5,,,,
9,11,21,13 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,3.9131,4.7791,0.6299,,,,
112.5,112.5,135.0,135.0m,
9,13,21,15 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,4.7791,5.4166,0.6299,,,,
135.0,135.0,157.5,157.5,,,,
9,15,21,17 POLAR,0.,0.
0.6299,5.4166,5.6500,0.6299,,,,
157.5,157.5,180.0,180.0,,,,
21,1,29,3 POLAR,0.,0. $GRID DATA - OUTER TUBE REGION
1.6500,2.4500,2.5359,1.7211,,,,
0022.5,22 5,,,,
21,3,29,5 POLAR,0.,0.
1 .7211,2.5359,2.8051,1.9507,,,,
22.5,22.5,45.0,45.0,,
21,5,29,7 POLAR,0.,0.
1 .9507,2.8051,3.2829,2.3824,,,,
45.0,45.0,67.5,67.5,,,,
21,7,29,9,,,POLAR,0.90.
2.3824,3.2829,3.9752,3.0533,,,,
67.5,67.5,90.0,90.0,,,,
21,9,29,11,,,,,POLAR,O.,0.
3.0533,3.9752,4.8136,3.9131,,,,
90.0,90.0,112.5,112.5,,,,
21,11,29,13 POLAR,0.,0. ,

3.9131,4.8136,5 6335,4.7791,,,,
112.5,112.5,135 0,135.0,,
21,13,29,15 POLAR,0.,0.
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4.7791,5.6335,6.2314,5.4166,,,,
135.0,135.0,157.5,157.5,
21,15,29,17 POLAR,0.,0.
5.4166,6.2314,6 4500,5.6500,,,,
157.5,157.5,180 0,180.0,,,,
END
JLOOP,8,2 $DEFINE ELEMENT DATA ROD
ILOOP,4,2
QUADS /8,1,1,1
IEND
JEND
JLOOP,8,2 $DEFINE ELEMENT DATA - ANNULUS
ILOOP,6,2
QUAD8/8,2,9,1
IEND
JEND
JLOOP,8,2 $DEFINE ELEMENT DATA - TUBE
ILOOP,4,2
QUAD8 /8,3,21,1
IEND
JEND
JLOOP,8,2 $DEFINE B.C.
BC,TSIDE,27,1,2,50.
JEND
END
FORMRF
ZIPP,STEADY,1000,50
END
STOP


